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Resumé

Denne afhandling undersøger præcisionsgraden af forskellige metoder til udvælgelse

af sammenlignelige selskaber i et lille marked til multipel værdiansættelse. Ud fra et

teoretisk synspunkt kræver multipel værdiansættelse at de valgte peers har identisk

lønsomhed, vækst og risiko. Disse fænomener bliver ofte approksimeret ud fra

branchetilhørsforhold eller ligheder i fundamentale nøgletal. Flere empiriske studier

tester hvilken af disse tilgange fører til de mest præcise værdiansættelsesestimater.

Disse studier kommer frem til forskellige konklusioner. I denne afhandling tester vi en

udvælgelsesmetode kaldet SARD (Sum of Absolute Rank Differences), som er baseret

på finansielle variable der måler lønsomhed, vækst og risiko. Metoden kategoriseres

derfor som en fundamental tilgang. SARD blev først foreslået af Knudsen, Kold &

Plenborg (2017), som fremhæver metoden som simpel og intuitiv. Specifikt forventes

det at SARD metoden gør sig særligt godt på små markeder med få observationer

indenfor hver branche, da metoden ikke påvirkes af dette. Med afsæt heri tester

vi den empiriske præcisionsgrad af SARD metoden overfor branchetilhørsforhold

på det danske marked, der er et sådant lille marked. Dette gøres ved at foretage

multipelværdiansættelser af selskaber noteret på NASDAQ Copenhagen hvert år fra

2010 til 2019, ud fra hver udvælgelsesmetode og kombinationer af disse.

Vores resultater viser at SARD metoden er en mere præcis udvælgelsesmetode end

branchetilhørsforhold når disse testes op imod hinanden. Vores resultater er robuste

over tid og på tværs af fire værdiansættelsesmultipler og antal sammenlignelige

selskaber. Vi finder også evidens for at SARD metoden med fordel kan tilpasses til

den ønskede værdiansættelsesmultipel. Vi tester ligeledes en kombination af SARD

metoden og branchetilhørsforhold. Vores resulter viser at denne metode giver de mest

præcise værdiestimater på tværs af udvælgelsesmetoder. Dette resultat indikerer at

branchetilhørsforhold indeholder yderligere værdiansættelsesspecifik information, som

ikke indfanges af fundamentale nøgletal. Endelig viser vores resultater at inklusionen

af én ekstra fundamental variabel øger præcisionsgraden af SARD metoden, både på

tværs af og indenfor brancher.
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1 Introduction

One of the most basic economic concepts stems from the efficient market hypothesis

presented by Eugene Fama (1970), namely that perfect substitutes should sell for

the same price. Finding the true price is the core of valuation theory. The true price

of a cash flow claim should in theory reflect the profitability, growth and risk profile

of that claim. If two stocks are completely identical in terms of these properties,

then investors should be indifferent between the two. Consequently, the two stocks

should be priced uniformly. Observing the price of one of these stocks should also be

sufficient to deduce the price of the other. Relative valuation, also called multiple

valuation, is founded on this basic principle.

Common practice is to look for peers operating in the same industry as the

target. Another approach is to base peer selection on fundamental value drivers,

i.e. profitability, growth and risk. Knudsen et al. (2017) propose a selection method

based on fundamental value drivers, which they call the Sum of Absolute Rank

Differences (SARD) approach. Their results, based on a large sample of US firms,

show that peer selection based on similarity in fundamentals yields more accurate

valuations than selection based on industry affiliation. Their selection method seems

promising in a market with limited observations within industries. We test the SARD

approach in a sample representing a small market, specifically the Danish market.

In the following, we introduce relative valuation as opposed to Discounted Cash

Flow (DCF) valuations. We place our study in the context of firm valuations and

in relation to implementation issues of relative valuation. We summarise previous

evidence in the relevant field of study and present the aim and structure of this

thesis. Finally, we define our research question, hypotheses and delimitation.

Relative valuation

The search for value permeates the entire financial sector. Investors, financial advisors

and business leaders have different objectives in the search for value. Stock analysts

seek to estimate value relative to the market, so they can decide whether to buy or

sell. Business leaders want to understand their relative value in order to compare
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performance to competitors. In transactions, both intrinsic and relative valuations

are important to determine the right price. The results of our thesis are relevant in

contexts where relative valuation is used to determine the value of an asset based on

how similar assets trade.

The objective of relative valuation is to find the market value of an asset relative

to a key statistic that is assumed to relate to that value. Prices can essentially be

standardised based on any relevant key statistic, such as revenue, operating profit,

earnings, or more alternative measures such as website visits or subscriptions. If

the key statistic is reliable and agreed upon by all market participants, then the

multiple of a firm should be identical to the multiples of other firms with identical

profitability, growth and risk.

Relative valuation is one valuation method among many. In DCF valuations, the

objective is to find the intrinsic value of an asset given its risk profile and a forecast

of future cash flows. This approach requires many input assumptions, however, the

method is generally accepted in finance theory as the “most accurate and flexible

method for valuing companies” (Goedhart et al., 2015). Nevertheless, empirical

evidence shows that practitioners abandon comprehensive valuation models in favour

of relative valuation (Lie and Lie, 2002). The popularity of relative valuation stems

from the seemingly low level of complexity. Different from a DCF valuation, a relative

valuation can be completed with far fewer assumptions and the analysis is quick to

execute.

Relative valuation is likely to reflect current market perceptions and moods, since

it juxtaposes multiples of comparable listed firms to unearth market value instead

of finding the intrinsic value. In the end, the right price is the one investors are

willing to pay. This quality of relative valuation is an advantage when it is important

that prices reflect these perceptions. This is the case when investing according

to “momentum”-strategies where it is essential to decipher how listed firms are

valued relative to peers, e.g. in order to uncover low-priced companies with strong

fundamentals. Another example is Initial Public Offerings where it is important that

the offering price is attractive in the market. Relative valuation is also common
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practice when valuing privately traded firms. The list of applications is long. Because

different valuation methods often produce disparate answers, relative valuation is

used as an additional confirmatory technique to DCF valuations, but it is also a

viable substitute.

Implementation issues

The simple theoretical idea that perfect substitutes should sell for the same price

imposes real-world implementation issues. Identification of comparable firms can be

placed in a broader context of studies on implementation issues of relative valuation.

Plenborg and Pimentel (2016) single out eight significant implementation issues: 1)

The choice of comparable firms; 2) the choice of accrual versus cash flow-based value

drivers; 3) the use of reported earnings versus expected earnings; 4) the measurement

of averages; 5) accounting differences; 6) the normalisation of earnings; 7) the impact

of size; and 8) the illiquidity discount and control premium. Empirical studies

examine each of these areas of implementation issues.

This study is focused on implementation issue number one; the choice of comparable

firms. Since relative valuation is rooted on the assumption that perfect substitutes

should sell for the same price, the ability to identify firms that are truly comparable

is vital. In real life no two assets are completely identical. A company’s future cash

flows are unknown and therefore risky. Risk enters into valuation both through the

company’s cost of capital, which essentially is the price of risk, and in the uncertainty

surrounding future cash flows. Since investors’ aggregate expectations about risk,

not to mention growth and profitability, cannot be directly observed in the market,

users of relative valuation must rely on estimates for these variables. These can

be based on generally accepted industry classification systems, fundamental value

drivers or other parameters.

The ’horse race’

This thesis taps into a ’horse race’ between two schools of thought regarding peer

selection: Selection based on industry affiliation versus selection based on fundamental

value drivers.
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The use of industry affiliation as selection method builds on the premise that firms

in the same industry possess similar risk, growth and cash flow characteristics. The

general assumption is that firms in the same industry utilise similar technology, use

identical inputs and operate in the same product markets. Hence, they are exposed

to similar external developments in the supply of inputs and the demand for output.

Due to these properties, firms should converge in terms of profitability, growth and

risk. Though there are compelling theoretical arguments for why profitability, growth

and risk should be similar within an industry, there are also several arguments for

why there would be intra-industry differences. Valuation theory suggests that a

comparable firm is similar to the target firm in terms of fundamental value drivers.

The proposition is that there is no reason why a firm cannot be compared to other

firms in different industries, if they possess the same risk, growth and cash flow

characteristics. Finance theory generally accepts that industry affiliation might be a

good starting point, however, some argue that it is “better to use a smaller subsample

of peers with similar performance” (Goedhart et al., 2015).

There is empirical evidence in favour of several different selection methods in the

valuation literature. Several relevant studies have performed ’horse races’ between

industry affiliation and similarity in fundamentals. The studies are primarily

conducted on large samples of firms and use numerous methods for selecting peers.

Selection methods are evaluated by their ability to predict the observed market price

of an asset. Some studies conclude that selection based on industry affiliation leads

to more accurate valuation estimates (Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000)),

while other studies conclude that selection based on similarities in fundamentals is

more accurate (Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Dittmann and Weiner (2011)), Knudsen

et al. (2017) and Serra and Fávero (2018)). The research design of this thesis will be

similar to these empirical ‘horse races’.
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Our aim

The aim of this thesis is to test whether selection of comparable firms using the

SARD approach leads to more accurate valuation estimates compared to selection

based on industry affiliation when valuing firms in a small market. Small markets

have fewer listed companies within each industry. Therefore we anticipate that the

SARD approach, i.e. choosing peers across industries, should lead to more accurate

valuation estimates. The study is intended to create an interface between academia

and practice, as results will be relevant for all professionals using relative valuation to

price both publicly and privately traded stocks in a market with few listed companies.

In order to relate our findings to the practical use of multiple valuation, we have

decided to support our quantitative analysis with qualitative interviews. With the

aim to add a practical perspective to our findings, we interview various professionals

who use multiple valuation in their respective line of work. As such, the conducted

interviews are not used as empirical data for analysis, but as a contribution to the

discussion of the empirical results of our main analysis.

Structure

The thesis will proceed as follows. This chapter will continue with a presentation

of our research question, hypotheses and the delimitation of our empirical analysis.

In Chapter 2, we lay out the theoretical framework on which this thesis rests.

First, we review the properties that should make two cash flow claims sell at the

same price. Second, we derive the fundamental value drivers of the four multiples

tested in this thesis. This derivation is central to the choice of selection variables

used in the SARD analysis. We also discuss the concept of industry affiliation as

a selection method. Here, we briefly discuss the definition of an industry, how it

is quantified and the theoretical arguments supporting why industry affiliation is

a good approximation for expected future growth, profitability and risk. Finally,

we introduce the SARD approach and discuss why this selection method proposes

an interesting alternative to finding an appropriate peer group in a small market.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of similarities and differences in methodology and

results within the relevant field of literature. In Chapter 4, we present and motivate
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the methodology and research design of this thesis. We describe our data and sample

selection and comment on the use of interviews. In Chapter 5 we present and

analyse our empirical results. Chapter 6 is a discussion and interpretation of our

findings. We review our hypotheses and compare our results to previous empirical

studies. We interpret our results and discuss limitations, as well as implications for

practitioners. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.

1.1 Research question

The aim of this thesis is to test whether selection of comparable firms using the

SARD approach, i.e. similarities in fundamentals, rather than industry affiliation

leads to more accurate valuation estimates. Different from previous studies, this

thesis investigates the effectiveness of selection methods in a market with limited

observations within industries. We conduct firm valuations on a sample of Danish

firms listed on NASDAQ Copenhagen in the years from 2010 to 2019 using the two

methods for selecting comparable firms. Then we calculate the errors of valuation

estimates relative to the observed market price of each company, i.e. test against

a control variable for each observation. Finally, we compare and determine which

selection method leads to the most precise valuation estimates. The thesis relies

on the claim that observable market prices reflect true values, and that accuracy is

defined as the ability to predict the observed market price.

With this aim in mind, the main objective of this thesis is to provide an answer to

the following question:

How should users of relative valuation identify comparable firms in

Denmark, a market with few observations, in order to obtain the most

accurate estimates of market value?

We immediately delimit our research question by only considering the SARD approach

and industry affiliation as individual ways to identify a peer group. To structure the

content of the thesis and to eventually provide a thorough answer to our research

question, we test the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 1: The selection of comparable firms based on the SARD

approach leads to more accurate valuation estimates than selection based

on industry affiliation.

Hypothesis 2: The selection of comparable firms based on the

combination of SARD and industry affiliation leads to more accurate

valuation estimates than selection based on industry affiliation only.

Hypothesis 3: The selection of comparable firms based on SARD across

industries leads to more accurate valuation estimates than selection based

on SARD within industries.

Some researchers find that the combination of industry affiliation and different

fundamentals is the most efficient combination of selection variables to identify

comparable firms (Cheng and McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and

Knudsen et al. (2017)). Based on these findings, the purpose of hypothesis two is to

test whether a combination of industry affiliation and the SARD approach leads to

more accurate valuation estimates than when using industry affiliation only. In a

market like the Danish with few observations within each industry, we anticipate

that applying SARD across industries will result in better valuation estimates than

applying SARD within industries. We based this belief on the assumption that more

similar firms might be found when not restricted by industry boundaries. It is not a

given that firms are similar in terms of profitability, growth and risk simply because

they belong to the same industry classification. Hence, we included hypothesis three

to test whether applying SARD on a larger pool of firms (the whole sample) will

improve valuation errors than when applying SARD on a smaller pool of firms (within

an industry).

1.2 Delimitation

There are several important delimitations to our analysis. First and foremost, we

delimit our analysis to only consider the SARD approach and industry affiliation as

individual peer selection methods. The SARD approach is, in principle, designed
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to encompass all possible selection variables. Therefore, we delimit our selection

variables to Return on equity (ROE), Net debt/EBIT, Size and EBIT margin. These

selection variables are used by Knudsen et al. (2017) in evaluating the performance

of the SARD approach on the S&P Composite 1500 Index (S&P 1500). We do not

intend to change the calculation method of the selection variables as described in

their study. The calculation of each selection variable is described in Section 4.3 in

the methodology. Our choice of selection variables is motivated by the intention not

to detach our analysis and results from Knudsen et al. (2017).

We have delimited the analysis to evaluate selection methods based on four multiples:

price-earnings (P/E), price-book (P/B), enterprise value to sales (EV/Sales) and

enterprise value to earnings before interest and tax (EV/EBIT). These valuation

multiples are widely used in the relevant literature, including Knudsen et al. (2017).

We only consider firms listed on the Danish stock exchange, NASDAQ Copenhagen,

during the period from 2010 to 2019. We have briefly introduced our choice of sample

above and will further motivate this choice in Section 4.1.

We do, in principle, not test any other implementation issues related to relative

valuation as outlined by Plenborg and Pimentel (2016). For example, we do not test

which valuation multiples lead to the most accurate valuation estimates or what

measure of average is most accurate. This thesis is concerned only with the issue of

how to choose comparable firms. However, we include several robustness checks of

which one is concerned with whether the number of peers in the peer group would

change our results. Hence, we lightly touch upon some relevant implementation

issues in our thesis.
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2 Theoretical framework

The theoretical framework of this thesis is split into two main theoretical pillars

on which the analysis is build: 1) theory supporting industry affiliation as a peer

selection method, and 2) theory supporting fundamental value drivers as a peer

selection method. First, we present a proposition about the relation that makes two

uncertain cash flow claims sell at the same price in Section 2.1. The objective is

to illustrate the properties that would justify identical multiples among comparable

firms. The proposition is central to the following derivations of the fundamental

value drivers that influence different multiples. The derivations are presented in

Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we present the first theoretical pillar which consists

of the argumentation behind using industry affiliation as a selection variable. In

Section 2.4 we present the theoretical argumentation for using fundamental value

drivers as selection variables. Finally, we introduce the SARD approach as a selection

method.

2.1 The central assumption

The economic rationale behind multiple valuation and methods of comparable firm

selection is based on the efficient market hypothesis. In a completely efficient

market, prices fully incorporate the expectations of all market participants. These

expectations are based on available information. According to Fama (1970), a capital

market is efficient if stock prices “fully reflect” all relevant information about the

fundamental value of the stocks. If Φt is the information about a given stock available

to investors at time t, C̃t+τ is the uncertain cash flow from that stock at the future

time τ and (1 + r)−τ is the current equilibrium price of the uncertain unit of cash

flow delivered by the stock at future time τ , then the the price of the stock today

(time t) is given by

Pt =
∞∑
τ=1

E
[
C̃t+τ (1 + r)−τ | Φt

]
(2.1)

According to this relation, under perfect markets and certainty, the current price of

a stock is equal to the risk-adjusted present value of all expected future cash flows
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conditional on the information available at time t. The proposition illustrates that

two stocks identical in terms of timing, size and uncertainty of expected future cash

flows should sell at the same current price. Hence, if two stocks have such completely

similar properties, it is enough to observe the price of one in order to deduce the

price of the other.

Relative valuation relies on this assumption that perfect substitutes should sell at

the same price and that the value of an asset can be estimated by looking at how

similar assets are currently priced in a market. In order to compare a stock to the

market, prices are converted into standardised prices, i.e. multiples. These multiples

are compared across the firms defined as comparable. Prices can be standardised

based on any relevant key statistic, such as revenue, operating profit, earnings, book

value of equity, etc.

Another general assumption of relative valuation is that while markets do make

mistakes on valuing individual firms, they are correct on average. In other words, it

is assumed that market prices, on average, correctly reflect fundamentals and other

information available to investors. These theoretical assumptions form the basis for

the following mathematical derivations.

2.2 Drivers of multiples

In the following section, we first derive the fundamental value drivers of both the

equity-based and enterprise-based multiples tested in this study. Explicit expressions

for the most used valuation multiples can be derived using relatively simple valuation

models and a few additional assumptions. Finally, we briefly comment on how

discrepancies in accounting methods can impact the drivers of multiples and hence

multiple valuation.

Equity-based multiples, also called price multiples, are ratios of a stock’s market

price to some measure of fundamental value. We illustrate how the P/E and P/B

multiples, under certain assumptions, are functions of ROE (profitability), growth in

dividends (growth) and cost of equity (risk). Enterprise value-based multiples, in
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contrast to price multiples, relate the total market value of all sources of a firm’s

capital to some measure of fundamental value. We demonstrate how EV/Sales and

EV/EBIT are functions of return on invested capital (ROIC) (profitability), the

expected growth in free cash flows (growth), the weighted average cost of capital

(risk), and the tax rate.

2.2.1 Drivers of equity-based multiples

In our study we test two equity-based multiples; the P/E and the P/B multiple.

Our mathematical derivation of the equity-based multiples is based on the Dividend

Discount Model (DDM). According to the DDM, the value of a firm is the present

value of all future dividends (Petersen et al., 2017). For the sake of simplicity, we

assume that dividends grow at a constant rate in perpetuity, gD. We also assume

that constant growth is the product of the retention rate and return on equity, i.e.

gD = ROE(1 − α), where α is the payout ratio. The retention rate is the share

of net earnings that is reinvested in the business. Reinvested capital is assumed

to eventually result in higher earnings in the future. Over an infinite horizon, a

simplified constant growth DDM can be expressed as

Pt =
∞∑
τ

Dt(1 + gD)τ (1 + re)
−τ =

Dt+1

re − gD
(2.2)

where Pt denotes the current market value of equity, D is dividends, and re is the

cost of equity. When replacing dividends with the product of net earnings (Et+1)

and the payout ratio (α) we get

Pt =
αEt+1

re − gD
(2.3)

Substituting net earnings with the product of book value of equity (Bt) and ROE

gives

Pt =
α(BtROE)

re − gD
(2.4)

When replacing the payout ratio with with the expression for α in the assumed
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relation to growth we get

Pt =
(1− g/ROE)(BtROE)

re − gD
= Bt

ROE − g
re − gD

(2.5)

Dividing the equation by B yields the P/B multiple

P

B
=
ROE − gD
re − gD

(2.6)

When multiplying the denominator in Equation 2.6 by ROE we get the P/E multiple

P

E
=
ROE − gD
re − gD

∗ 1

ROE
(2.7)

As can be seen in Equations 2.6 and 2.7, both the P/B and P/E multiples are

functions of ROE (profitability), re (risk), and gD (growth).

2.2.2 Drivers of enterprise value-based multiples

To explore the fundamentals that explain the enterprise-based multiples, we base our

derivation on the DCF model where we assume a constant growth rate in perpetuity,

to simplify. The model can be expressed as

EVt =
∞∑
τ

FCFFt(1 + g)τ (1 + rWACC)−τ =
FCFF

rWACC − gFCFF
(2.8)

where EVt is the current enterprise value, FCFF is the free cash flow to the firm

(after tax), rWACC is the weighted average cost of capital, and gFCFF is growth in

FCFF .

By replacing FCFF with NOPAT (1−RIR), we obtain the following expression

EVt =
NOPAT (1−RIR)

rWACC − gFCFF
(2.9)
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where RIR is the reinvestment rate, which is the share of NOPAT 1 that is reinvested

in the company and is equal to (Change in net working capital + Change in non-

current assets)/NOPAT. Replacing NOPAT with ROIC multiplied by invested

capital (IC)2 and dividing the equation by IC yields the EV/IC multiple

EV

IC
=
ROIC(1−RR)

rWACC − gFCFF
=
ROIC − gFCFF
rWACC − gFCFF

(2.10)

Multiplying the denominator with ROIC we get the expression for the EV/NOPAT

multiple
EV

NOPAT
=
ROIC − gFCFF
rWACC − gFCFF

∗ 1

ROIC
(2.11)

Substituting NOPAT with EBIT (1− Tc) and multiplying the equation by (1− Tc)

yields an expression for the EV/EBIT multiple

EV

EBIT
=
ROIC − gFCFF
rWACC − gFCFF

∗ 1

ROIC
∗ (1− Tc) (2.12)

where Tc is the corporate tax rate. Replacing EBIT with the product of Sales and

EBIT margin and multiplying by EBIT margin yields an expression for the EV/Sales

multiple

EV

Sales
=
ROIC − gFCFF
rWACC − gFCFF

∗ 1

ROIC
∗ (1− Tc) ∗ EBITmargin (2.13)

Where the EBIT margin is defined as EBIT/Sales. As can be seen in Equations

2.12 and 2.13, both EV/EBIT and EV/Sales are functions of ROIC (profitability),

rWACC (risk), gFCFF (growth), and the tax rate. EV/Sales is also a function of the

EBIT margin.

1NOPAT is net operating profit after tax, i.e. EBIT after tax.
2The combined investments in a firm’s operating activities is denoted "invested capital", which

corresponds to the operating assets net of operating liabilities. Therefore, it is often referred to as
net operating assets in the literature.
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2.2.3 Impact of different accounting practices

A commonly regarded implementation issue of relative valuation is how to handle

differences in accounting policies (Plenborg and Pimentel, 2016). As relative valuation

is based on fundamental value drivers, which in most cases are accounting numbers,

this issue will play a role in the drivers of multiples. The user essentially must

dig into accounting statements to make sure that companies are compared on an

apple-to-apple basis.

Lie and Lie (2002) argue that depreciation schemes do not accurately reflect the

actual decline of asset value and as a result distort earnings information. They

study whether a multiple based on earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and

amortisation (EBITDA) provides better valuation estimates than a multiple based on

EBIT multiples, because EBIT suffers from effects of depreciation and amortisation

schemes. They find that EBITDA multiples provide more accurate estimates than

EBIT multiples. This result suggests that distorted accounting information, such

as biased depreciation schemes, affects the accuracy of multiples. As noted above

we evaluate using EBIT. In relation to our study, we touch upon the use of EBIT

versus EBITDA in the discussion of limitations.

Disparate accounting policies can make similar firms appear different and different

firms appear similar. The natural result is biased valuation estimates. Young

and Zeng (2015) control for economic comparability and examine how changes in

accounting comparability affect peer selection and the following valuation estimates.

Their research design is borrowed from Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and they show how

improvements in accounting comparability increase accuracy of valuation multiples

through more optimal peer selection. Thus, a fundamental requirement is that

comparable firms follow the same accounting practice. The potential effect of

accounting discrepancies on the analysis in this thesis will be addressed in our

discussion of limitations.
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2.3 Choosing peers based on industry affiliation

In this section we provide a theoretical discussion of the notion that industry affiliation

should lead to similarity in terms of profitability, growth and risk. Industry affiliation

is a common way to identify comparable firms in academia and in practice. All

professionals interviewed in connection to this thesis only look for peers within the

same industry or sector. First, we discuss what characteristics constitute an industry.

Then we present the theoretical relationship between industry affiliation and the

drivers of multiples. The central assumption is that firms operating in the same

industry possess similar economic characteristics. As a critique to only using industry

affiliation as a peer selection method, we conclude the section by reviewing theoretical

argumentation for why intra-industry differences exist.

2.3.1 What is an industry?

Ideally, the definition of an industry involves a group of firms whose business models

are alike, such that they produce similar structures of current and future cash flows,

at least in terms of proportion. For instance, if these firms produce products that

are close substitutes for one another, consumers are indifferent as to what product

to purchase and it can be argued that cash is placed somewhat randomly between

these firms of similar products. This taps into the academic discussion of what

constitutes a market and what constitutes an industry. The above ‘ideal’ definition

(from a valuation perspective) does not say anything about the level to which these

products must be substitutes in order to determine industry boundaries, not to

mention market boundaries as discussed by Nightingale (1978).

From an empirical perspective, industry boundaries may be determined based on

approximate similarity of input or output. Empirical industry categorisation is being

carried out by both private organisations and public authorities. These different

codifications are commonly referred to as industry classification systems3. The

3Important industry classification systems include International Standard Industrial
Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) provided by the United Nations, The North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) and The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
established by the government in the United States, Statistical Classification of Economic Activities
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systems are typically based on a hierarchical indexation from sector at the broadest

level to narrow specifications of sub-industries.

Different industry classification systems delineate firms based on different

characteristics. For example, according to the the Global Industry Classification

Standard (GICS) guidebook, firms are classified on the basis of their principal business

activity and output. Assignments are made with an offset in information from annual

reports, financial statements, investment research reports etc. For example, source

of revenue is a key factor in determining a firm’s principal business activity and

firms are classified both quantitatively and qualitatively (MSCI, 2020). Differently,

The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) and The NorthAmerican Industry

Classification System (NAICS) define categories based on production method and

technology. Another notable difference between the systems is who performs the

industry assignment. The assignment of GICS codes to individual firms is centralised

and performed by a professional team at Standard & Poor’s and MCSI, whereas the

assignment of SIC and NAICS is left to the discretion of individual data vendors,

opening up the possibility of discrepancies (Bhojraj et al., 2003).

Many empirical studies use GICS. Bhojraj et al. (2003) show that selecting comparable

firms based on GICS leads to lower valuation errors compared to other classification

systems. Despite differences, industry classification systems are generally build on

the same hierarchical principles. GICS is a four-tiered hierarchical system including

Sector, Industry Group, Industry and Sub-industry. Each company is assigned an

8-digit GICS code which can be broken down, i.e. the full 8-digit code indicates the

Sub-industry whereas the 2-digit code indicates Sector. All Sub-industries belong

to an Industry and all Industries belong to an Industry Group and so forth (MSCI,

2020). Table 2.1 illustrates how Gyldendal A/S is classified according to GICS.

It should be noted that some companies may operate in more than one industry.

One example is A.P. Moller - Maersk A/S. Until 2019 the company could be defined

as a conglomerate with business lines both within shipping as well as offshore oil and

in the European Community (NACE) issued by the European Union, and the Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS) issued by Standard & Poor’s Morgan Stanley Capital International.
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drilling. This is a flaw of the industry classification systems, as they only capture

the main line of business.

Table 2.1: Example of GICS classification

Classification level Gyldendal A/S Code
Sector Communication Services GICS-2: 50
Industry Group Media and Entertainment GICS-4: 5020
Industry Media GICS-6: 502010
Sub-Industry Publishing GICS-8: 50201040

2.3.2 The relationship between industry affiliation and

drivers of multiples

The theoretical argument in favour of comparable firm selection based on industry

affiliation rests on the notion that firms in the same industry posses similar risk,

growth and cash flow characteristics. This is based on the assumption that firms

in the same industry utilise similar technology, use identical inputs and operate in

the same product markets. Due to these properties, firms within the same industry

should converge in profitability, growth and risk.

Similar risk within an industry may drive convergence in firm characteristics. Joseph

(2013) splits industry risk into three categories: 1) risks from the external environment,

2) industry specific risks and 3) risks emanating from industry drivers. The first type

of risk originates from the changes taking place in the overall exterior system. This

could be changes in government policy, central bank policy, consumer preferences and

technology. The second type of risk is confined to an industry where the source of

risk lies within the industry, such as price wars or the bargaining power of suppliers

and buyers. The third type of risk is due to changes in key demand factors that

determine the growth of the industry. An example is the effect of fluctuating oil

prices on the oil rig industry: when oil prices go up oil firms drill more in offshore

oil fields, increasing exploration activity and output. This results in an increase in

rig hire rates and boosts capital expenditure on oil-rigging assets, with favourable

impact on the oil rig industry. Thus, change in oil prices is a key demand factor
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presenting a risk in the oil rig industry (Joseph, 2013). Similarity in risks should

translate into similar effects on firms’ cash flows, ceteris paribus. Consider two firms

that are selling the same product and therefore operate in the same product market.

These firms face the same risk of a negative demand shock and chance of a positive

demand shock. This should cause a correlation with revenue when such shocks occur,

leading to more or less similar patterns in uncertain future cash flows. The same

argumentation can be used if two firms are using the same inputs. These firms

face the same risk of negative supply shocks and chance of positive supply shocks.

Again, this should cause a correlation with costs when a supply shock occurs. This,

in turn, would lead to more or less similarity in their uncertain future cash flows.

Another risk that firms are facing is linked to how much capital and labour is needed

to produce an output, i.e. the level of capital or labour intensity in each industry.

Capital-intensive industries are exposed to interest rate levels, assuming higher levels

of debt, while labour-intensive industries are exposed to salary expenses (Joseph,

2013).

Though there are compelling arguments for why profitability, growth and risk should

be similar within an industry, there are also several arguments for intra-industry

differences. We will only consider the most prominent arguments. One source of

systematic differences within industries is size. Large firms are often considered

less risky, as they have more projects, real options and the opportunity to diversify.

Large firms might also have more exposure and analyst coverage, better access to

capital markets and be more liquid. All these factors will result in a different level

of risk compared to small firms, despite operating in the same industry. Another

source of difference within an industry is capital structure. As capital structure

theory describes, the risk of equity increases with the level of debt (Myers, 2001).

Moreover, there can be differences in debt maturities, interest rates, currencies of

outstanding loans, hedging policies, covenants etc. However, at a general glance,

there are some similarities in the capital structure within industries. For instance,

Armen et al. (2001) find that firms adjust their debt ratios towards industry median

debt ratios, i.e. empirical evidence suggests that over time firms within the same

industry converge towards similar capital structure.
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2.4 Choosing peers based on fundamentals

An alternative selection method is to look for firms that are similar in terms of

fundamentals and simply forget about industry affiliation. This section is a theoretical

discussion of why peer selection should be based on fundamental value drivers. The

essence behind the following argumentation is captured by Damodaran (2011) who

argues

"A comparable firm is one with cash flows, growth potential, and risk

similar to the firm being valued. It would be ideal if we could value a firm

by looking at how an exactly identical firm—in terms of risk, growth, and

cash flows—is priced. Nowhere in this definition is there a component

that relates to the industry or sector to which a firm belongs. Thus, a

telecommunications firm can be compared to a software firm, if the two

are identical in terms of cash flows, growth, and risk."

As pronounced by Damodaran, fundamental value drivers are paramount in

identifying similar firms with similar multiples. In many markets, including the

Danish, the number of publicly traded firms is low, hence the number of publicly

traded firms in a given industry is even lower. Moreover, it is not uncommon that

differences in risk, growth and cash flow profiles across firms within an industry

are large (Damodaran, 2011). The idea is that users of multiple valuation can look

beyond industry to identify more similar firms across industries as encouraged by

Damodaran (2011). Forgetting about industry boundaries increases the number of

potential comparable firms, which can prove valuable when finding peers in small

markets.

Prior studies show that choosing comparable companies on the basis of fundamentals

can be a useful alternative to industry affiliation (Cheng and McNamara (2000),

Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Nel et al. (2014), and Knudsen et al. (2017)). These studies

will be examined further in the next chapter, our literature review. For now, it is

important to note that in the majority of these studies, comparable firms are selected

at the intersection of two variables such as profitability, growth and risk (Cheng
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and McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and Nel et al. (2014)). This entails

that the number of peers decreases as the number of selection variables (proxies

for profitability, growth and risk) increases. This effectively limits the method to

selecting peers on the basis of only two selection variables to ensure that a sufficient

number of peers is available. Knudsen et al. (2017) address this issue by proposing

the SARD approach, which, in principle, allows for an infinite number of selection

variables, i.e. many different proxies for profitability, growth, and risk.

The following section presents the SARD approach, as well as motivates why the

SARD approach is tested in this thesis. Finally, we present the chosen selection

variables used in the analysis and argue why these are good proxies for profitability,

growth and risk.

2.4.1 The SARD approach

The SARD approach selects peers based on the smallest values of the sum of absolute

rank differences across a range of selection variables assumed to drive the chosen

multiples (Knudsen et al., 2017). This means that a target firm is ranked according

to certain fundamental selection variables relative to potential peers. The target

firm’s peer group consists of firms with the smallest SARD values across the selection

variables. The authors note that the SARD approach is similar to the clustering

algorithm known as the “Manhattan distance”4 (Knudsen et al., 2017).

In its general form, SARD can be expressed as

SARDi,j = |rX,i − rX,j|+ |rY,i − rY,j|+ ...+ |rZ,i − rZ,j| (2.14)

Where SARD is the sum of absolute rank differences between firm i and firm j,

rX,i is the rank of firm i in terms of variable X, rX,j is the rank of firm j in terms

of variable X, and so on (Knudsen et al., 2017). Appropriate peers will have low

SARD values, which indicates that they and the target firm share similarities in

terms of the selection variables. If the selected variables are perfect proxies of the

4Manhattan distance is a method used in statistics for measuring distances when clustering.
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fundamental drivers of the multiples, the identified peers and the target firm should

trade at similar prices (Knudsen et al., 2017).

The SARD approach is neither limited by the number of selection variables that

can be used to identify peers nor the number of observations available. SARD

essentially allows for an infinite number of proxies for profitability, growth and risk

simultaneously without reducing the number of peers as the number of selection

variables increases (Knudsen et al., 2017). Therefore, the approach appears to be

particularly useful in small markets where the number of publicly traded companies

often is less plentiful. This advantage of the SARD approach versus other fundamental

selection methods will be elaborated in the literature review.

Finally, another advantage of the SARD approach is its flexibility; it can be used

in combination with other approaches including the industry affiliation approach.

Moreover, the SARD approach does not rely on any specific selection variables. It

is possible to tailor the selection variables such that they best possibly support

the purpose of the valuation and the data requirements of the valuation multiple,

resulting in more accurate valuation estimates (Knudsen et al., 2017).

2.4.2 Choice of selection variables

An important assumption behind the use of fundamentals in peer selection is that

the chosen selection variables are good approximations for profitability, growth and

risk. In this section we present our chosen selection variables and argue why these

are appropriate proxies for the drivers of multipels.

As proxy for profitability we use ROE. ROE measures shareholders’ accounting

return on their investments in a firm. Another option would be to use ROIC which

measures the operating profitability. ROIC is essentially a more appropriate measure

when using the enterprise value-based multiples as ROIC measures the profitability

of the entire firm5. ROE measures profitability from the perspective of the equity

investor by relating profits to the book value of the equity investment (Petersen

et al., 2017). As such, ROE measures the profitability of the firm taking into account

5We refer to our mathematical derivation in Section 2.2.2 to prove this point
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the effect of financial leverage. Both Alford (1992) and Nel et al. (2014) demonstrate

that ROE is an appropriate proxy for profitability when selecting comparable firms.

Consequently, we apply ROE as proxy for profitability. We do not use ROIC as

selection variable since no previous study has included the variable. We include

the EBIT margin as a proxy for profitability since it has proved to be a significant

determinant of the EV/Sales multiple. This was shown earlier in Equation 2.13.

We use two selection variables as proxy for risk: Net debt/EBIT and Size. Net

debt/EBIT illustrates the size of the net interest-bearing debt (Net debt) compared

to the current operating result. Hence, this ratio is a measure of a company’s debt

payback capacity (Petersen et al., 2017). A high ratio signals high long-term liquidity

risk, as it will take the company a significant amount of time to repay its debt with

available operating profit. Palepu et al. (2016) use Net debt/EBIT as an integral part

of credit analysis. We also apply Size as a proxy for risk. It is a common argument

in the finance literature that smaller firms generally are considered more risky than

larger firms (Fama and French (1992), Plenborg and Pimentel (2016)). Smaller firms

are often characterised by a lower information environment compared to larger firms,

which makes valuation of small firms more challenging. Smaller firms often suffer

from inadequate internal control and reporting systems, lack of management depth,

and narrow product offerings. Moreover, smaller firms are typically more illiquid

and therefore trade at lower multiples (Plenborg and Pimentel, 2016). In line with

previous studies, we use market capitalisation, i.e. the market value of equity, as an

estimate of Size (Alford (1992), Dittmann and Weiner (2011)).

As proxy for earnings growth there are two alternatives: reported or forecasted

earnings. Plenborg and Pimentel (2016) identify this choice as one of eight

implementation issues in applying multiples for valuation purposes. Reported earnings

inform about past performance and are not necessarily forward-looking as they may be

transitory in nature and say little about future earnings. As an alternative, analysts’

earnings forecasts provide a more direct estimate of future growth. As prices reflect

expectations about future and not past earnings, it seems more appropriate to use

forecasted rather than reported earnings as a proxy for future growth (Plenborg and
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Pimentel, 2016). This is confirmed by a number of studies. Liu et al. (2007) find

that valuations based on forward-looking earnings are remarkably close to traded

prices and considerably more accurate than valuations based on historical earnings or

cash flows. Schreiner and Spremann (2007) also find that forward-looking multiples

outperform historical multiples and that the two-year forward-looking P/E performs

particularly well. Other studies with similar findings are Kim and Ritter (1999), Lie

and Lie (2002) and Nissim (2013). Finally, Knudsen et al. (2017) demonstrate that

using analyst forecasts is an appropriate proxy for growth. Overall, the empirical

evidence favours earnings forecast at the expense of past earnings.
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3 Literature review

In this chapter, we will present the empirical results of previous studies relevant

to multiple valuation and selection of comparable firms. In general, there are two

schools of thought regarding comparable firm selection. The first school of thought

argues that comparable firm selection should be based on industry affiliation. The

second school of thought argues that comparable firm selection should be based on

similarity in fundamentals, such as similar economic characteristics in profitability,

growth and risk. A number of previous studies have examined the accuracy of the

two selection methods and there is empirical evidence in favour of both.

In Section 3.1, we touch upon some of the differences and similarities in the

methodology and research designs among relevant studies. These are important as

they might explain some of the variance in the findings. In the following sections we

will review the results of relevant literature. In Section 3.2 we review the studies

which conclude that selection based on industry affiliation leads to more accurate

valuation estimates (Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000)). In Section

3.3 we review the studies which conclude that selection based on similarities in

fundamentals is more accurate (Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Dittmann and Weiner

(2011), Knudsen et al. (2017), Serra and Fávero (2018)). In Section 3.4 we review

three other relevant studies that examine different aspects of peer selection instead

of performing the classic ‘horse race’ between industry affiliation and similarity

in fundamentals. Bhojraj et al. (2003) focus on industry affiliation and examine

the accuracy of different industry classification schemes. Nel et al. (2014) examine

combinations of fundamentals in an emerging market context, namely South Africa.

Lee et al. (2015) consider a selection method different than industry affiliation and

similarity in fundamentals. They propose a selection method based on correlations in

internet searches relative to industry affiliation. Common to the mentioned studies is

that they belong in a broader context of studies on implementation issues of relative

valuation. Finally, we have a few concluding remarks in Section 3.5
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3.1 Methodological review

The literature on selection of comparable firms varies in research design and

methodology. We should expect this to explain some of the differences in the

findings. The most important differences stem from how accuracy of selection

methods is evaluated, the applied valuation multiples and the sample selection.

In studies performing a ‘horse race’ between industry affiliation and similarities in

fundamentals there are two popular methods to evaluate accuracy of the methods:

1) valuation (percentage/logarithmic) errors and 2) a regression setup. In terms of

valuation errors, the most accurate method is deemed the one that yields a prediction

closest to the observed market price. On the other hand, for the regression setup, the

most accurate method is the one that is best able to explain the largest proportion of

cross-sectional variance in the observed multiples. In a typical research design, first

step is to estimate a valuation multiple for each firm under each of the considered

selection methods. Second step is to either calculate and compare valuation errors

or use the predicted multiples as the independent variable in a regression with the

actual multiples as the dependent variable. The percentage error setup is used by

Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000), Lie and Lie (2002), Dittmann and

Weiner (2011), Nel et al. (2014), Knudsen et al. (2017) and Serra and Fávero (2018).

The regression setup is used in Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Bhojraj et al. (2003), and

Lee et al. (2015). Some studies rely primarily on one evaluation method and use the

other as a secondary robustness check. Thus, Knudsen et al. (2017), and Serra and

Fávero (2018) mainly use percentage errors but also evaluate their results using the

regression setup.

Another difference in research design is the choice of valuation multiples used

to evaluate the selection methods. In general, applying more than one multiple

allows the researcher to examine whether the results remain robust across multiples.

Multiples generally applied in the literature are P/E, P/B, EV/Sales, and EV/EBIT

(Plenborg and Pimentel, 2016). P/E is tested by Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara

(2000), Bhojraj et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2015). P/B is tested by Cheng and
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McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Bhojraj et al. (2003) and Lee et al.

(2015). EV/SALES is used by Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Bhojraj et al. (2003) and Lee

et al. (2015). EV/EBIT is used by Dittmann and Weiner (2011). All four multiples

are used by Knudsen et al. (2017) and Serra and Fávero (2018). An overview is

provided in Table 3.1.

Finally, previous studies vary in sample selection. Several studies consider the US

market but with different focus and sample sizes. Some studies are based on large

samples of US firms (Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000) and Bhojraj and

Lee (2002)), while others are based on a limited sample consisting of the S&P 1500

index (Bhojraj et al. (2003), Lee et al. (2015) and Knudsen et al. (2017)). Dittmann

and Weiner (2011) use a sample of US and European firms, while Serra and Fávero

(2018) use a sample of US and Brazilian firms. Nel et al. (2014) use a sample of

South African firms.

3.2 Literature in favour of industry affiliation

In this section, we present two studies whose findings suggest that selection based

on industry affiliation leads to more accurate valuation estimates: Alford (1992) and

Cheng and McNamara (2000).

Alford (1992) is one of the first to empirically address the peer selection issue using a

sample of firms listed on NYSE, ASE and OTC in 1978, 1982 and 1986. He defines

industry by the first three SIC digits. Cheng and McNamara (2000) examine a

sample of all listed US firms in the period 1973 to 1992 and define industry by the

first four SIC digits, i.e. they deploy a more narrow definition of industry than

Alford (1992). Both studies decrease the number of digits if the SIC-industry does

not contain at least six other firms. Alford (1992) finds that 4-digit SIC codes do

not perform significantly better than 3-digit codes. However, 4-digit and 3-digit SIC

codes perform significantly better than fewer SIC digits.

Alford (1992) examines the accuracy of the P/E multiple. He selects comparable

firms based on industry, total assets, and ROE, both individually and in pairwise
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combinations. Cheng and McNamara (2000) examine the accuracy of both P/E and

P/B when selecting comparable firms on the basis of industry, total assets, ROE,

and a combination of these factors.

When testing selection methods for P/E valuations, both studies find that industry

affiliation is the most accurate stand-alone selection variable. The second best

stand-alone variable is ROE. Moreover, Cheng and McNamara (2000) find that a

combination of industry affiliation and ROE is slightly more accurate than industry

affiliation alone and hence the most accurate combination for selecting comparable

firms. Their result is statistically significant. Alford (1992) finds that industry

affiliation performs as well as a combination of size and ROE. This supports his

hypothesis that firms in the same industry are prone to have similar fundamentals.

He argues that the lack of significance can be explained by how industry affiliation

and ROE capture much of the same earnings-related information. Alford (1992)

also controls for differences in leverage, however, he finds that results become less

accurate.

Cheng and McNamara (2000) also examine accuracy when selecting peer groups

for P/B valuations. Their findings suggest that ROE is a marginally better stand-

alone selection variable than industry affiliation, but the finding is not statistically

significant. Consistent with results in P/E valuations, the authors find that a

combination of industry affiliation and ROE is the most accurate method. Cheng and

McNamara (2000) further examine accuracy using a combined valuation approach

where the asset price is estimated as the average of the price estimates from both

the P/E and P/B valuations. This P/E-P/B approach yields the most accurate

valuation estimates among the tested selection methods and they find that industry

affiliation is the most accurate stand-alone variable. Thus, industry affiliation is

found to yield lower valuation errors compared to combinations of industry affiliation

and fundamentals. Cheng and McNamara (2000) suggest that the superiority of the

P/E-P/B approach is explained by how both P/E and P/B valuations contribute

with relevant price-related information. Nevertheless, for most of the variables used

to find comparable firms, the P/E method outperforms the P/B method. Their
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findings imply that earnings are the most important accounting number in firm

valuations, i.e. more important than the book value of equity.

In summary, both studies find that industry affiliation is the best individual selection

variable when looking for a suitable peer group. However, Cheng and McNamara

(2000) recommend including ROE as selection variable. It is worth noting that these

two studies in favour of industry affiliation are more than 20 years old. No newer

research confirms these findings to the same extent.

3.3 Literature in favour of fundamentals

Four studies find that comparable firm selection based on fundamental value drivers

leads to more accurate valuations: Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Dittmann and Weiner

(2011), Knudsen et al. (2017) and Serra and Fávero (2018). These four studies use

rather different research designs. With regard to sample selection, Bhojraj and Lee

(2002) and Knudsen et al. (2017) use samples of US firms, while Dittmann and

Weiner (2011) examine firms from the US and 16 European countries, and Serra and

Fávero (2018) examine listed US and Brazilian firms. To better synthesize these

studies, the findings of Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and Knudsen et al. (2017) will be

presented below, and the findings of Dittmann and Weiner (2011) and Serra and

Fávero (2018) will be presented in the following section.

3.3.1 Studies with samples of US firms

Bhojraj and Lee (2002) criticise the high degree of subjectivity often involved when

choosing a peer group and propose a more objective method for identifying comparable

firms. Their method is based on fundamentals. More specifically, they consider

eight different variables as proxies for profitability, growth and risk. The authors

use regression analysis to estimate coefficients from the previous year’s regressions.

These are used together with current-year reporting to generate a prediction of each

company’s multiple. They refer to this as a “warranted multiple”. The warranted

multiples are ranked and comparable firms are identified as those having the closest

warranted multiple to the target firm. The authors evaluate selection methods based
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on two valuation multiples: P/B and EV/Sales. The analysis is carried out on a large

sample of US firms from 1982 to 1998. Bhojraj and Lee (2002) compare several peer

selection methods including industry affiliation, a combination of industry affiliation

and size, firms with similar warranted multiples across industries and firms with

similar warranted multiples within the same industry. Different from Alford (1992)

and Cheng and McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002) require that all firms

belong in an industry with at least five and not six other member firms. Moreover,

they define industry based on 2-digit SIC-codes, which is a broader categorisation

than used by Alford (1992) and Cheng and McNamara (2000).

Knudsen et al. (2017) examine the US market and their sample consists of the S&P

1500 index in the years from 1995 to 2014. The authors evaluate on the basis of

P/E, P/B, EV/Sales and EV/EBIT. They measure accuracy as absolute percentage

errors. Knudsen et al. (2017) identify five proxies for profitability, future growth,

and risk: ROE, net debt/EBIT, size (proxied by market capitalisation), implied

growth (expected earnings growth) and EBIT margin. These are similar to Cheng

and McNamara (2000) and Bhojraj and Lee (2002). Peers are identified as the firms

with the least sum of absolute rank differences (SARD score) across the selection

variables, i.e. the companies most similar in terms of the selection variables. This

approach has been presented earlier and we refer to Section 2.4.1 for a thorough

presentation of the SARD approach. Different from previously mentioned studies,

Knudsen et al. (2017) use 6-digit GICS codes.

Bhojraj and Lee (2002) find that comparable firms selected on the basis of warranted

multiples, i.e. similarity in fundamentals, offer sharp improvements in accuracy of

predicted multiples compared to industry and size. Valuation accuracy increases

further if the selection is based on peers with similar warranted multiples within

the same industry. Hence, the authors recommend an industry-based approach with

firm-specific adjustments. The results are robust across the evaluated valuation

multiples. The authors note that when peers are chosen based on industry affiliation,

the predicted multiples explain a significant amount of the cross-sectional variance

in observable multiples, but that the explanatory power barely increases when peers
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are selected based on a combination of industry and size. These results conform with

Alford (1992) and Cheng and McNamara (2000) where peer selection based on a

combination of industry affiliation and size does not lead to more accurate valuations

than if based on industry affiliation alone. In contrast to Alford (1992) and Cheng

and McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002) find that, collectively, firm specific

factors relating to profitability, growth and risk are more important than industry

affiliation and size in explaining EV/Sales and P/B multiples.

Knudsen et al. (2017) find that the SARD approach, i.e. similarity in fundamentals,

yields significantly more accurate valuation estimates than the industry approach.

Based on this finding, the authors promote the SARD approach as an attractive

alternative to industry affiliation when selecting comparable firms. Knudsen et al.

(2017) also examine the effect of the SARD approach among firms within the same

industry and find an incremental increase in the accuracy of valuation estimates

compared to applying the SARD approach across industries. When valuations are

based on EV/Sales, the SARD approach across industries yields more accurate

valuation estimates in the case where the EBIT margin is included as selection

variable. Knudsen et al. (2017) show that the accuracy of the SARD approach

improves significantly if the EBIT margin is included as a selection variable when

using the EV/Sales multiple for valuations. The results appear robust across time,

company size, a varying number of peers, and most industries.

In summary, both Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and Knudsen et al. (2017) find that

selection of comparable firms based on fundamentals, i.e. using warranted multiples

and SARD scores, is more accurate than selection on the basis of industry affiliation.

Moreover, both studies find that a combination of their respective fundamental

measures and industry affiliation leads to the most accurate valuation estimates.

This is in some degree in conformity with Cheng and McNamara (2000), where a

combination of industry affiliation and ROE is slightly more accurate that industry

affiliation alone.
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3.3.2 Studies with samples different than US only

Dittmann and Weiner (2011) use EV/EBIT to test selection methods on a sample of

European and US firms in the period from 1993 to 2002. Like Cheng and McNamara

(2000), they define industry by the first four SIC digits. If there are less than five

firms in an industry pool, fewer digits are applied.

They examine the accuracy (percentage error) of industry affiliation, total assets

and return on assets (ROA), both individually and in pairwise combinations. Their

approach is similar to Alford (1992) as they select firms at the intersection of the 14

percent most similar firms in terms of ROA and the 14 percent most similar firms

in terms of total assets. If the intersection results in fewer than five comparable

firms in terms of the tested variables, the procedure is repeated with a higher

threshold (i.e. 15 percent or more). The results in Dittmann and Weiner (2011)

confirm that firm selection based on fundamentals (ROA or a combination of ROA

and total assets) deliver more precise valuations compared to selection methods

based on industry affiliation and total assets. In addition, Dittmann and Weiner

(2011) find that valuation errors for most countries are minimized when comparable

firms are selected trans-nationally. However, for Denmark, Greece, the UK and US

peers should be chosen from the same country only. They do not attempt at an

explanation. Nonetheless, their results indicate that for a research design in which

peers are recruited at the intersection of selection variables, most European countries

have too small markets to yield accurate peer groups.

Serra and Fávero (2018) study whether multiples are transferable from the US to

Brazil, i.e. whether a developed market can be used to value firms in an emerging

market. Serra and Fávero (2018) evaluate on the basis of eight multiples: P/E,

Price/cash earnings, P/B, EV/EBITDA, EV/EBIT, EV/Sales, EV/Gross profit,

and EV/Assets. The authors examine eight Brazilian firms listed on the São Paulo

Stock Exchange (Bovespa) and a sample of US firms listed in NYSE from 2011 to

2014. As for industry classification, Serra and Fávero (2018) use 2-digit SIC codes

like Bhojraj and Lee (2002). However, since Brazil is regarded a small market they

accept industries with at least two firms instead of five or six as seen in Alford (1992),
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Cheng and McNamara (2000), Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and Dittmann and Weiner

(2011).

To study homogeneity of firms in the same industry, Serra and Fávero (2018) use

a multilevel model with repeated measures to examine variability between firms

from the same industry in Brazil and in the US, respectively. They find significant

differences between firms in the same industry in both countries, suggesting that firms

from the same industry are not homogeneous. To study the homogeneity of ’pooled’

industries, i.e. combining firms from Brazil and the US, they use a hierarchical

and crossed random-effects model. Again, they find significant variability within

industries. Conversely, when grouping the firms based on fundamental value drivers

(ROE, beta, sales growth, and size), the authors find less variability when analysing

by means of a linear regression model. Their findings suggest that fundamental-based

selection methods are preferable to selection methods based on industry affiliation

when performing cross-boarder valuations.

3.4 Literature on other aspects of comparable firm

selection

In this section, we present the findings of relevant empirical studies that do not

consider ’horse races’ between industry affiliation and fundamentals, but are deemed

relevant in relation to this thesis. Bhojraj et al. (2003) compare four industry

classification schemes in order to identify which one yields the most accurate valuation

estimates. Nel et al. (2014) study comparable firm selection methods exclusively

based on similarities in fundamentals in a South African sample, i.e. a small market.

Lee et al. (2015) test whether selecting firms with correlating internet searches (as a

proxy for perceived similarity) rather than industry affiliation leads to more accurate

valuation estimates. These three studies offer important insights but are too distinct

in scope and research design to be compared and will therefore be reviewed one by

one.
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3.4.1 Choice of industry classification system

Bhojraj et al. (2003) focus solely on industry classification and test the efficacy of

four industry classification schemes in a variety of applications common to capital

market research. The four classifications schemes include SIC, NAICS, GICS and

Fama French Industry Classification (FF). Bhojraj et al. (2003) measure the accuracy

of each classification scheme as the ability to explain cross sectional variance in

observed P/E, P/B and EV/Sales multiples. Their sample consists of the S&P 1500

index, and the authors split the sample into the S&P LargeCap 500, S&P MidCap

400, and the S&P SmallCap 600 to control for size. The sample period spans from

1994 to 2002.

The results in Bhojraj et al. (2003) show that GICS is significantly superior to the

other classification schemes. This result is robust across all three multiples. The

improvements by using GICS compared to the other classification systems are most

evident in estimating EV/Sales multiples and less evident in P/E multiples. In

addition, Bhojraj et al. (2003) find that GICS is significantly better at explaining

stock return co-movements. The other three methods differ little from each other.

The advantage of GICS is consistent from year to year and is most pronounced among

large firms (when the sample is restricted to S&P 500). Bhojraj et al. (2003) suggest

that their findings can be explained by the fundamental differences in purpose of

the different classification schemes. Unlike the other schemes, GICS is designed for

financial practitioners. GICS industries are therefore intentionally constituted by

firms with business activities that investors perceive as similar. Bhojraj et al. (2003)

argue that this provides greater consistency in the industry-assignment process, as

well as a better indication of what constitutes a comparable firm in terms of expected

profitability, growth and risk.
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3.4.2 Peer selection in emerging markets

Nel et al. (2014) focus solely on the use of fundamentals in identifying appropriate

peer groups in an emerging market to value a firm in the same market. Their sample

consists of South African listed companies on the JSE Securities Exchange from

2001 to 2010. Similar to previously mentioned studies, they examine peer selection

based on ROE), total assets, revenue growth, and different combinations of these

variables. They choose comparable firms at the intersection of three sets of variables,

selecting comparable firms as those that deviate +/- 30 percent from the target

company. However, Nel et al. (2014) find that the South African market is too

small to find peers at the intersection of three variables. Instead, the authors find

comparable firms using only two variables, which substantially improves valuation

accuracy compared to using just one selection variable. Their results conform with

evidence from developed markets, namely that a combination of fundamentals yields

the most accurate valuations.

3.4.3 Internet search traffic as selection variable

Finally, some studies move beyond traditional approaches and study other methods

that might lead to more accurate peer selections. One such study is by Lee et al.

(2015) who propose that peer group selection should be based on search traffic

patterns on websites. The idea is that two firms which are frequently co-searched by

investors are perceived to share similarities in fundamental value drivers (Lee et al.,

2015). The authors claim that new techniques should be developed since the current

knowledge-based and data-driven economy challenges the notion of what constitutes

an industry. Their aim is to study the usefulness of investors’ collective perceptions

to identify comparable firms. The authors examine search traffic patterns at the

Electronic Data-Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) website provided by

the US Securities and Exchange Commission. They show that search-based peers

outperform both SIC and GICS identified peers. Their approach offers an interesting

alternative, however, it relies on data that is not publicly available, making the

approach inconvenient for practitioners.
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3.5 Concluding remarks

In Table 3.1 presented in the end of this chapter is an overview of research

characteristics of the empirical literature on comparable firm selection. Several

of the reviewed studies perform valuations on large samples of US firms. Only

Dittmann and Weiner (2011) consider European firms. Their findings are important

to this study as they find that for most European countries, peers should be found

transnationally, except for a few countries including Denmark.

Both Bhojraj and Lee (2002) and Knudsen et al. (2017) use methods that allow a large

number of selection variables without reducing the number of peers as the number

of selection variables increases. This is a limitation in Alford (1992), Dittmann and

Weiner (2011) and Nel et al. (2014). A drawback in the method used by Bhojraj

and Lee (2002) is that the coefficient estimates are sensible to outliers and number

of observations available, making the method problematic to use in small markets.

Hence, the method by Knudsen et al. (2017) appears interesting to apply in a market

with a limited number of observations.

Finally, it is relevant to stress that different studies use different industry classification

schemes and as illustrated by Bhojraj et al. (2003) these schemes produce different

results. Bhojraj et al. (2003) find that GICS is the most accurate of the four

considered classification schemes. Moreover, there is no consistency in the number of

digits used in the reviewed studies. Some studies use a narrow industry classification

while other studies use more broad classifications. A pervasive action throughout the

studies is to decrease the number of digits if the industry does not contain enough

peers (Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000), Dittmann and Weiner (2011)).

Many of the reviewed studies find that there should be at least five or six other

firms in a peer group as a good rule of thumb. Only Serra and Fávero (2018) accept

industries containing at least two firms, instead of five or six, which they deem

necessary when examining selection methods in a small market.
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4 Data and methodology

This chapter is dedicated to a description and discussion of the methodology and

sample selection applied in this thesis. Generally, we use a research design similar

to the valuation set-up in Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000), Dittmann

and Weiner (2005) and Knudsen et al. (2017). Thus, we value the stocks of all

firms in our sample under each of the different selection methods being tested. We

then calculate the deviations to the actual observed market price and compare the

accuracy of each method. We value all firms as of 31 March each year from 2010 to

2019. Hence, we perform 10 independent cross-sectional analyses. To conduct the

data analysis, we use Python programming with several libraries such as NymPy and

Pandas6. Python allows us to solve complicated matrices, which would otherwise

have been a time-consuming task in Excel. We enclose our Python codes in Appendix

A1. Figure 4.1 is a graphical illustration of the overall research design of our

quantitative analysis.

In Section 4.1 we describe and motivate our sample selection. Afterwards we

describe the two individual methods by which peers are identified: in Section 4.2

we explain how we identify peers based on industry affiliation, and in Section 4.3

we explain how we identify peers based on fundamentals. We elaborate on the

calculations of selection variables and how we identify peers on the basis of these

variables. Section 4.4 is a description of how we conduct valuations and in Section

4.5 we present how we evaluate estimation errors. In our pursuit to examine the

SARD method as a useful method for practitioners, we made the choice to include

interviews. The overall aim of these is to link current common practice of multiple

valuation to the quantitative findings of our research. To conclude the chapter, we

elaborate on the use of interviews in Section 4.6.

6Pandas and NymPy are open source add-in libraries to Python. NymPy is used for scientific
computing and provides features that make it easy to work with arrays and matrices. Pandas is a
data analysis tool which is exceptional for making data structures as well as statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of research design
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4.1 Sample selection

Our sample consists of all firms listed on NASDAQ Copenhagen from 2010 to 2019.

The motivation for selecting NASDAQ Copenhagen to constitute our sample is

twofold. First, we wanted to build on the study by Knudsen et al. (2017) who left

the following research question open: "Whether the SARD approach yields more

accurate valuation estimates than the industry classification approach in markets

with a limited number of observations within an industry." Second, as discovered by

Dittmann and Weiner (2011), Denmark is one of the countries in which peers should

be identified in Denmark. Based on the sample of European and US firms, they find

that for most European countries, peers can be found across borders. Conversely,

they find that valuation errors increase when peers to Danish listed firms are selected

trans-nationally as opposed to nationally. They do not attempt at an explanation.

However, we were intrigued to find the best possible peers when restricted to only

one market.

NASDAQ Copenhagen constitutes a market with few observations relative to e.g.

S&P 1500, which has earlier been used to test the validity of the SARD approach

(Knudsen et al., 2017) as well as in several previous studies on peer selection methods

(Bhojraj et al. (2003) and Lee et al. (2015)). An important argument for using

firms within a single market (the whole market, a part or an index) as sample

is the assurance that all firms in the sample are subject to the same accounting

standard and legislation. We extract a list of all listed firms during this time period

from Compustat. Based on this list we extract accounting and market data from

Bloomberg.

Many of the reviewed studies find that there should be at least five or six firms in

a peer group. Only Serra and Fávero (2018) accept industry groups, hence peer

groups, containing down to two firms, which they deem necessary when valuing firms

in a small market. To land in the middle of this spectrum, we have chosen four firms

to make up an adequate peer group size. The rationale behind choosing four firms

is that we, like Serra and Fávero (2018), value firms in a small market. With five
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or six firms we run into the issue that some industries do not contain enough peers.

We do, however, include a robustness check to examine whether our results remain

robust across different peer group sizes.

4.1.1 Construction of data set

We value firms as of 31 March each year in the sample period. 31 March is chosen

as valuation date in line with Knudsen et al. (2017) and because the fiscal year of

the majority of firms in our sample follows the calendar year. A central assumption

is that annual financial reports are released before the end of March and that this

information is priced into the market at the time of valuation.

In a few cases we experience problems with periodically missing values in Bloomberg

that would initially force us to drop these observations. Fortunately, we are able to

accommodate this issue by substituting missing values with data from annual reports

under the assumption mentioned above. We assume that firms’ fiscal year follows

the calendar year, that annual reports are released before the end of March and that

the next quarterly report is not be published before 31 March. Thus, an annual

report with a balance sheet date end of December or start of January will reflect

the most recent publicly available information. Therefore, when trailing data is not

available, we substitute with accounting figures from recent annual reports without

causing any bias under the condition that the fiscal year is following the calendar

year. We manually extract missing figures for 99 observations. We retrieve annual

reports from the Central Business Register (CVR.dk). This is a time-consuming task

deemed necessary in order to secure as many observations as possible.

We drop observations when firms do not have positive sales, EBIT, earnings, book

value of equity or enterprise value. Moreover, we drop observations if there are less

than four firms within a sector. This corresponds to approximately two dropped

observations per year on average. We use the resulting sample, consisting of 882

firm-annual observations, for empirical analysis. An overview of the number of

dropped observations is presented in Figure 4.2. Normally, a small sample would

impose problems to statistical inference. However, we do not attempt at making
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Figure 4.2: Elimination process and construction of sample

inferences about a large population, since the population is our sample minus dropped

observations, which is approximately 40 percent of the population.

4.1.2 Treatment of outliers

The observed valuation multiples are winsorised at 0.5 percent and 99.5 percent in

each sample year. Winsorising is a method to minimise the influence of outliers

and is an alternative to trimming, which is removing extreme observations from the

sample. Winsorisation is the process in which extreme values are replaced with a

certain percentile of the data. For example, a 90 percent winsorisation would set all

data below the 5th percentaile equal to the 5th percentile, and data above the 95th

percentile equal to the 95th percentile, hence, 10 percent of the data set is winsorised.

Winsorisation is a cmmon way to treat outliers in a sample used to test peer selection

methods and is also performed by (Knudsen et al., 2017). We introduce bias into the

analysis when treating outliers. However, it can be argued that winsorising causes

somewhat less bias than fully removing the observations. Moreover, the choice of

winsorisation was supported by the fact that our data set was already small.
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4.2 Identifying peers based on industry affiliation

We extract the 8-digit GICS code for each firm in our sample from Compustat. The

first two digits indicate Sector, which is the broadest classification level. The first

four digits indicate Industry Group, the first six digits indicate Industry, and the full

eight-digit code indicate Sub-Industry, which is the most detailed level. It should

be noted that industry codes may change over time if a firm transforms from one

industry to another, however, no firm does so in our sample. For 16 firms in our

sample, Compustat does not provide an industry code. For these firms, we have

allocated an industry code based on firm descriptions and GICS definitions (MSCI,

2020).

Naturally, when the sample is a small market, an immediate concern is that some

industries consist of too few firms, i.e. not enough firms to constitute a proper peer

group. If the industry selection method identifies less peers than the SARD approach,

we cannot know whether our results were caused by a superior selection method or

biased methodology. The SARD approach allows, in principle, the peer group to

be as large as the sample size, as the cut-off number of peers is determined by the

user. To solve the issue of too few peers within an industry, we follow a combination

of a ‘level-up’ and a ‘randomised reduction’ procedure. The level-up procedure is

suggested by Alford (1992). First step is to search for a group of peers within the

8-digit Sub-industry classification. If there is not a sufficient number of peers at this

level, we move up to the next level, the 6-digit Industry classification, to look for

peers. The randomised reduction procedure is used by Lee et al. (2015). It prescribes

that firms are chosen randomly until reaching the desired number of peers, if more

firms than desired satisfy the sufficient condition, i.e. are within the same GICS

category as the target firm. Our code is constructed to count the number of firms in

the same GICS classification at all four levels and then determine which classification

contains enough peers for each firm given the determined required number of peers

(the default is four). If there are more than four peers, the algorithm reduces the

number to four using a random number generator. The code is enclosed in Figure

A1.1 in Appendix A1.
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The procedure is best described with an example: In March 2019 IC Group is assigned

the GICS code 25203010 corresponding to the Sub-Industry Apparel, Accessories &

Luxury Goods. Only one other firm in our sample, Pandora, is assigned to the same

Sub-Industry, so we must find peers at a higher industry classification level. The

first six digits of IC Group GICS code correspond to the Industry Textiles, Apparel

& Luxury Goods. We identify three other firms in the sample that are assigned to

this Industry, including Pandora. Since three peers is still not a sufficient number

of peers, we must again move up one level. The first four digits of IC Group GICS

code correspond to the Industry Group Consumer Durables & Apparel. We identify

six other firms in the sample that are assigned to this classification. This is more

than the required number of peers (four). Hence, we do not proceed to the next

classification level. Based on this group of six firms, the code randomly picks firms

until the group consists of four comparable firms.

Table 4.1: Overview of firms able to identify required number of peers

Percentage able to identify required number of peers within same GICS category, 2019

Required
number
of peers

Firms able to
identify required
number of peers
within the same
Sub-industry
(GICS-8)

Firms able to
identify required
number of peers
within the same
Industry
(GICS-6)

Firms able to
identify required
number of peers
within the same
Industry-Group
(GICS-4)

Firms able to
identify required
number of peers
within the same
Sector
(GICS-2)

2 43.9% 64.3% 90.8% 98.0%
3 34.7% 49.0% 87.8% 98.0%
4 22.4% 32.7% 83.7% 98.0%
5 12.2% 17.3% 68.4% 87.8%
6 12.2% 17.3% 31.6% 75.5%
7 12.2% 17.3% 31.6% 68.4%
8 12.2% 17.3% 31.6% 68.4%
9 12.2% 17.3% 31.6% 68.4%
10 12.2% 17.3% 31.6% 58.2%

Table 4.1 illustrates the proportion of firms that can be matched at different

classification levels and at different peer group sizes in 2019. With a threshold of

four peers, 32.7 percent of the firms are able to find enough peers at the GICS-6
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level. However, moving one level up, 83.7 percent are able to find enough peers at

the GICS-4 level. As a result, peers are primarily found within the GICS-4 Industry

Group. At the GICS-2 level, two percent of the sample-firms are not able to find

any peers within the same Sector, the broadest classification. The same elimination

process is repeated for each year. This corresponds to 18 firms, which are removed

from the analysis. The randomised reduction procedure from Lee et al. (2015)

establishes the number of peers at a fixed level for the industry selection method to

match the level of the SARD selection method. As a result, the data set and analysis

retain validity. Moreover, the use of the level-up procedure facilitates the exploitation

of the most detailed industry level. In conclusion, despite few observations, the data

set is prepared to deliver the best industry benchmark as deemed possible in a small

market.

4.3 Identifying peers based on fundamentals

As described in Section 2.4.2, we use four selection variables as approximations for

profitability, growth and risk: ROE, Net debt/EBIT, Size and EBIT margin. In

Table 4.2 we present definitions of the Bloomberg data items used in our calculations.

All data items are downloaded from Bloomberg using the Bloomberg Excel Add-in,

which allows us to customise our data set with time-series data on multiple stocks

with multiple fields. We use the Bloomberg Data History formula with input listed

in Table 4.2 as of 31 March each year and with DKK as currency7.

The calculation procedures follow Knudsen et al. (2017). ROE is defined as net

income divided by book value of equity. Net debt/EBIT is obtained extracting net

debt directly from Bloomberg and dividing by EBIT8. The EBIT margin is defined

as EBIT divided by sales.
7The Bloomberg Excel Add-in is formally known as Bloomberg API and is a tool to extract

Bloomberg data directly to Excel spreadsheets. Bloomberg Data History is for historical end of day
data. It returns the historical data for selected stocks and time frame. Syntax: =BDH(security,
field, start date, end date, optional arguments). Example: =BDH("DSV DC EQUITY", "TRAIL
12M SALES", "20190331", "20190331", "curr DKK") retrieves the trailing 12-months sales of DSV
Panalpina A/S as of 31 March 2019 in DKK.

8In cases where net debt is not available in Bloomberg, it is estimated by summing the
data points long-term debt (BS_LT_BORROW), short-term debt (BS_ST_BORROW), and
subtracting cash and cash equivalents (BS_CASH_NEAR_CASH_ITEM).
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Table 4.2: Input to selection variables

Selection variable Input Bloomberg definition

ROE
Net income TRAIL_12M_NET_INC
Book value of equity TOTAL_EQUITY

Net debt / EBIT
Net debt NET_DEBT
EBIT TRAIL_12M_EBIT

Size Market capitalisation CUR_MKT_CAP

EBIT margin
Sales TRAIL_12M_SALES
EBIT TRAIL_12M_EBIT

When the selection variables are determined for each firm in each year, we calculate

the least sum of absolute rank differences across the range of variables. The matrix

of sum of absolute rank differences between two firms is expressed as

SARDi,j = |rROE,i − rROE,j|+ ...+ |rEBITmargin,i − rEBITmargin,j| (4.1)

Where SARD is the sum of absolute rank differences between company i and company

j, rROE,i is the rank of company i in terms of ROE and rROE,j is the rank of company

j in terms of ROE, and so on. To obtain this sequence for each firm in each year,

the first step is to rank all firms based on each selection variable relative to the

sample. Second step is to calculate the absolute rank differences between all firms

for each selection variable. Third step is to find the sum of absolute rank differences

(SARD value) across selection variables. If the SARD value between a potential

peer (company j) and the target company (company i) is low, it suggests that the

potential peer and the target company share similarities with respect to the applied

selection variables.

Once the SARD values have been calculated, the identification of peers is

straightforward. Given a peer group size (four), we identify the peer group of

each firm in the sample based on the least sum of absolute rank differences, i.e. the

companies that are most similar in terms of the four selection variables. Simply,

the peers of each firm are the four firms closest to the firm itself in terms of each

selection variable, e.g. the peers of the firm that has the 10th highest ROE would be
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the firms with the 8th, 9th, 11th, and 12th highest ROE.

In order to illustrate the use of the SARD approach, we continue with a simple

example. Assume that the whole sample consists of just 10 firms and that the

selection of comparable firms is based on only two variables: ROE and Size. First,

rank all (10) firms based on each selection variable relative to the sample, as reported

in Table 4.3. Next step is to calculate the rank differences for all firms and for

each variable. Third, calculate the absolute rank differences between each firm and

the sample per variable, and finally calculate the sum of absolute rank differences

(SARD) as reported in the right column in Table 4.3. The final step is to identify

the peers with the least sum of absolute rank differences. These are the companies

with the lowest SARD values, i.e. those most similar in terms of ROE and size. For

instance, if SAS is the target firm, TCM Group A/S, Alm. Brand A/S, Bang &

Olufsen A/S and Demant A/S will be the most suitable peer group according to the

SARD method.

Table 4.3: Simple example of firm ranks based on ROE and size

Relative to SAS
as target firm

Company ROE
Size

(DKKm)
rROE rsize ∆ROE ∆size SARD

ALM BRAND A/S 11.5% 9,241 5 5 5 2 7
BANG & OLUFSEN A/S 8.7% 2,588 4 2 6 1 7
DEMANT A/S 25.8% 49,666 8 8 2 5 7
DSV PANALPINA A/S 28.3% 103,475 9 10 1 7 8
FLSMIDTH & CO A/S 7.9% 14,734 2 7 8 4 12
SAS A/S 29.4% 5,142 10 3 0 0 0
STG A/S* 7.4% 9,339 1 4 9 1 10
SYDBANK A/S 8.3% 9,339 3 6 7 3 10
TCM GROUP A/S 25.2% 1,120 7 1 3 2 4
TRYG A/S 17.8% 55,172 6 9 4 6 8

*Scandinavian Tobacco Group A/S

Visualise the same method on a large sample with a broader range of fundamental

value drivers. Firms with the least SARD values vis-á-vis a target firm can be

categorised as the most similar firms in terms of the applied selection variables. For

example, from our sample of Danish listed firms in 2014, peers selected for Gyldendal

A/S on the basis of the four selection variables are shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Peers selected for Gyldendal A/S, 2014

Company name Industry name
EV/
EBIT

ROE
Net debt/
EBIT

Size
(DKKm)

EBIT
margin

GYLDENDAL A/S
50201040
Publishing

11.9 11.3% -0.5 698 6.6%

EGETAEPPER A/S
25201020
Home Furnishings

9.6 8.4% 0.2 516 7.0%

FLUGGER GROUP A/S
15101010
Commodity Chemicals

10.1 8.5% -1.5 1,002 4.5%

GABRIEL HOLDING A/S
25203030
Textiles

14.1 11.6% 0.8 285 7.8%

LAND & LEISURE A/S
60102020
Real Estate
Operating Companies

11.5 7.4% -1.4 332 9.7%

Prediction (harmonic mean) 11.1
Absolute percentage error |(11.1-11.9)/11.9| 7.4%

The GICS industry classification of Gyldendal A/S is Publishing (50201040). However,

peers selected based on the SARD approach operate in four different industries. In

the example, the absolute valuation error is 7.4 percent. Because a company’s

fundamentals may change over time, the peer group may also change from year to

year.

As we use four selection variables, there are 24 (= 4 * 3 * 2 * 1) possible combinations

of these. Knudsen et. al. (2017) used univariate test to determine the order of

the selection variables. They found that ROE as a single variable yields the most

accurate valuation estimates, correspondingly ROE is the first variable in the ladder

of combinations. In a similar way, Net debt/EBIT yields the second best valuation

estimate, and hence is placed second in the latter. Based on the results of their

univariate tests, we identify peers using the following incrementally increasing ladder

of combinations ranging from one to four variables:

ROE

ROE + Net debt/EBIT

ROE + Net debt/EBIT + Size

ROE + Net debt/EBIT + Size + EBIT margin
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Knudsen et al. (2017) also use growth as selection variable. Specifically they proxy

growth with expected earnings growth, which they define as

E[EPSt+2]/E[EPSt+1] (4.2)

They obtained median analyst estimates from I/B/E/S. Due to lack of data, we

decided not to include this variable. This is a considerate limitation to our analysis

as our aim was to follow the methodological procedure in Knudsen et al. (2017).

Implications will be discussed in Section 6.4 in our discussion.

Using the approach described in this section, we identify a peer group for all firms in

each year. Now each firm in the sample has two peer groups. One formed on the

basis of industry affiliation and another formed on the basis of fundamentals. We

now move on to perform valuations based on these two peer groups.

4.4 Valuation methods

We perform multiple valuations of each firm in each year from 2010 to 2019. We

evaluate the peer selection methods using four multiples: EV/Sales, EV/EBIT, P/B

and P/E. All four multiples are calculated using historical figures.

To calculate the four historical multiples of each firm, we use reported sales, EBIT,

net income and book value of equity. Bloomberg provides figures of net debt and

market capitalisation. Bloomberg also provides a figure of market capitalisation.

Market capitalisation could otherwise have been calculated using stock prices and

number of outstanding shares. The Bloomberg definitions for these variables are

listed in Table 4.5. Dividing market capitalisation by earnings and book value gives

P/E and P/B, respectively. EV is a measure of a firm’s total value, therefore, net

debt is added to market capitalisation to determine this figure.
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Table 4.5: Input to valuation multiples

Valuation multiple Input Bloomberg definition

EV/Sales
Market capitalisation CUR_MKT_CAP
Net debt NET_DEBT
Sales TRAIL_12M_SALES

EV/EBIT
Market capitalisation CUR_MKT_CAP
Net debt NET_DEBT
EBIT TRAIL_12M_EBIT

P/B
Market capitalisation CUR_MKT_CAP
Book value of equity TOTAL_EQUITY

P/E
Market capitalisation CUR_MKT_CAP
Net income TRAIL_12M_NET_INC

To perform valuations of each company, we calculate EV/Sales, EV/EBIT, P/B

and P/E for each peer group. The predicted peer group multiple is calculated

as the harmonic mean of the observed multiples in the identified peer group. In

mathematical terms, a peer group multiple of firm i is the harmonic mean of the

multiples of the n number of firms belonging to firm i’s peer group. Using EV/Sales,

this is illustrated as
πi

Salesi
= n(

n∑
j=i

(
EVj
Salesj

)−1)−1 (4.3)

Different measurements of averages will lead to somewhat different results. Some

studies have empirically evaluated what method is more accurate. Tested methods in

the literature include the simple arithmetic mean, the median, the harmonic mean,

the geometric mean and the value-weighted mean. Empirical studies (Baker and

Ruback (1999), Liu et al. (2002), Dittmann and Maug (2008)) find that the harmonic

mean and the median are the most exact averaging methods since they avoid impact

of extreme values9. Consequently, we use the harmonic mean.

9Other researchers than Dittmann and Maug (2008) examine which averaging procedure gives
the most accurate estimates. The findings of Baker and Ruback (1999) show solid evidence in
favour of the harmonic mean. Liu et al. (2002) also find that using the harmonic mean leads to
the lowest valuation errors. Herrmann and Richter (2003) report that the median gives a more
accurate estimate than the harmonic mean. Schreiner and Spremann (2007) also find that the
median performs better than the harmonic mean.
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4.5 Evaluating errors

Our choice of using the harmonic mean as measure of average is partly motivated

by our choice of evaluation error. Dittmann and Maug (2008) show that when

percentage errors are used, the harmonic mean is less biased, but downward biased

when logarithmic errors are used. In short, the two different ways of evaluating errors

are

Percentage errori =
m̂i −mi

mi

(4.4)

Logarithmic errori = ln
m̂i

mi

(4.5)

Where m̂i is the predicted multiple and mi is the actual multiple of firm i. In line

with reviewed studies (Alford (1992), Dittmann and Weiner (2005), Nel et al. (2014)

and Knudsen et al. (2017)), we use the absolute percentage error10 as our default

error measure. The absolute percentage error has a simple economic interpretation:

it expresses the percentage by which the predicted multiple, calculated based on

the peer group, misses the observed "true" multiple. The main assumption is that

market values, on average, reflect the true values of firms. The measure has been

criticised by Dittmann and Maug (2008) because the minimum value of a firm cannot

be less than zero while the maximum value, in principle, is without an upper bound.

This may result in more over-valuations than under-valuations. They suggest the

use of logarithmic error to create a more symmetric distribution of valuation errors.

The absolute percentage errors do not follow a normal distribution, but since we test

for the difference between the valuation errors of the two selection methods, we only

need to make assumptions about the distribution of the pairwise differences of the

two sets of absolute percentage errors. These differences are symmetrical and bell

shaped as can be seen in Figure 5.2 in the next chapter, hence, they do not seem to

violate test assumptions.

10Absolute percentage error=
∣∣∣ m̂i−mi

mi

∣∣∣
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To determine the most accurate selection method we report three statistical measures:

the median, mean and interquartile range11 (IQR) of absolute percentage errors.

Empirical studies that use absolute percentage errors tend to favour the median of

valuation errors. While the mean can be influenced by outliers, the median should be

resistant to effects of extreme observations. The shape of the distribution influences

whether the mean is larger or smaller than the median. In Figure 5.1, we see that

the distributions of absolute percentage errors are right skewed, generally resulting

in means higher than medians. We also include the IQR, which is a measure of

statistical dispersion and is useful when a data set has outliers. It finds the difference

between the 25th and 75th percentile, which is assumed to be where the bulk of

observations is placed.

We test for significance in the central tendency of the two sets of valuation errors of

each selection method using the paired-difference t-test12 and the Wilcoxon signed

rank test. The t-test compares means under the assumption of equal population

standard deviations and is appropriate if test statistics follow a normal distribution.

However, we cannot be sure this is true. Therefore, we also include the Wilcoxon

test. This test compares two groups based on the sampling distribution of the

difference between the sample mean ranks (Agresti and Franklin, 2013), i.e. it is a

non-parametric test that assumes independent random samples. The test statistic is

the difference between sample mean ranks for the two groups.

4.6 Use of qualitatively based research methods

We have chosen to support our quantitative analysis of peer selection methods with

qualitative interviews in order to include the perspective of how practitioners use

peer selection methods. The conducted interviews are not used as empirical data

for analysis, but as a contribution to the discussion of the empirical results of our

main analysis. We aim to add a practical perspective to our findings and discuss

the applicability of the SARD approach in a small market. To this end, we have

interviewed the following professionals:
11Also called the midspread
12Also known as Students t-test
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• Rune Dalgaard, Senior Manager, Ernst & Young

• Respondent 2, Investment Manager, Danish family-owned investment company

• Respondent 3, Equity Research Analyst, large North-European bank

We include and discuss our participants’ responses in Chapter 6. We conduct semi-

structured interviews, which we motivate in the next section. Following this, we

discuss the data quality issues related to conducting qualitative research, which

concern reliability and various forms of bias. We then elaborate on our attempts to

overcome these issues. Finally, we comment on which advantages and issues arise

when interviews are conducted by telephone.

4.6.1 Motivation for the use of semi-structured interviews

Several types of interviews exist. We use semi-structured interviews, i.e. ‘non-

standardised’ interviews. This type of interview provides us with the opportunity

to ‘expand’ answers where we want our interviewees to build on their responses.

Semi-structured interviews entail that we have a list of themes and questions to be

covered, but that these may vary from interview to interview. This means a question

might be omitted or that the order of questions may be varied. On the other hand,

additional questions may be required to explore the topic further (Saunders et al.,

2009). Due to the nature of the semi-structured interview, we record the conversation

by audio recording. Interview transcripts can be found in Appendix A4.

Our choice of interview type is motivated by the significance of establishing personal

contact in collecting responses. Saunders et al. (2009) find that professionals are

more likely to agree to be interviewed rather than complete a questionnaire. An

interview provides them with an opportunity to reflect on events without needing

to write anything down. Healey (1991) also notes that the interviewer has more

control over respondents in comparison with the questionnaire technique, which may

be passed from one person to another.
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4.6.2 Data quality issues

When conducting qualitative research there is a number of data quality issues related

to reliability, forms of bias, validity and generalisability.

Reliability is about whether other researchers would discover similar information

and results. In semi-structured interviews one concern of reliability is due to the lack

of standardisation (Saunders et al., 2009). As the interviews are not standardised,

some questions might be added, omitted or the researcher might change the order

of questions. These decisions will vary depending on the researcher, resulting in

somewhat unique conversations. Another concern of reliability in semi-structured

interviews is the issue of bias. Two important types of bias are interviewer bias

and response bias. Interviewer bias is when the comments, tone and non-verbal

behaviour of the interviewer creates bias affecting how the interviewees respond to

the posed questions (Saunders et al., 2009). Response bias is when respondents may

have perceptions about the interviewer or by perceived interviewer bias, i.e. the

interviewee believes that the interviewer is biased in her actions (Saunders et al.,

2009).

In conducting semi-structured interviews there is also concerns related to validity and

generalisability. Validity refers to how the researcher gains access to their participants’

knowledge and experience, and from this is able to properly infer the meaning that

the participant intended. In semi-structured interviews, if conducted carefully, it is

possible to achieve a high level of validity since questions and meanings of answers

can be clarified (Saunders et al., 2009). On the contrary, there may be issues about

the generalisability of the findings in qualitatively based interviews. Generalisability

is concerned with the use of the findings to make statistical generalisations about

a population. Typically, this is not possible when doing qualitative research where

research is based on a small and unrepresentative number of cases (Saunders et al.,

2009). Thus, using qualitatively based semi-structured interviews, we will not be

able to infer e.g. the opinion of all users of multiple valuation based upon individual

participants’ responses.
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4.6.3 Attempts to overcome data quality issues

Having identified several data quality issues when using semi-structured interviews,

we attempt to overcome these in conducting our research.

According to Marshall and Rossman (1999), one response to the issue of reliability is

to openly describe the research design and process. This allows other researchers to

clearly follow the research process and understand which and why choices were made.

We acknowledge that we cannot ensure that our research can be fully replicated by

other researchers as noted by Marshall and Rossman (1999). We have not conducted

interviews with the aim of analysing the data collected. However, we want to ensure

reliability and as part of doing so, we describe the methods used and the data

obtained and discuss the reasons for our choice of methods and strategy. We also

include our interview guide and the transcribed audio-recordings of the interviews in

Appendix A3 and A4, respectively. We hope this will enable others to understand

our processes and findings.

To overcome or minimise the issue of bias, we follow the guiding principles laid

out in Saunders et al. (2009). This entails that we seek relevant information about

our participants and their organisation prior to conducting the interviews. We

supply our participants with relevant information before the interview, i.e. a list of

interview themes and questions, to allow the interviewees to prepare beforehand. We

commence each interview by assuring our participant that we do not seek confidential

information and that we, if wanted, will ensure anonymity. We do not name other

individuals or organisations that participate in our research or talk about the data

we obtain from them. We aim to phrase questions clearly and ask in a neutral tone

of voice. Finally, we use open questions, which Easterby-Smith et al. (2008) note

should help to avoid bias since open questions can be followed up by the use of

appropriately worded probing questions.
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5 Empirical results

In this chapter we present the findings of our empirical analyses. The chapter is

structured as follows. In Section 5.1 we report the descriptive statistics of our

data. Section 5.2 is a presentation of our main results and is divided into three

subsections. The first subsection reports the results of the ’horse race’ between the

SARD approach and industry affiliation. The second subsection reports the results of

applying SARD within industries. The third subsection reports the results of SARD

within industries versus SARD across industries. Finally, we present the results from

our robustness checks in Section 5.3.

5.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics

Mean Median IQR
ROE 16.31% 10.24% 13.48%
Net debt/EBIT 9.19 1.69 5.81
Size (market cap, DKKm) 23,325 1,415 12,525
EBIT margin 18.33% 11.81% 18.59%
EV/Sales 3.62 1.60 3.78
EV/EBIT 26.32 15.26 15.01
P/B 3.16 1.43 2.46
P/E 31.09 16.97 18.12

Descriptive statistics for the four selection variables and the four valuation multiples

are reported inTable 5.1. All variables include 882 firm-year observations distributed

over the years from 2010 to 2019. The procedure of estimating selection variables and

calculating multiples is described in the methodology chapter. To remove the effect

of the most extreme outliers we winsorise at one percent (0.5 percent in each end).

This process is described in detail in the methodology chapter. Especially ROE and

the P/E multiple are affected by outliers. Before winsoriasation the mean of ROE

was 27.04 percent, decreasing to 16.31 percent after winsorisation. Likewise for the

P/E multiple with a mean of 76.04 percent before winsorisation and 31.09 percent
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after. We regard the mean of Net debt/EBIT (9.19) and EV/EBIT (26.32) high

based on our knowledge of ’normal’ levels. Winsorisation has no effect on the median

or interquartile range. In addition to winsorising, we overcome effects of outliers by

primarily reviewing results based on medians. The interquartile range is included as

a dispersion measure to provide the reader with a more intuitive representation of

the dispersion in the data.

Figure 5.1: Density plot of absolute percentage errors

The means of the valuation multiples are greater than the medians, suggesting

that the distribution is positively skewed. Figure 5.1 illustrates the density of

absolute percentage errors for each valuation multiple and shows right skewed

distributions. The discrepancy between the mean and median in Size is notable

as evident in Table 5.1. The difference can be explained by the properties of

the sample: Several companies listed on NASDAQ Copenhagen have substantially

larger market capitalisation than the main part of the listed companies. This group

includes companies such as Novo Nordisk, A.P. Moeller - Maersk, Danske Bank and
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the remaining companies in the OMX C25 index. These companies capture a large

share of the total market capitalisation causing the distribution of this variable to

be right skewed.

5.2 Results

The rest of this chapter is devoted to the results of our empirical analyses and

insights will assist us in evaluating our hypotheses. To determine the accuracy of the

different selection methods we compare the central tendency (median and mean) and

dispersion (interquartile range) of the sets of valuation errors. We also look at the

significance of our results using Wilcoxon signed rank tests and t-tests. Although

distributions of absolute percentage errors are right skewed, the distributions of the

differences between the sets of errors are symmetrical and do generally not violate

test assumptions, which is illustrated by density plots in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Density plot of differences between absolute percentage errors

Differences between Industry and the full SARD combination
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5.2.1 SARD versus Industry

Panel A of Table 5.2 reports valuation errors for peers selected based on Industry

and peers selected based on four different SARD combinations. The relative accuracy

of each method is reported in parentheses. For example, the SARD combination with

all four variables is ranked first (1) and Industry is ranked second (2) for EV/Sales.

With respect to robustness of each selection method, we report valuation errors

across four multiples: EV/Sales, EV/EBIT, P/B, and P/E. Generally, we find the

valuation errors to be relatively high as many of them are above 50 percent. Keeping

this in mind, our results are interesting as we are able to say something about the

selection methods relative to each other. We address and interpret the high valuation

errors in our discussion in Chapter 6.

The results in Panel A in Table 5.2 reveal that peer selections on the basis of SARD

yield more accurate valuation estimates than peer selections on the basis of Industry

alone. Looking at medians of absolute percentage errors, we see that the SARD

combination with all four selection variables outperforms selection based on Industry,

as evident by the rankings. The smallest median valuation error is seen in P/B,

then EV/EBIT and P/E, and last EV/Sales. Panel B reports the results of the

Wilcoxon signed rank test and t-test, which show that the differences in absolute

valuation errors generally are significant at conventional levels (one or five percent).

Specifically, Panel B reports that the SARD combination of four selection variables

yields significantly (at one percent) more accurate valuation estimates than Industry.

The result is significant across all four multiples in both statistical tests as evident

by the signs (+** and -**).

Effect of adding selection variables

Comparing the four SARD combinations we see that adding more selection variables

appears to improve the valuation accuracy. For example, ROE appears to be the

worst-performing selection variable for the EV/Sales multiple, but the valuation error

decreases as more selection variables are added to the analysis.
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Table 5.2: Valuation accuracy for Industry and SARD

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

Panel A: Absolute percentage errors and ranks (in parentheses) of valuations based on each

selection method

EV/Sales

Median 0.615 (2) 0.715 (5) 0.655 (4) 0.644 (3) 0.450 (1)

Mean 1.112 (4) 1.273 (5) 1.071 (3) 0.974 (2) 0.615 (1)

IQR 0.552 (5) 0.525 (2) 0.527 (3) 0.544 (4) 0.482 (1)

EV/EBIT

Median 0.454 (4) 0.516 (5) 0.384 (1) 0.385 (2) 0.402 (3)

Mean 0.861 (4) 0.965 (5) 0.593 (3) 0.562 (2) 0.546 (1)

IQR 0.547 (5) 0.543 (4) 0.458 (1) 0.470 (2) 0.478 (3)

P/B

Median 0.448 (4) 0.463 (5) 0.414 (3) 0.387 (2) 0.365 (1)

Mean 0.647 (4) 0.679 (5) 0.582 (3) 0.510 (2) 0.500 (1)

IQR 0.585 (5) 0.488 (4) 0.465 (2) 0.442 (1) 0.482 (3)

P/E

Median 0.461 (4) 0.470 (5) 0.425 (3) 0.410 (2) 0.402 (1)

Mean 0.741 (5) 0.674 (4) 0.602 (3) 0.565 (1) 0.582 (2)

IQR 0.573 (5) 0.484 (4) 0.457 (1) 0.461 (2) 0.473 (3)

Panel B: Statistical tests for the mean and median of pairwise differences between sets of

absolute percentage errors

EV/Sales

Industry + - - -**

ROE -** -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT +** +** -* -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +* +** +* -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +** +**
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Table 5.2 continued from previous page

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

EV/EBIT

Industry + -* -** -**

ROE -** -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT +** +** - -*

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +** +** + -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** + +

P/B

Industry - -* -** -**

ROE + -** -* -*

ROE Net debt/EBIT +** +** -** -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +** +** + +

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +* -*

P/E

Industry +* -** -** -**

ROE - -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT +** +** -* -*

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +** +** +** -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +** +*

Notes: Above the diagonals in Panel B: t-test for the mean of pairwise differences based on

Driskoll-Kraay robust standard errors. Below the diagonals in Panel B: Wilcoxon signed rank

test for the median of pairwise differences. "+" implies that the selection method in the

row is more accurate than the selection method in the column, and "-" implies the opposite.

**Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the 5% level.
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For EV/Sales, when ROE is used as a single selection variable, the median absolute

percentage error is 0.715, decreasing to 0.450 when all four selection variables are

included in the valuation. The mean absolute percentage error behaves similarly

and decreases from 1.273 when only ROE is applied to 0.615 for all four selection

variables. The interquartile range of the absolute percentage error for ROE is 0.525

and 0.482 for all four selection variables. Similar results are observed across the three

other multiples. We do not see that including all four variables always yields the

best valuation estimates. Under the assumption that our data behaves normally, this

indicates that the used selection variables are not fully appropriate proxies for the

underlying drivers of the multiples, in this case EV/EBIT. However, in no instance

does ROE as a single selection variable outperform the combination of four selection

variables. If we look at ROE versus Industry, we see that Industry outperforms ROE

across all valuation multiples.

Panel B reiterates that including more selection variables provides more accurate

valuation estimates. Comparing the use of one (ROE) or two (ROE and Net

debt/EBIT) selection variables with the use of three (ROE, Net debt/EBIT and

Size) and all four, it appears that using three or four variables yields more accurate

valuation estimates across all four multiples. For example, for all four multiples the

combinations of three and four selection variables are significantly more accurate than

using one or two selection variables. The results for three or four variables versus

one variable are significant at one percent in the Wilcoxon signed rank test across all

four multiples. The corresponding t-test shows significance at one or five percent.

The statistical tests for three or four variables versus two report more varying results.

All signs indicate that three or four variables are more accurate than two variables

but the results are only significant in EV/Sales and P/E valuations. If we turn

to comparing the use of three versus four selection variables, there is continued

support for the argument that including more variables increases estimation accuracy.

For EV/Sales and P/E, the use of four selection variables yields significantly more

accurate valuation estimates (at one and five percent, respectively) than when using

three selection variables. For EV/Sales, the result is significant in both tests. For

P/E, the result is only significant in the Wilcoxon test. For EV/EBIT, the results
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suggest that the use of four selection variables is superior to using only three, however,

this result is not significant in neither of the two statistical tests. For P/B, the results

from the two statistical tests suggest that using three selection variables instead of

four, i.e. dropping EBIT margin, is more accurate. The result is significant at five

percent in the Wilcoxon signed rank test but not significant in the t-test.

Effect of EBIT margin

The EBIT margin is an important value driver of the EV/Sales multiple and therefore

essential to include when performing valuations based on this multiple. The results

reported in Table 5.2 show that the median absolute percentage error for the

EV/Sales multiple is 0.644 when peers are selected on the basis of ROE, Net

debt/EBIT and Size. Including the EBIT margin causes the median absolute

percentage error to decrease to 0.450, a reduction of 43 percent. In similar manner,

the mean absolute percentage error decreases from 0.974 to 0.615, a reduction of

58 percent. Conversely, when the EBIT margin is included as selection variable

for the other three multiples, the effect on the absolute percentage error appears

less significant, and in a few instances the absolute percentage error increases. For

the P/B multiple, the median absolute percentage error is 0.387 when using ROE,

Net debt/EBIT and Size. Including the EBIT margin, this is reduced to 0.365, a

reduction of six percent. For the P/E multiple, including the EBIT margin reduces

the absolute percentage error by two percent from 0.410 to 0.402. Finally, for the

EV/EBIT multiple, the median absolute percentage error increases by four percent

from 0.385 to 0.402. These results confirm the appropriateness of the EBIT margin

as a selection variable in EV/Sales valuations. We address the impact of the EBIT

margin further in the robustness checks in Section 5.3.

In summary, the findings reported in Table 5.2 support the first hypothesis that

selecting comparable firms based on the SARD approach, rather than selection based

on industry affiliation, leads to more accurate valuation estimates.
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5.2.2 SARD within industries versus industry affiliation

In this subsection we examine selection methods based on combinations of Industry

and the four SARD selection variables. More specifically, we evaluate our second

hypothesis by examining the ability of the SARD approach when selecting comparable

firms within industries.

In the analysis of the SARD selection variables within industries, the selection of

comparable firms is performed only among firms in the same Sector (GICS-2), which

is the broadest level in the GICS classification scheme. Due to the small sample

size it was not feasible to conduct this analysis at a more narrow classification level.

The SARD analysis is conducted by selecting peers within the same Sector using

the same ladder of selection variables. For peers selected on the basis of Industry,

the procedure is unchanged and described in detail in the methodology chapter.

Comparable firms are identified at the most narrow industry classification level to

ensure the best possible match between target firm and peer group. If there are

not enough peers at the lowest possible level, additional peers are found at the next

level13. Thus, the two analyses in this subsection are performed at different industry

classification levels. An alternative would be to randomly choose four peers at the

GICS-2 Sector level and use these as peer group. However, we did not find this

desirable as it would strip the industry affiliation approach of its inherent property of

choosing the most similar peers. The underlying assumption is that the most similar

peers are found at the most narrow classification level. In summary, the analysis of

SARD within industries allows us to determine whether the SARD approach offers

any additional advantage when used in conjunction with the industry affiliation

approach.

Panel A in Table 5.3 reports the absolute percentage errors and ranks for valuation

estimates based on Industry and the four different SARD combinations of selection

variables applied within the same GICS-2 category. In general, the results in Panel

A reveal that peer selections on the basis of SARD within industries yield more

accurate valuation estimates than peer selections on the basis of Industry alone.

13The Python code is enclosed in A1.3 in Appendix A1
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Table 5.3: Valuation accuracy for Industry and SARD within industries

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

Panel A: Absolute percentage errors and ranks (in parentheses) of valuations based on each

selection method

EV/Sales

Median 0.615 (5) 0.601 (4) 0.523 (3) 0.458 (2) 0.421 (1)

Mean 1.112 (4) 1.201 (5) 0.778 (3) 0.670 (2) 0.574 (1)

IQR 0.552 (4) 0.575 (5) 0.528 (3) 0.544 (2) 0.426 (1)

EV/EBIT

Median 0.454 (4) 0.467 (5) 0.385 (3) 0.377 (2) 0.375 (1)

Mean 0.861 (4) 0.884 (5) 0.522 (3) 0.507 (2) 0.502 (1)

IQR 0.547 (5) 0.535 (4) 0.438 (3) 0.431 (2) 0.407 (1)

P/B

Median 0.448 (5) 0.426 (4) 0.424 (3) 0.339 (2) 0.316 (1)

Mean 0.647 (5) 0.539 (4) 0.519 (3) 0.442 (2) 0.426 (1)

IQR 0.585 (5) 0.501 (4) 0.479 (3) 0.441 (2) 0.418 (1)

P/E

Median 0.461 (5) 0.397 (4) 0.390 (3) 0.366 (2) 0.352 (1)

Mean 0.741 (5) 0.579 (4) 0.573 (3) 0.512 (2) 0.506 (1)

IQR 0.573 (5) 0.481 (4) 0.486 (3) 0.418 (2) 0.405 (1)

Panel B: Statistical tests for the mean and median of pairwise differences between sets of

absolute percentage errors

EV/Sales

Industry -** -** -** -**

ROE +** + -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT +** - -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +** +** +** -*

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +** +
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Table 5.3 continued from previous page

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

EV/EBIT

Industry -* - -** -**

ROE + - -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT + + -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +** +** +** -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +** +

P/B

Industry +** -** -** -**

ROE - -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT +* +** - -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size +* +** + -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +* +**

P/E

Industry +** -** -** -**

ROE -** -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT + +** - -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size + +* + -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size

EBIT margin

+** +** +** +**

Notes: Above the diagonals in Panel B: t-test for the mean of pairwise differences based on

Driskoll-Kraay robust standard errors. Below the diagonals in Panel B: Wilcoxon signed rank

test for the median of pairwise differences. "+" implies that the selection method in the

row is more accurate than the selection method in the column, and "-" implies the opposite.

**Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the 5% level.
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The SARD combination including all four selection variables yields the most accurate

valuation estimates across all four multiples as evident by the rankings. Looking at

the median absolute percentage errors for the SARD combination of four variables,

the lowest error is seen in P/B, then P/E, EV/EBIT and last EV/Sales.

Panel B reports the results of the Wilcoxon signed rank test and t-test, which

show that the differences in absolute percentage errors are generally significant at

conventional levels (one or five percent). Specifically, Panel B reports that the SARD

combination of four selection variables used within industries yields significantly

(at one percent) more accurate valuation estimates than Industry across all four

multiples in both statistical tests, as evident by the signs. Comparing these results

to Panel A in Table 5.2, we see that median absolute percentage errors decrease from

0.450 to 0.421 for EV/Sales, from 0.402 to 0.375 for EV/EBIT, from 0.365 to 0.316

for P/B and from 0.402 to 0.352 for P/E. In sum, all valuation errors decrease when

using the SARD approach within industries as opposed to using it across industries.

Table 5.3 also reports that Industry and ROE are the worst performing selection

methods since they yield the highest absolute percentage errors. Panel A reports that

identifying comparable firms based entirely on industry affiliation returns the highest

median errors across three multiples: EV/Sales, P/B and P/E. For the last multiple,

EV/EBIT, ROE is the selection method with the highest absolute percentage error.

Comparing ROE to Industry in Panel B, it appears that Industry is significantly

more accurate (at one percent) in EV/Sales and P/E valuations in both statistical

tests. In EV/EBIT valuations, ROE is significantly (at five percent) more accurate

than Industry. In P/B valuations, Industry is significantly more accurate (at one

percent) than ROE, both only in the t-test.

Effect of adding selection variables

The results in Panel A reveal that valuation errors decrease across all multiples as

additional selection variables are included. For example, selecting companies on

the basis of ROE yields a median absolute percentage error of 0.397 for the P/E

multiple. Including Net debt/EBIT, Size and EBIT margin reduces the absolute

percentage error to 0.352. The mean absolute percentage error behaves similarly and
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decreases from 0.579 when ROE is applied to 0.506 when applying all four selection

variables. The interquartile range of the absolute percentage error for ROE is 0.481

and 0.405 for all four selection variables. This pattern is evident across all four

valuation multiples, and can be seen in how the rankings improve incrementally as

more selection variables are included. In general, these results are similar to the

observed pattern in Table 5.2, in which it also appears that including more selection

variables improves valuation accuracy. However, the results in Table 5.3 present a

significantly clearer tendency, suggesting that the use of SARD within industries

yields more accurate valuations estimates relative to SARD across industries and

industry affiliation.

Evidence in Panel B supports that including more selection variables returns a more

accurate valuation estimate. Comparing the use of one or two selection variables

with the use of three or four, it appears that using three or four variables yields more

accurate valuation estimates across all four multiples. Specifically, for EV/Sales and

EV/EBIT, the combinations of three and four selection variables are significantly (at

one percent) more accurate than the two SARD combinations of only one and two

selection variables, in both statistical tests. For P/B valuations, the combinations of

three and four variables, are significantly (at one percent) more accurate than one

selection variable, in both tests. However, only the use of all four selection variables

is more accurate (at five percent) than using two selection variables, in the Wilcoxon

signed rank test. For P/E valuations, using four selection variables is significantly

(at one percent) more accurate than using either one or two selection variables. In

contrast, using three variables is only significantly (at one percent) more accurate

than using ROE.

If we turn to comparing the use of three selection variables with the use of four,

there is continued support for the argument that including more variables increases

the estimation accuracy. For P/B and P/E, the use of four selection variables yields

significantly more accurate (at one percent) valuation estimates than using three, in

both tests. For EV/EBIT, the results suggest that the use of four selection variables

is superior to using only three, however, this result is not significant in neither of the
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two statistical tests. For EV/Sales, using four selection variables yields significantly

more accurate (at five percent) valuation estimates, but only in the Wilcoxon signed

rank test. The same is suggested in the t-test, but this is not significant at neither

significance level.

In summary, the findings reported in Table 5.3 support the second hypothesis that

selecting comparable firms on the basis of the SARD approach within industries rather

than just industry affiliation yields more accurate valuation estimates. Moreover,

Table 5.3 reveals that estimation errors decrease across all multiples as additional

selection variables are included in the SARD approach.

5.2.3 SARD across industries vs SARD within industries

Our results in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 indicate that absolute percentage errors are

lower when applying SARD within industries as opposed to applying the method

across industries, when including the same number of selection variables. Table 5.4

presents a Wilcoxon signed rank test for the median of pairwise differences between

absolute percentage errors stemming from the two selection methods. We see that

differences in absolute percentage errors are significant at one percent for all results.

See Appendix A2 for the t-test, which shows similar results, however, not all at the

same significance level. We see that applying the SARD combination of all four

variables within industries yields more accurate valuation estimates than applying

the same combination across industries. This finding is significant across all four

valuation multiples, thus, supports a rejection of the third hypothesis which states

that selection of comparable companies based on SARD across industries leads to

more accurate valuation estimates than selection based on SARD within industries.

Table 5.4 indicates that applying the combination of four selection variables across

industries yields more accurate valuation estimates than applying less variables within

industries. Specifically for EV/Sales, applying the combination of four variables

across industries yields more accurate estimates than applying three variables within

industries. This result emphasises the significance of the EBIT margin as a value

driver for EV/Sales.
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Table 5.4: Valuation accuracy for SARD within and across industries

Wilcoxon signed rank test for the median of pairwise differences between sets of absolute

percentage errors

ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

EV/Sales

ROE (WI) +** -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** +** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +**

EV/EBIT

ROE (WI) +** -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** +** +**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** +**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +**

P/B

ROE (WI) +** +** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** +**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +**

P/E

ROE (WI) +** +** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** +**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +**

WI stands for within industries. "+" implies that the selection method in the row is more accurate than the

selection method in the column, and "-" implies the opposite. **Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the

5% level.
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For P/B and P/E valuations, the use of three SARD selection variables across

industries yields significantly more accurate results than one or two variables within

industries. For EV/EBIT, the SARD selection variables used across industries are

only superior when using one selection variable within industries. The findings in

EV/Sales valuations indicate that tailoring the selection variables to the valuation

multiple increases accuracy and that more selection variables are be preferable to

few.

In summary, the findings reported in Table 5.4 support a rejection of the third

hypothesis which states that the selection of comparable companies based on SARD

across industries leads to more accurate valuation estimates than selection based on

SARD within industries.

5.3 Robustness checks

Except when stated otherwise, all robustness checks are conducted under the

methodological set-up presented in Chapter 4. We perform six robustness checks. 1)

We examine whether our results are sensitive to the number of comparable firms. 2)

We examine whether our results remain robust over time by examining the robustness

of the median absolute valuation errors historically. 3) We examine the impact of

the EBIT margin relative to other selection variables in EV/Sales valuations. 4) We

evaluate the explanatory effectiveness of each SARD variable in univariate tests across

the multiples in order to assess the order of selection variables. 5) As mentioned in

the literature review, previous studies that have examined the accuracy of selection

methods based on fundamentals use different research designs. Hence, we compare

the accuracy of the SARD approach with the accuracy of the regression set-up used

by Bhojraj and Lee (2002). 6) Finally, we provide an industry-level expansion of the

median analysis presented in Table 5.2 in Section 5.2.

5.3.1 Number of comparable firms

A central choice in conducting our analysis was the size of peer groups. Five to

six peers are generally acknowledged in the literature as a proper peer group size
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when testing peer selection methods. According to Goedhart et al. (2015), common

practice is to select 8-15 peers to make up a peer group. In our analysis we use

four peers, which is below this span. Our choice was motivated by another study

testing peer selection methods in a small market (Serra and Fávero, 2018), which

found that two peers are adequate to value firms when the market contains few

observations. Moreover, we could see in our early data analyses that when using

four comparable firms, 98 percent of the observations were able to find enough peers

within an industry, i.e. we would only have to drop two percent of observations.

Instead, if we used five peers, we would have to drop approximately 12 percent of

observations as reported in Table 4.1 in the Chapter 4.

Figure 5.3: Robustness check: Peer group size

With this robustness check we examine the sensitivity in accuracy of the four valuation

multiples to various numbers of peers. We repeat our main analysis but varying the

number of comparable firms for all four multiples, i.e. we perform valuations using
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different peer group sizes ranging from 2-14 in increments of two. This process allows

us to lure the sensitivity of our results to the number of peers. Figure 5.3 depicts

the median absolute percentage errors of valuations at different peer group sizes. We

have not tested for significance in the results obtained using different numbers of

peers other than four.

Figure 5.3 illustrates that the median absolute valuation error in general is reduced

when using between four to 10 peers. For EV/Sales and EV/EBIT valuations, using

more than six peers does not improve valuation errors noteworthy. However, using

more than 10 peers appears to increase valuation errors. For P/B and P/E valuations,

it appears that valuation errors decrease as more peers are included up to 14 peers.

The figure also illustrates that the SARD approach yields consistently lower valuation

errors than Industry across all peer group sizes. It is important to note that the

SARD approach gains a methodological advantage as the number of peers increases.

If a target firm cannot find enough peers within its GICS-2 Sector, the observation is

dropped from the sample. Therefore, as we increase the peer group size the sample

shrinks and includes only industries that contain the required number of peers. On

the other hand, the sample used to select peers on the basis of the SARD approach

remains unaltered as the SARD approach essentially allows for as many peers as the

sample size. While this point highlights an obvious bias in our robustness check, it

also illustrates the strength of the SARD approach when used in a small market.

As seen in Table 4.1, 58.2 percent of our sample firms are able to identify 10 peers

within GICS-2, and only 17.3 percent are able to identify 10 peers within GICS-6.

In contrast, the SARD approach can identify any desired number of peers with the

only consequence that SARD scores increase as more firms are included in the peer

group. This finding supports the use of SARD as selection method in small markets,

as the method is able to identify more peers than the industry affiliation approach.

5.3.2 Median absolute valuation errors over time

To get an understanding of how the selection methods perform historically, we include

a robustness check of median absolute valuation errors over time. Figure 5.4 depicts
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the time variation of valuation accuracy for each of the four valuation multiples. The

figure shows the median of absolute percentage errors of the selection methods when

plotted over the entire sample period from 2010 to 2019.

Figure 5.4: Robustness check: Historical performance

The median absolute valuation errors fluctuate within a certain band for all selection

methods. For all multiples, ROE is generally the most imprecise selection method.

This is particularly evident in EV/EBIT valuations. For EV/Sales, the SARD

combination with all four variables is clearly the most precise selection method

indicating that the EBIT margin is an important value driver throughout all years.

Note that Industry is the second most precise selection method in 2010 to 2014, but

also performs well from 2014 to 2019 for EV/Sales. This conforms with Table 5.2,

which reported that Industry is the second most accurate selection method when

results are aggregated. For the other three multiples, it varies what combination

of selection variables that is most precise, but we see that the SARD approach,

in general, is more accurate than industry affiliation. This is especially evident in
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the most recent data points for 2018 and 2019. The graphs in Figure 5.4 partly

follow the same trend in how accurate their predictions are across time, i.e. they

move up and down more or less together. For example, in relation to the EV/EBIT

multiple we observe that all the various methods appear to be more accurate in

their predictions from 2012 to 2015 and less accurate from 2015 to 2019. The same

is evident for P/E in 2016 where all five methods appear notably more imprecise

relatively to the year before. We also observe greater dispersion in errors around

2016 compared to 2011.

Recall one of the main assumptions of relative valuation: while markets do make

mistakes on valuing individual firms, they are correct on average. Figure 5.4

illustrates that the market is not equally correct (or incorrect) over time. One

explanation could be a higher dispersion of valuation multiples in some years. Hence,

the assumption that market prices, on average, correctly reflect fundamentals and

other information available to investors is somewhat challenged.

5.3.3 Impact of EBIT margin

We decided not to test all combinations of the selection variables in the main analysis.

However, based on our derivation of the EV/Sales multiple we found the EBIT

margin to be an important value driver, which is supported by our empirical results

reported in Panel A of Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4. Hence, we decided to test the impact

of the EBIT margin for EV/Sales. We examine the worth of the EBIT margin as

selection variable by moving it ahead of ROE in the analysis of EV/Sales.

Table 5.5 reports our results which make it clear that selection based on the EBIT

margin yields more accurate valuation estimates than peers selected based on industry

affiliation. All SARD combinations are significantly better than Industry. This is

evident both in the t-test and the Wilcoxon signed rank test. All results are significant

at the one percent level. A comparison with the results in Panel A of Table 5.2

reveals that selection based solely on the EBIT margin also yields more accurate

valuation estimates than selection based on ROE. Moreover, the median absolute

error of the EV/Sales multiple is reduced by 2.2 percentage points (from 0.472 to
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0.450) when comparable firms are selected based on all four variables. In sum, the

results indicate that 1) the EBIT margin is a critical selection variable for EV/Sales

valuations and 2) the other three variables add to the accuracy of the valuation

estimate.

Table 5.5: Robustness check: Impact of EBIT margin

Industry EBIT margin

EBIT margin

ROE

EBIT margin

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

EBIT margin

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

Panel A: Absolute percentage errors and ranks (in parentheses) of valuations based on each

selection method

EV/Sales

Median 0.615 (5) 0.472 (4) 0.455 (3) 0.415 (1) 0.450 (2)

Mean 1.112 (5) 0.863 (3) 0.867 (4) 0.608 (1) 0.615 (2)

IQR 0.552 (3) 0.572 (5) 0.560 (4) 0.477 (1) 0.482 (2)

Panel B: Statistical tests for the mean and median of pairwise differences between sets of

absolute percentage errors

EV/Sales

Industry -** -** -** -**

EBIT margin +** + -** -**

EBIT margin ROE +** - -** -**

EBIT margin ROE Net

debt/EBIT

+** +** +** +

EBIT margin ROE Net

debt/EBIT Size

+** +** +** -*

Notes: Above the diagonals in Panel B: t-test for the mean of pairwise differences based on

Driskoll-Kraay robust standard errors. Below the diagonals in Panel B: Wilcoxon signed rank

test for the median of pairwise differences. "+" implies that the selection method in the

row is more accurate than the selection method in the column, and "-" implies the opposite.

**Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the 5% level.
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5.3.4 Univariate tests

The sequence of selection variables in our main analysis was determined by univariate

tests performed by Knudsen et al. (2017). Thus, ROE is the first variable in the ladder

of combinations because they found that ROE yields the most accurate valuation

estimate of the four variables. An early choice made in relation to our research

design was to use the same sequence of selection variables in order not to detach

our findings from Knudsen et al. (2017). Nonetheless, we want to test whether our

sample yields similar results in univariate tests of the four selection variables. Our

results are reported in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Robustness check: Univariate tests

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin

Panel A: Absolute percentage errors and ranks (in parentheses) of valuations based on each

selection variable

EV/Sales

Median 0.715 (4) 0.648 (3) 0.558 (2) 0.472 (1)

Mean 1.273 (4) 1.065 (3) 0.848 (1) 0.863 (2)

IQR 0.525 (1) 0.576 (4) 0.573 (3) 0.571 (2)

EV/EBIT

Median 0.516 (4) 0.380 (1) 0.476 (2) 0.483 (3)

Mean 0.965 (4) 0.709 (2) 0.705 (1) 0.848 (2)

IQR 0.544 (3) 0.466 (1) 0.531 (2) 0.572 (4)

P/B

Median 0.463 (2) 0.521 (3) 0.420 (1) 0.537 (4)

Mean 0.678 (2) 0.692 (3) 0.528 (1) 0.726 (4)

IQR 0.488 (2) 0.563 (4) 0.470 (1) 0.558 (3)

P/E

Median 0.470 (2) 0.520 (4) 0.468 (1) 0.480 (3)

Mean 0.674 (1) 0.774 (3) 0.695 (2) 0.776 (4)

IQR 0.484 (1) 0.511 (2) 0.537 (3) 0.545 (4)
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Table 5.6 continued from previous page

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin

Panel B: Statistical tests for the mean and median of pairwise differences between sets of

absolute percentage errors

EV/Sales

ROE -** -** -**

Net debt/EBIT +** -** -**

Size +** +** +

EBIT margin +** +** -**

EV/EBIT

ROE -** - -

Net debt/EBIT +** - +

Size +** +** +*

EBIT margin +** -** -**

P/B

ROE +* + +**

Net debt/EBIT -** -** +

Size -** + +*

EBIT margin -** -** -*

P/B

ROE +* -** +*

Net debt/EBIT -** -** +

Size +** +** +**

EBIT margin -** - -**

Notes: Above the diagonals in Panel B: t-test for the mean of pairwise differences based on

Driskoll-Kraay robust standard errors. Below the diagonals in Panel B: Wilcoxon signed rank

test for the median of pairwise differences. "+" implies that the selection method in the

row is more accurate than the selection method in the column, and "-" implies the opposite.

**Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the 5% level.
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The univariate tests reveal that the selection variables have diverging explanatory

power in relation to the valuation multiples. Most of the results from the t-test are

significant at one percent. If we were to build individual sequences for each valuation

multiple, they would look as follows:

EV/Sales: EBIT margin + Size + Net debt/EBIT + ROE

EV/EBIT: Net debt/EBIT + Size + EBIT margin + ROE

P/B: Size + ROE + Net debt/EBIT + EBIT margin

P/E: Size + ROE + EBIT margin + Net debt/EBIT

None of the multiples would have the same sequence. Across all four multiples it

appears that Size yields the most accurate valuations as it is ranked first (1) in

P/B and P/E valuations and second (2) in EV/Sales and EV/EBIT valuations.

Thus, if we were to build our own sequence of selection variables, Size should be the

first variable in the ladder. We do not pursue this further, since it would be most

optimal to customise the sequence to each individual multiple. Moreover, including

all selection variables yields the same results.

5.3.5 SARD approach versus regression approach

As stated in Section 3.1, studies that have examined peer selection methods based

on fundamentals use different research designs. Another widely used evaluation

method is a regression set-up (Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Bhojraj et al. (2003), Lee

et al. (2015) and Serra and Fávero (2018)). Therefore, we want to test the accuracy

of the SARD approach against the regression set-up. In the regression set-up we form

peer groups using the following set of steps. First, regression coefficients (ordinary

least squares) are estimated for the same selection variables as used in the SARD

approach (ROE, Net debt/EBIT, Size, EBIT margin). We use the first five years of

data to estimate the regression coefficients and evaluate based on the next five years

to avoid in-sample estimation bias. The sample is winsorised at the same threshold

as done for the SARD approach, namely at one percent (0.5 percent in each end).

We use the estimated coefficients together with each firm’s current year reporting to
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generate a prediction of each firm’s multiple. This predicted value is what Bhojraj

and Lee (2002) call a ‘warranted multiple’. Finally, we rank the firms according to

these predicted multiples to generate a list of peers for each target firm. The peer

group will consists of the four peers closest to the target firm.

Table 5.7: Robustness check: Regression approach

Comparison of absolute percentage errors, 2010-2019
SARD Regression

EV/Sales
Median of errors 0.450 (1) 0.505 (2)
Mean of errors 0.615 (1) 1.020 (2)
IQR range of errors 0.482 (1) 0.610 (2)
EV/EBIT
Median of errors 0.402 (1) 0.521 (2)
Mean of errors 0.546 (1) 0.902 (2)
IQR range of errors 0.478 (1) 0.610 (2)
P/B
Median of errors 0.365 (1) 0.501 (2)
Mean of errors 0.500 (1) 0.812 (2)
IQR range of errors 0.482 (1) 0.568 (2)
P/E
Median of errors 0.402 (1) 0.645 (2)
Mean of errors 0.582 (1) 0.834 (2)
IQR range of errors 0.473 (1) 0.563 (2)

Table 5.7 reports the results of a comparison of absolute percentage errors generated

by the SARD approach and the regression set-up. The SARD approach yields more

accurate valuation estimates than the regression set-up. The results remain robust

across all four multiples. We find that the SARD approach is free from issues related

to a limited sample size, which makes it more reliable.

5.3.6 Industry-level expansion of main analysis

One insight that we miss in our analysis is whether some industries are more fit

for the SARD approach than others, i.e. whether firms in specific industries gain

advantage of finding peers based on the SARD approach. Table 5.8 provides an
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industry-level expansion of the median analysis presented in Panel A in Table 5.2.

The table reports the level of accuracy of the SARD approach in nine different

GICS-2 Sectors. The Energy and Utility sectors are left out of the analysis since

they do not include enough observations to yield feasible results.

Table 5.8 shows that the combination of four selection variables does not consistently

return the most accurate valuation estimates across sectors. However, it appears that

the combination of the four selection variables does perform relatively better when

valuating within three sectors: Materials, Health care and Financials. These results

are not significant but indicate that the used variables are somewhat appropriate for

valuing these sectors using these multiples.

The SARD combination with four selection variables is most successful in EV/Sales

valuations. It yields the lowest valuation errors in all sectors, but two (Communication

services and Real estate). This suggests that the four selection variables are

appropriate proxies for the value drivers of the EV/Sales multiple. Specifically,

the EBIT margin appears to be an important value driver as absolute percentage

errors decrease notably when it is included. This finding supports the robustness

check of the impact of EBIT margin in Table 5.5. For Communication services and

Real estate, it is instead ROE that yields the most accurate valuation estimates.

This is surprising, as ROE is the worst performing selection method (ranked fifth) in

EV/Sales valuations across time and industries, as evident in Table 5.2.

For EV/EBIT, the best selection method varies to a large extent across the different

sectors. However, especially Net debt/EBIT appears to be important in lowering

absolute percentage errors within some industries. This finding conforms with results

from the univariate tests presented in Table 5.6, which reported that Net debt/EBIT

when used as a single variable yields the most accurate valuation estimates in

EV/EBIT valuations.
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Table 5.8: Robustness check: Industry-level expansion

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

EV/Sales

Materials 0.374 (2) 0.508 (4) 0.731 (5) 0.563 (3) 0.363 (1)

Industrials 0.650 (2) 0.839 (5) 0.811 (4) 0.782 (3) 0.450 (1)

Consumer discretionary 0.439 (2) 0.606 (5) 0.587 (4) 0.516 (3) 0.457 (1)

Consumer staples 0.464 (2) 0.534 (3) 0.606 (5) 0.557 (4) 0.234 (1)

Health care 0.676 (4) 0.679 (5) 0.672 (3) 0.572 (2) 0.415 (1)

Financials 0.645 (4) 0.770 (5) 0.678 (3) 0.620 (2) 0.495 (1)

Information technology 0.624 (4) 0.556 (2) 0.636 (5) 0.618 (3) 0.381 (1)

Communication services 0.601 (2) 0.594 (1) 0.735 (4) 0.670 (3) 0.737 (5)

Real estate 0.601 (2) 0.594 (1) 0.735 (4) 0.670 (3) 0.737 (5)

EV/EBIT

Materials 0.360 (2) 0.396 (3) 0.482 (5) 0.416 (4) 0.335 (1)

Industrials 0.346 (4) 0.450 (5) 0.301 (1) 0.310 (2) 0.344 (3)

Consumer discretionary 0.381 (1) 0.492 (5) 0.420 (3) 0.402 (2) 0.438 (4)

Consumer staples 0.239 (4) 0.410 (5) 0.154 (1) 0.223 (2) 0.233 (3)

Health care 0.494 (3) 0.498 (4) 0.501 (5) 0.392 (2) 0.389 (1)

Financials 0.532 (4) 0.728 (5) 0.405 (1) 0.406 (2) 0.460 (3)

Information technology 0.538 (4) 0.458 (1) 0.511 (3) 0.509 (2) 0.550 (5)

Communication services 0.571 (3) 0.601 (5) 0.520 (1) 0.574 (4) 0.540 (2)

Real estate 0.571 (3) 0.601 (5) 0.519 (1) 0.574 (4) 0.540 (2)
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Table 5.8 continued from previous page

Industry ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

P/B

Materials 0.308 (1) 0.369 (4) 0.437 (5) 0.313 (2) 0.333 (3)

Industrials 0.390 (3) 0.457 (5) 0.406 (4) 0.371 (1) 0.388 (2)

Consumer discretionary 0.411 (1) 0.475 (5) 0.415 (2) 0.415 (3) 0.418 (4)

Consumer staples 0.284 (1) 0.335 (5) 0.311 (3) 0.310 (2) 0.334 (4)

Health care 0.671 (5) 0.644 (4) 0.549 (3) 0.537 (2) 0.502 (1)

Financials 0.306 (4) 0.360 (5) 0.302 (2) 0.310 (3) 0.239 (1)

Information technology 0.661 (5) 0.499 (1) 0.577 (2) 0.599 (3) 0.605 (4)

Communication services 0.771 (4) 0.659 (2) 0.725 (3) 0.645 (1) 0.793 (5)

Real estate 0.771 (4) 0.659 (2) 0.725 (3) 0.645 (1) 0.793 (5)

P/E

Materials 0.374 (1) 0.389 (3) 0.496 (5) 0.403 (4) 0.375 (2)

Industrials 0.420 (2) 0.465 (5) 0.429 (3) 0.415 (1) 0.435 (4)

Consumer discretionary 0.431 (2) 0.490 (4) 0.501 (5) 0.418 (1) 0.446 (3)

Consumer staples 0.305 (4) 0.340 (5) 0.266 (1) 0.269 (2) 0.293 (3)

Health care 0.591 (4) 0.565 (5) 0.549 (3) 0.437 (1) 0.449 (2)

Financials 0.303 (2) 0.376 (5) 0.334 (3) 0.349 (4) 0.291 (1)

Information technology 0.546 (4) 0.502 (1) 0.538 (3) 0.562 (5) 0.528 (2)

Communication services 0.521 (1) 0.629 (5) 0.622 (4) 0.532 (2) 0.544 (3)

Real estate 0.521 (1) 0.629 (5) 0.622 (4) 0.531 (2) 0.544 (3)
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For P/B and P/E valuations, there is no immediate visible pattern in results. It

appears that the SARD combination of three selection variables is the most successful

across industries. Again, this is supported by our univariate tests reported in Table

5.6, in which Size yields the most accurate valuation estimates when used as a single

selection variable.

Table 5.8 shows that certain sectors have systematically higher valuation errors than

others, across selection methods. For example, in P/B and P/E valuations, the

Financials sector has median absolute valuation errors ranging from 0.239 to 0.376,

across selection methods. In contrast, corresponding median absolute valuation errors

range from 0.521 to 0.771 for Communication services. The difference could possibly

be explained by number of firms in each sector and dispersion of earnings. There

are 23 companies within the Financials sector compared to 5 within Communication

services in 2019. Moreover, the dispersion of earnings in the two sectors may be

markedly different from each other. Specifically, the Financials sector consists of

mainly banks and insurance companies, whose main line of business is straightforward

and stable. In return, it is assumed that firm valuations within the Financials sector

are more or less similar, which should result in more accurate valuation estimates.

In contrast, the Communication services sector consists of firms with more diverse

business lines and future profitability, growth and risk may be more unpredictable.

This would make firm valuations more dispersed leading to higher valuation errors.

In summary, the results reported in Table 5.8 show that the full SARD combination

does not consistently return the most accurate valuation estimates across the reported

sectors. The SARD approach is most successful in estimating valuations based on

the EV/Sales multiple. It appears that the SARD combinations and Industry are

somewhat inconsistent in valuation accuracy across EV/EBIT, P/B and P/E. We

do not find evidence for concluding that the SARD approach, using these selection

variables, is superior to the industry affiliation approach across industries, since

Industry achieves the highest rank in a handful of industries.
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5.4 Summary of findings

When comparing the SARD approach with industry affiliation, we find that the

SARD approach yields significantly more accurate valuation estimates. This is the

case when three to four fundamental selection variables are combined. When the

SARD approach and industry affiliation are used in conjunction, i.e. when SARD

is applied within a sector, we observe the most accurate valuation estimates across

selection methods. This result is also significant. To conclude, combining industry

affiliation and the SARD approach is the best peer selection method.

Our results are robust over time and also at different peer group sizes. We find that

peer groups should consist of at least four comparable firms. Peer groups above six

firms do not noteworthy improve valuation errors. Conducting univariate tests, we

examine the individual accuracy of the four selection variables. We find that when

used individually, the selection variables yield fluctuating levels of valuation errors.

This indicates that the SARD approach should be tailored to the valuation multiple.

For example, the EBIT margin is a significant value driver of EV/Sales in accordance

with mathematical inferences made in Section 2.2. In relation to research design, we

find that the SARD approach yields more accurate valuation estimates compared

to the regression set-up, which is another widely used research design. Finally, we

found that selection variables should not only be tailored to the multiple, but also

the sector in which the target firm operates.
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6 Discussion

We begin this chapter by relating the empirical findings to our hypotheses. In

Section 6.2 we compare our findings to those of previous studies. In Section 6.3

we interpret and suggest explanations for the empirical results. Section 6.4 is a

discussion of the limitations and assumptions of our research design and analysis.

The chapter also includes a discussion of implications for practitioners in Section

6.5 as well as suggestions for future research in Section 6.6.

6.1 Preliminary conclusions

In this thesis we have considered two selection methods for identifying comparable

firms for multiple valuation. The first method is based on industry affiliation and the

second is based on ’similarities in fundamentals’, namely the SARD approach. Our

aim has been to investigate which of these two methods yields the most accurate

valuation estimates in the Danish market. To structure the empirical analysis, we

stated three hypotheses. The hypotheses are tested by valuing all firms in our

sample each year in the period from 2010 to 2019, under each of the two considered

selection methods, as well as a combined approach. The results of these valuations are

presented in the previous chapter. We will now proceed to evaluating our hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: The selection of comparable firms based on the SARD

approach leads to more accurate valuation estimates than selection based

on industry affiliation.

The empirical evidence in favor of the SARD approach is substantial. We found that

the SARD combination of four selection variables (ROE, Net debt/EBIT, Size and

EBIT margin) yields more accurate valuation estimates than peer selection based on

Industry alone. This finding is significant (at one percent) in both of the applied

statistical tests and is robust across all four valuation multiples.

We find it interesting that it is not always the SARD combination of four selection

variables that delivers the best valuation estimates. In line with expectations, the
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SARD combination of four selection variables returns the lowest median absolute

percentage errors for EV/Sales, P/B and P/E. However, in EV/EBIT valuations,

the SARD combination with only two selection variables (ROE and Net debt/EBIT)

returns the lowest median error, i.e. is ranked first. For EV/EBIT, the SARD

combination with four variables achieves a ranking of three and the combination

with three variables achieves a ranking of two. This finding indicates that the full

SARD combination is not the most accurate estimate for EV/EBIT valuations, yet

SARD yields more accurate valuation estimates than Industry. This finding suggests

that valuation multiples have different value drivers and that selection variables

should be tailored to the desired multiple. Finally, our empirical evidence suggests

that the continuous inclusion of an extra selection variable reduces valuation errors.

This is evident in EV/Sales, P/B and P/E where the median absolute percentage

errors decrease gradually as additional selection variables are included. This finding

confirms the usefulness of the SARD approach and indicates that the chosen variables

are appropriate proxies for the underlying drivers of the multiples. Overall, there is

evidence in support of hypothesis one.

Hypothesis 2: The selection of comparable firms based on the

combination of SARD and industry affiliation leads to more accurate

valuation estimates than selection based on industry affiliation only.

Our empirical evidence indicates that the combined use of SARD and Industry

yields more accurate valuation estimates than Industry alone. We find that the full

SARD combination applied within industries returns the lowest absolute percentage

errors across all four valuation multiples. This result is statistically significant (at

one percent) in both statistical tests. Moreover, our empirical evidence shows that

absolute percentage errors decrease as additional selection variables are included.

When we compare the use of one or two selection variables with the use of three

or all four, it appears that using three or four yields significantly more accurate

valuation estimates. In contrast to previous results, this result is robust across

all four multiples and we confirm that including more selection variables improves

valuations. Overall, we conclude that our empirical results support hypothesis two.
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Hypothesis 3: The selection of comparable companies based on SARD

across industries leads to more accurate valuation estimates than selection

based on SARD within industries.

Our results presented in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 indicate that absolute percentage

errors are lower when applying SARD within industries opposed to applying the

method across industries. In order to properly asses the third hypothesis, we test the

significance of these results. Across all four valuation multiples we find that applying

the SARD variables within industries yields significantly more accurate valuation

estimates than applying the same combination of variables across industries. ROE

applied within industries outperforms ROE applied across industries, ROE and Net

debt/EBIT applied within industries outperforms ROE and Net debt/EBIT applied

across industries, and so forth. These results suggest that industry affiliation contains

additional valuation-specific information not captured by the four SARD selection

variables. This evidence supports a rejection of the third hypothesis. It should be

noted that we find varying results as to whether less selection variables used within

industries outperform more variables used across industries. For example, applying

the combination of four variables across industries yields more accurate estimates

than applying three variables within industries in EV/Sales valuations. This finding

emphasises the value of including important fundamental value drivers, such as the

EBIT margin in EV/Sales valuations, and indicates that more selection variables

should be preferable to few selection variables. Overall, we reject hypothesis three

based on our empirical results. The combination of four SARD selection variables

and industry affiliation yields the most accurate valuation estimates.

6.2 Comparing results to previous research

In this section we relate our findings to the results of previous research. In relation

to the relevant literature, the SARD approach is categorised as a ’fundamental’

approach as it rests upon similarities in fundamentals.
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6.2.1 Previous research using the SARD approach

The SARD approach was first proposed by Knudsen et al. (2017). No other published

research has applied this approach since, consequently, their results are of high

importance in relation to ours. They evaluate on the basis of the same four valuation

multiples, however, use a sample consisting of the S&P 1500. Their results show

that the SARD approach, based on five selection variables, yields significantly more

accurate valuation estimates than industry affiliation. Moreover, they examine the

use of the SARD approach within industries and find that combining the two selection

methods generally increases the accuracy of valuation estimates. Their results appear

robust across time, company size, varying number of peers, and most industries. We

anticipated that our results would differ from Knudsen et al. (2017) due to the small

sample size. However, our findings conform with theirs but with minor differences.

These are likely caused by the difference in sample size and nature of the samples.

We can conclude that the SARD approach yields more accurate valuation estimates

than industry affiliation in both large and small markets. Moreover, applying SARD

within industries yields the most accurate valuation estimates.

Going into details, we find slight differences in the results across valuation multiples.

When testing the SARD approach against industry affiliation, Knudsen et al. (2017)

find that the full combination of selection variables yields the most accurate valuation

estimates, i.e. achieves a ranking of one across all four multiples. We find the same

to be true for only three multiples, with the exception of EV/EBIT. In contrast,

combining all SARD selection variables with industry affiliation, the combination

achieves a ranking of one across all four multiples. Knudsen et al. (2017) report

that only three multiples achieve this, with the exception of the P/B multiple.

These results show that the full combination of SARD selection variables does not

consistently yield the most accurate valuation estimates. This may suggest that

the applied selection variables are not perfect proxies for the value drivers for all

multiples, i.e. the EV/EBIT and P/B multiple, respectively. This demonstrates that

the selection variables used in the SARD approach should be customised to meet the

needs of the desired multiple in order to achieve more accurate valuation estimates.
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In general, Knudsen et al. (2017) report median absolute percentage errors in

valuations within the range of 0.222 to 0.761 when applying the SARD approach

across industries, and in the range of 0.203 and 0.537 when applying SARD within

industries. In comparison, our median absolute percentage errors lie within the

range of 0.365 and 0.715, and the range of 0.316 and 0.615, respectively. Specifically

for the full combination of SARD selection variables, Knudsen et al. (2017) report

median absolute percentage errors in the range of 0.222 to 0.254 when applied

across industries and 0.203 to 0.271 when applied within industries. We find median

absolute percentage errors within the range of 0.365 and 0.450, and the range of

0.316 and 0.420, respectively. Overall, Knudsen et al. (2017) report notably lower

levels of median errors than we do.

We have identified two considerable differences between our sample and their sample

consisting of S&P 1500 that might explain this rather large difference in valuation

errors. The first important difference lies in the nature of the samples. While our

sample constitutes a whole market, S&P 1500 is a stock market index of selected

US stocks managed by Standard & Poor’s. The index includes all stocks in S&P

500, S&P 400, and S&P 600, i.e. large-, medium- and small-cap companies. S&P

1500 covers approximately 90 percent of the market capitalisation of US stocks

and the index is designed to replicate the performance of the US equity market

Standard&Poor’s (2020). Hence, it is a good approximation of an entire market.

However, the index excludes firms that do not meet certain criteria. To be included

in S&P 600, a firm must have a total market capitalisation between $600 million

and $2.4 billion (Standard&Poor’s, 2020). Standard Poor’s select companies based

on specific inclusion criteria to ensure that stocks are liquid and financially viable.

Our sample does not have the same ‘quality stamp’ as S&P 1500 in terms of market

capitalisation and liquidity. In fact, 57 percent of the firms in our sample in 2019

have a market capitalisation less than $600 million. Moreover, some of the listed

firms on NASDAQ Copenhagen are less liquid than others. Altogether, we expect

this difference in ‘data quality’ to impact our results.

A second important difference is that our sample is substantially smaller than the
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sample used by Knudsen et al. (2017). In a small market we see that each industry

contains few firms compared to S&P 1500 where each industry contains a large

pool of firms. In 2019, our sample consists of 96 firm-year observations distributed

among nine sectors. Six of these sectors contain less than 10 observations but more

than four. If we assume that the S&P 1500 index is distributed equally among

the 11 GICS Sectors, it results in a pool of approximately 135 observations within

each Sector on average. The large sample size allows Knudsen et al. (2017) to

identify a larger number of comparable firms at more narrow levels of the GICS

classification system. From a theoretical perspective, peers identified using a higher

degree of industry fineness should lead to more accurate similarity in product-market

completion, external demand and supply factors etc., i.e. be closer to the target firm

in terms of important valuation characteristics. Thus, we expect a large sample to

have a positive effect on valuation errors as it can better capture the explanatory

advantage of industry affiliation.

In summary, the larger sample used by Knudsen et al. (2017) allows them to identify

more suitable peers when combining a fundamental and an industry approach,

resulting in lower valuation errors. However, this disadvantage is also the starting

point for our thesis, as the aim is to test the performance of the SARD approach in

a small market with a limited number of observations.

6.2.2 Fundamentals versus industry affiliation

Several studies have performed a ’horse race’ between industry affiliation and the

fundamental approach in order to determine the most effective peer selection method

in multiple valuation. We find that a peer selection method based on fundamentals

(SARD) yields more accurate valuation estimates than industry affiliation. This result

conforms with the findings of Bhojraj and Lee (2002), Dittmann and Weiner (2011),

Lee et al. (2015) and Serra and Fávero (2018). However, it stands in contrast to the

results reported by Alford (1992) and partly the results of Cheng and McNamara

(2000).
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Bhojraj and Lee (2002) find evidence in favour of the fundamental approach across

two multiples, P/B and EV/Sales. Our empirical evidence conforms with this findings

in both multiples. Yet, their model is less successful at explaining P/B valuations

than EV/Sales valuations. This result is in contrast to our results, as we find

that our valuation estimates are more accurate in P/B valuations than EV/Sales

valuations. Part of the difference might be explained by Bhojraj and Lee (2002)

using a model that is empirically fitted to each specific multiple, as they use different

selection variables for different valuation multiples. In contrast, our model is not

fitted by construction to any specific multiples. Lee et al. (2015) also find that their

fundamental approach based on co-searched peers leads to higher valuation accuracy

than industry affiliation in P/B and EV/Sales valuations. They also use P/E as

valuation multiple, but report that this result is not statistically significant, although

it indicates similar results. Dittmann and Weiner (2011) use EV/EBIT and find

that ROA is more accurate than industry affiliation. They report that this result is

significant in their sample of OECD firms. Our findings conform with this finding,

as the SARD approach yields significantly more accurate valuation estimates than

industry affiliation in EV/EBIT valuations. Finally, Serra and Fávero (2018) also

report that their results favour a fundamental approach. They find that comparable

firm selection based on fundamentals lower the variability of valuation multiples.

They test across eight valuation multiples including EV/Sales, EV/EBIT, P/B and

P/E. Our findings across these four multiples confirm that a fundamental approach

returns more accurate valuation estimates.

Our findings in favour of the fundamental approach are not in conformity with the

findings of Alford (1992) and only partly with the findings of Cheng and McNamara

(2000). Using P/E, Alford (1992) and Cheng and McNamara (2000) find that peer

selections based on industry affiliation result in lower valuation errors, and therefore

are superior to their fundamental measures. These measures include ROE and

total assets. This is in contrast to our findings. However, our results also show

that industry affiliation is significantly more accurate than using ROE as a single

fundamental measure in P/E valuations. This conforms with Alford (1992) and

Cheng and McNamara (2000). Cheng and McNamara (2000) also evaluate on the
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basis of P/B. They find that their fundamental measure, ROE, returns a more

accurate valuation estimate than industry affiliation. However, this finding is not

significant. We report a similar finding: ROE yields lower absolute percentage errors

than industry affiliation, but the result is not significant. Moreover, Cheng and

McNamara (2000) report that P/E valuations perform better than P/B valuations

for most combinations of selection methods. This does not conform with our findings,

as our empirical analysis suggests the opposite.

6.2.3 Combining fundamentals and industry affiliation

Our findings based on a combination of the SARD selection variables and industry

affiliation show that combining the selection methods yields the most accurate

valuation estimates. Several studies examine selection methods that identify

comparable firms as the closest firms in terms of one or several fundamental selection

variables within the same industry. Our findings appear to support previous research.

Alford (1992) finds that the combination of industry affiliation and ROE is the most

accurate selection method for P/E valuations. Likewise, Cheng and McNamara

(2000) find that combining industry and ROE is the most accurate selection method,

in both P/E and P/B valuations. Cheng and McNamara (2000) show that their

result is statistically significant, whereas the result in Alford (1992) is not. We

find that industry is a significantly more accurate selection method than combining

ROE with industry in both P/E and P/B valuations. Only when we include a

second fundamental variable, Net debt/EBIT, is the combination of fundamentals

and industry more successful than industry in estimating valuations. Therefore, our

findings on the combinations of these few selection methods do not conform with

the findings of Alford (1992) and Cheng and McNamara (2000). Finally, Bhojraj

and Lee (2002) report that a selection method where firms are chosen on the basis

of a combination of industry affiliation and a fundamental “warranted multiple” is

significantly more accurate than both industry affiliation and “warranted multiple”

separately, in P/B and EV/Sales valuations. Our findings support this result across

both multiples.
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6.2.4 Combining numerous fundamentals

Previous research suggests that the inclusion of more fundamental measures leads to

more accurate valuations. Dittmann and Weiner (2011) find that ROA is the single

most accurate selection variable, but that a combination of ROA and total assets is

more accurate than ROA alone. They evaluate using the EV/EBIT multiple and

their finding is significant in their samples of UK and US firms. We use neither of

these two measures as selection variables, but our findings conform with theirs to

the extent that the inclusion of more fundamental measures yield more accurate

valuation estimates. Nel et al. (2014) find that peer selection methods based on

combined fundamental measures lead to higher valuation accuracy than selections

based on single fundamental measures. Our results suggest that valuation accuracy

increases as more fundamental measures are included, therefore, we can confirm

their results. Finally, Knudsen et al. (2017) find that the continuous inclusion of one

extra selection variable reduces the absolute valuation error. Our empirical results

conform with these findings, however, we also note that the inclusion of the two

last selection variables lowers estimation accuracy in EV/EBIT valuations. This

conflicting finding suggests that the combination of several fundamental measures can

potentially introduce more noise than information. Altogether, these findings confirm

the usefulness of the SARD approach, and indicate that, if the chosen variables are

appropriate proxies for the underlying drivers of the multiples, valuation accuracy

increases with the continuous inclusion of more selection variables.

6.2.5 Final comments on differences

The empirical findings in this thesis support most published research on comparable

firm selection methods. Nevertheless, there is also published results not in conformity

with our results. The discrepancies in the findings of this thesis and those of previous

literature cannot only be explained by simple differences in research design and

sample selection. One of the main causes of differences is the broad categorisation of

fundamental measures. Obviously, it is a rough categorisation to pull ROE, ROA,

total assets, the warranted multiple used by Bhojraj and Lee (2002), the internet co-
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searches used by Lee et al. (2015) and our combinations of SARD selection variables

into one ’fundamentals’-category. These selection methods have major differences

which may explain some of the variations in findings.

Another main cause of difference is the quantification of industry affiliation,

specifically the choice of industry classification scheme and level. For example,

Bhojraj and Lee (2002), who were in favour of fundamentals, use 2-digit SIC-codes.

This is a broad industry classification level compared to some of the other studies.

For instance, Alford (1992) and Cheng and McNamara (2000), who were in favour

of industry affiliation, use 3-digit and 4-digit SIC-codes, respectively. Both of these

studies precede Bhojraj and Lee (2002). Using different industry classification levels

may effect findings, as comparable firms identified using a higher degree of industry

fineness theoretically should led to more accurate valuations. Moreover, we see that

reviewed studies use both SIC and GICS. Bhojraj et al. (2003) examine this issue

and report that different industry classification schemes yield different results. This

may also explain some of the variations in findings.

A final main difference in the literature is the size of peer groups among different

selection methods. One difference is the number of peers in a peer group, but another

is the approach to an unequal number of peers in peer groups between selection

methods. It appears that Alford (1992), Cheng and McNamara (2000) and Bhojraj

and Lee (2002) have not focused on the bias that is caused by using peer groups

with unequal numbers of peers among different selection methods. This is a focus

of Lee et al. (2015) who use a randomised reduction procedure to reach the desired

number of peers. We use a randomised reduction procedure similar to Lee et al.

(2015) in order to ensure an equal number of firms within peer groups across selection

methods.

6.3 Interpretation of results

In the following section we aim to highlight, discuss and provide possible explanations

for our key findings. We follow up on the results from our main analysis, ask why we

achieved these results and relate them to our initial expectations.
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6.3.1 Why does SARD within industries outperform SARD

across industries?

A main postulate in this thesis has been that in a market with few observations

within each industry, using the SARD approach across industries would result in more

accurate valuation estimates than applying SARD within industries. In other words,

we anticipated that applying SARD on a larger pool of firms (the whole sample)

would improve valuation errors compared to applying SARD on a smaller pool of

firms (an industry). We based this belief on the assumption that more similar firms

could be found when not restricted by industry boundaries, since it is not a given

that firms are similar in terms of profitability, growth and risk simply because they

belong to the same industry classification. We established the third hypothesis to

test this assumption. Given our results reported in the previous chapter we rejected

hypothesis three. Instead, we conclude that applying SARD within industries yields

the most accurate valuation estimates, in line with the findings of Knudsen et al.

(2017).

There are several possible explanations for why we find that combining SARD with

industry affiliation yields the best valuation estimates. First, it may be explained

by the characteristics of our sample. Second, it may be explained by the ability of

industry affiliation to capture essential valuation related information not captured

by our fundamental selection variables. We visit these possible explanations in turn.

Explanation 1: Sample nature

First, our finding may be explained by the nature of our sample. Due to the small

amount of observations within each industry, we expected that the SARD method

would offer additional improvement to peer selection compared to a large market.

However, our results did not support this belief. Looking at how firms are distributed

among sectors in our sample, it is evident that 68 percent are located within just four

sectors in 2019, which together capture 82 percent of the market capitalisation in

2019. These four sectors are Industrials (23 firms), Consumer discretionary (10 firms),

Health care (11 firms) and Financials (23 firms). The remaining six sectors contain
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less than seven but more than three firms in 2019. It is possible that if valuing a

firm in an industry with such few firms, applying SARD across industries would

yield more accurate valuation estimates. However, we have not split our sample

into a group consisting of firms belonging to ’very small’ industries and tested the

SARD approach on this sub-sample. It is likely that results differ between these two

groups, i.e. firms belonging to sectors with few observations and firms belonging

to the four sectors with more observations. We assume that firms within sectors

containing more observations can find appropriate peers based on fundamentals due

to the amount of firms, i.e. there are enough firms within the sector to chose proper

peers based on fundamentals. At the same time the restriction of industry barriers

does not impact results negatively due to the larger amount of observations. On

the other hand, we assume that firms within sectors with fewer observations cannot

identify proper peers within sectors based on fundamentals. There are simply to few

peers. Instead, we argue that these firms would benefit from removing the restriction

of industry barrier, as this would allow them to find peers that are more similar in

terms fundamental measures.

In summary, we expect that the firms within larger sectors can identify proper peers

based on the combination of SARD and industry, while firms in the small sectors

benefit from identifying peers outside industry boundaries. Since the group of sectors

with many observations constitutes 68 percent of our sample, the aggregated results

reported likely reflect that the large sectors favour the combination of SARD and

industry. If all sectors had been equally small, it is possible that applying SARD

across sectors would yield the most accurate estimates.

Explanation 2: Power of industry affiliation

Second, a more plausible explanation may be that industry affiliation is able to

capture information relevant to valuation not captured by our fundamental selection

variables. Our finding that industry affiliation contributes with valuation-specific

information confirms previous research as well as theoretical arguments in favour of

industry affiliation. The theoretical argumentation for why industry classification

is an appropriate selection method is outlined in Chapter 2. For all four valuation
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multiples we find that combining the two selection methods, i.e. applying SARD

within industries, yields the lowest absolute percentage errors. It appears that

selecting firms within the same sector acts as an initial ‘screening’ for differences.

The explanatory power of industry affiliation may be explained by the behaviour of

investors. We are not testing an intrinsic valuation method, i.e. market valuations

are based on aggregated expectations of those who act in the market. We can

assume that all investors in the market use some form of valuation method. These

methods might be reflected in market prices. To clarify, if all investors use a valuation

method based on industry affiliation, as we find to be common practice based on our

interviews, then valuations might converge based on industry affiliation. Our results

indicate that this convergence is present in the market, as it appears that investors

do not price fundamentals similarly across industries. If instead all investors use a

selection method based entirely on fundamentals, e.g. the SARD approach, it could

be argued that our results would change, i.e. the SARD approach would perform

better across industries than within industries.

The explanatory power of industry affiliation may also be explained by the fact

that the used selection variables are not appropriate proxies for profitability, growth

and risk. One important effect not captured by our selection variables, but instead

captured by industry affiliation, could be growth expectations. In practice investors

will often have growth expectations to whole industries, which are priced into

valuations of firms operating in the particular industry. As we did not include a

selection variable capturing growth in our SARD analysis, we expect that industry

affiliation accounts for some of the growth expectations, resulting in higher valuation

accuracy. Our exclusion of a SARD selection variable capturing growth will be

discussed further in the following section as one of the limitations of our analysis.

Another important effect captured by industry affiliation could be risk. As outlined

in our theoretical framework, selection based on industry affiliation rests on the

notion that firms in the same industry converge in profitability, growth and risk. In

our analysis, it appears that the SARD selection variables did not fully capture all

risk aspects relevant to valuation. Instead, some of this risk is captured by industry
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affiliation, which in turn lead to lower valuation estimates when combining the two

selection methods. This potential limitation as well as suggestions for including other

selection variables will be discussed in Section 6.4.

6.3.2 Why are results not in conformity across valuation

multiples?

For three of the multiples, EV/Sales, P/B and P/E, we find that the full SARD

combination yields the most accurate valuation estimates both across and within

industries. Consequently, we can assume that the chosen selection variables are good

proxies for the drivers of multiples. Based on mathematical derivations, we found

that the EBIT margin was a direct driver of EV/Sales, however, not for the price

multiples. Even though the EBIT margin is not a direct driver of the price multiples,

we anticipated that including the variable would result in higher valuation accuracy.

The EBIT margin carry information about a company’s profitability and business

model, hence, we expect it to help identify companies that are similar in these traits.

For example, as explained by Rune Dalgaard from EY:

“Business descriptions may indicate that two companies do the same

thing. However, one earns five percent in margins, while the other earns

30 percent very consistently distributed over time. This difference in

margins is because they are not doing the same thing - one way or another.

It may be that they both sell clothes, but one sells high-end clothing and

sells five pieces of clothing a year, and the other is H&M. They are not

comparable at all, even though they both sell clothes.”

The assumption is that although firms operate within the same industry and have

similar business descriptions, they do not necessarily share operating model and level

of profitability. All else equal, this should be reflected in the valuations. Therefore,

including a variable such as the EBIT margin serves to find firms with similar

operating profit as a percentage of revenue.

Our results for EV/EBIT do not show the same pattern as the three other multiples
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when SARD is applied across industries. We see that including all four selection

variables for EV/EBIT does not yield the lowest valuation errors. When including

Size (market capitalisation) and EBIT margin to the SARD combination, i.e. the

third and fourth selection variable, valuation errors increase. However, when SARD

is applied within industries, the full combination of variables performs best. We ask

ourselves whether this means that these two selection variables are not good enough

proxies for the underlying value drivers of the EV/EBIT multiple.

We have not been able to point out any immediate theoretical or practical explanations

for why our results of EV/EBIT valuations deviate from our results of EV/Sales,

P/B and P/E valuations. Instead, the explanation may be connected to data

characteristics. We present the descriptive statistics of our sample in Table 5.1,

which reports that EV/EBIT valuations have a mean of 26.32 and a median of

15.26. We consider the levels of the EV/EBIT valuations to be high relative to our

knowledge of ‘normal’ EV/EBIT valuation levels, which suggests that our sample is

affected by outliers.

6.4 Discussion of assumptions and limitations

This section is dedicated to a discussion of different assumptions, limitations and

drawbacks of our analysis. The aim is to examine implications of the limitations

and to shed light on how the analysis could be improved by overcoming these. First,

we discuss the implications of leaving out a selection variable meant to capture the

aspect of growth, which we found to be a value driver of all the tested multiples.

Second, we suggest how risk could be further captured by including other selection

variables. Next, we discuss how using other valuation multiples could add value to

the analysis. Finally, we comment on the implications of accounting discrepancies.

6.4.1 No variable capturing growth

We do not include a variable that captures growth. Our mathematical derivations

pinpointed growth in dividends as a fundamental value driver for P/B and P/E and

growth in FCFF for EV/Sales and EV/EBIT. No empirical study has included these
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exact variables since they cannot be observed directly in the market, at least not

when considering aggregate investor expectations. It would be possible to look at

historical dividend growth, however, no empirical research has done so. In terms

of FCFF, it would require substantial amounts of calculations for each firm in the

sample, hence, researchers have found other variables to proxy growth.

Previous research has used revenue growth (Nel et al. (2014), Serra and Fávero

(2018)) and earnings growth (Knudsen et al., 2017) as proxies for growth. In the

literature, earnings growth is a recognised substitute for dividend growth and growth

in FCFF, since earnings growth is an important underlying value driver for both.

The assumption is that higher earnings eventually lead to higher free cash flows and

dividend payments. Knudsen et al. (2017) include expected earnings growth in their

analysis. In univariate tests, they find expected earnings to have less explanatory

power than ROE, Net debt/EBIT and Size. As a result, they include it in the end

of the ladder but before the EBIT margin. Our initial aim was to include earnings

growth, since we did not want to detach our findings from the findings of Knudsen

et al. (2017).

Earnings growth can be measured as either current growth, i.e. explicit realised

growth, or implicit expected growth based on analysts’ forecasts. In our theoretical

framework we found that forecasted earnings generally yield the most accurate

valuation estimates. Hence, our initial aim was to extract analyst forecasts

from Bloomberg to use in our analysis. Disappointingly, it was not possible to

extract enough observations from Bloomberg, or any other database, to construct a

meaningful sample. Option number two was to calculate historic earnings growth,

despite knowing that the nature of earnings is transitory and may say little about

future earnings, leading to sub-optimal conclusions. As evident in Figure 4.2, we

dropped 403 observations due to negative EBIT and 174 observations due to negative

earnings. Calculating earnings growth on the full sample gave us rather extreme

and volatile growth levels, resulting in unsound valuations. Altogether, we made the

decision to leave out earnings growth as selection variable, because of the lack of

data and the fact that no previous study include historical earnings growth as proxy.
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As a result of not including a variable capturing growth, our findings become

somewhat detached from the study by Knudsen et al. (2017). We do not know

whether our absolute percentage errors would have been higher or lower if including

a proxy for growth. However, we are confident that the main findings would be

unaltered. If anything, we believe that including more selection variables would

improve valuation estimates. This is under the assumption that added selection

variables are good proxies for the underlying value drivers.

Finally, we emphasise the argument that using Industry as selection variable likely

captures elements of growth. This is based on the assumption that firms in the

same industry utilise similar technology, use identical inputs and operate in the same

product markets. The theoretical argument is that due to these properties, firms

in the same industry converge in terms of growth, not to mention profitability and

risk. We see from our results that when using the SARD method within a Sector

(GICS-2), we get the most accurate valuation estimates.

6.4.2 Approximations of the risk value driver

A key finding in this thesis is that industry affiliation seems to capture valuation

specific information not captured by the fundamental selection variables. As explored

in the previous section, a sensible explanation is that we did not include good

enough approximations of the risk value driver. We also saw that valuation errors

increase when adding Size and EBIT margin to the SARD equation for EV/EBIT

valuations. The immediate rationale behind the result is that selection variables

should be tailored to different multiples. However, another explanation could be

that our selection variables simply are not good enough proxies of the relevant

fundamental value drivers. The following is a discussion of the limitation of one of

our main assumptions: the chosen selection variables are good approximations of the

underlying drivers of multiples. We have focused this discussion on the risk variable

since it is more difficult to quantify compared to profitability.

We included Size and Net debt/EBIT as variables meant to capture aspects of risk

relevant to valuations. We learned from the mathematical derivations in Chapter 2
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that price multiples are driven by the cost of equity (re) as a measure of risk, while

the enterprise-based multiples are driven by WACC. We ask ourselves whether we

included the most optimal proxies to capture the same aspects of risk as captured

by re and WACC. This is not necessarily the case.

An option would be to include beta as a selection variable. Both re and WACC

depend on beta. Beta is used in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) where

the expected return is expressed as

re = rf + β(rm − rf ) (6.1)

Where rf is the risk free interest rate, rm is the return on the market portfolio, and β

is the beta for the firm under consideration. Like many other selection variables, beta

is based on historical input, which does not necessarily reflect future expectations.

Beta is a measure of the stock’s volatility versus the market. A beta greater than

one indicates that the stock is more volatile than the market. A beta less than one

indicates that the stock is less volatile than the market. Beta is founded on two

important elements: Business risk and gearing. We do not capture business risk with

any of our applied SARD selection variables.

Only a few previous studies include beta as a selection variable for comparable firm

selection. Alford (1992) briefly mentions that he considered to use market beta but

did not report it because it was just as accurate as total assets. Serra and Fávero

(2018) use beta as a measure for risk but comment “it is more common to think

of size as a proxy to risk or cost of capital”. They find that beta is correlated to

almost all multiples in the US (five percent significance) but not in Brazil, which is

considered a small and undeveloped market. Earlier studies examine the connection

between risk and different valuation multiples. One example is Beaver and Morse

(1978) who study the relationship between risk and the P/E multiple and find that

risk, measured in terms of market beta, has low explanatory power of the observed

persistence in P/E ratios. The argument is that stock earnings generally move

together due to economy-wide factors. In years of low earnings, for instance due

to financial downturns, the market-wide P/E will likely be high. The hypothesis
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is that stocks with high betas will tend to have higher P/E ratios in these years

because their earnings are more sensitive to economy-wide events. Vice versa, in

years of generally high earnings, high beta stocks will have even lower P/E ratios

than average. However, Beaver and Morse (1978) cannot confirm this hypothesis.

Another way to capture aspects of risk would be to include a measure of credit risk

as selection variable. This would specifically capture risk related to a firm’s ability to

pay its financial obligations in a timely manner and the probability of default. This

can be done using appropriate financial ratios assessing financing structure, ability to

repay debt obligations, liquidity reserves or short-term liquidity risk (Petersen et al.,

2017). We already include one such financial ratio, Net debt/EBIT. Net debt/EBIT

is a measure of risk that reveals if funds from operations are sufficient to repay debt.

Thus, we already, to some extent, capture credit risk. Nonetheless, it is possible

that another financial ratio, or other measures of credit risk, could better capture

valuation relevant credit risk and hence increase valuation accuracy. Credit risk

can also be measured using statistical models. Two of the most commonly used

are Altman’s Z-score or Ohlson’s logit model. These statistical models predict the

probability of bankruptcy by returning a value that can be compared with a priori

cut-off points, which then determines if a firm is considered to have a low or increased

probability of default (Petersen et al., 2017). In our set-up, it would be relevant to

use the returned value as selection variable.

All these proposed alternative measures suffer to some extent the same disadvantage

compared to industry affiliation. While Size, Net debt/EBIT, and credit risk all

say something about the idiosyncratic risk of a firm, they do not capture the full

effects of how firms respond to more systematic risks, such as recessions or even

pandemics. Different industries are not equally sensitive to cyclicality and black

swans, such as the COVID-19 virus. The SARD method provides a snapshot of firms

that are similar in terms of the applied selection variables. However, these firms may

respond very differently to external shocks and cyclicality in general. Firms within

the same industry are generally exposed to the same types of external risks and we

expect them to respond similarly to systemic risks. While some industries, such
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as the hospitality industry, loose nearly all revenue from an external shock such as

the COVID-19 virus, other industries, such as the pharmaceutical industry, may be

affected, but not to the same extent. Thus, an advantage of using industry affiliation

as selection method is that it, to some extent, controls somewhat for differences in

market risk and external shocks.

In addition to the variables tested in our study, we found in the literature review that

the following variables have been used in similar research: Total assets and beta to

approximate risk, ROA to approximate profitability, and revenue growth to capture

the growth aspect. From conducted interviews we learned that professionals look at:

Sales growth, EBITDA margins, PPE/sales, intangible assets/sales, R&D/Sales, and

capital expenditures/sales. A way to optimise our study would be to test some of

these selection variables in different combinations.

6.4.3 Other multiples

We do not test other valuation multiples than EV/Sales, EV/EBIT, P/B and P/E.

Based on conducted interviews, we found that professionals use EV/EBITDA more

often than EV/EBIT. The rationale is that it is less ’noisy’ to compare earnings

before depreciation and amortisation than after. Lie and Lie (2002) evaluate various

multiples and test 10 different multiples on a sample of US firms. They find that

EBITDA multiples provide more accurate valuation estimates than EBIT multiples.

This result suggests that distorted accounting information, such as biased depreciation

schemes, affects the accuracy of multiples.

Our aim was to include EV/EBITDA in a robustness check. Disappointingly, we

were not able to extract sufficient data from Bloomberg or other databases to conduct

a viable analysis. However, none of the studies from our literature review use the

EV/EBITDA multiple neither in the main analysis nor in robustness checks. Our

literature review is strictly focused on the subject of peer selection methods. Studies

that have tested the EV/EBITDA multiple, such as Lie and Lie (2002) and Kim

and Ritter (1999), are focused on evaluating the efficacy of multiples, not selection

methods. Although our study is not focused on evaluating the capability of different
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multiples, it would have been interesting to examine whether the SARD method

improves when using EV/EBITDA instead of EV/EBIT. It is noteworthy that the

results for EV/EBIT are the least significant across the four multiples in Table 5.2

and Table 5.3. Our best guess is that results would improve if based on EV/EBITDA

instead of EV/EBIT.

6.4.4 Accounting comparability

We do not control for accounting differences. In essence, a valuation based on

multiples is a comparison of accounting numbers between comparable firms. This

implies that accounting numbers between compared firms must be based on the same

set of accounting principles, otherwise the valuation suffers from noise (Petersen

et al., 2017). This is also investigated empirically by Young and Zeng (2015) who

show how improvements in accounting comparability increase accuracy of valuation

multiples through more optimal peer selection. Issues in accounting comparability

include different accounting principles and standards, such as depreciation schemes

and normalisation of earnings.

We made the methodological choice not to control for accounting differences, and we

deem this to be a weakness in our study. Our choice was fundamentally motivated

by the fact that previous studies on the subject make a similar choice. Controlling

for elements such as depreciation schemes and normalisation of earnings for 882

observations would have been time consuming. Hence, our decision is also motivated

by the constraint of time and resources.

In terms of effect on results, our sample selection partly accommodates the issue

of accounting differences by only considering companies that are subject to the

same national accounting regulation. In Denmark listed companies must report

their consolidated financial statements in accordance with IFRS14. By considering

a sample consisting of firms within one country, we overcome the most looming

accounting discrepancies stemming from different accounting standards.

14International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is issued by International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB). All firms listed on NASDAQ Copenhagen are subject to IFRS. Differently,
firms listed in the US are subject to the US General Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP)
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6.5 Implications for practitioners

We made the methodological choice to interview a few selected practitioners.

Responses are not part of our main analysis but serve as practical insight to the

discussion of our quantitative results. By including interviews, we can relate our

findings to professional valuation needs, as well as confirm the relevance of our study.

We have interviewed three professionals working in various fields of finance, valuation

and investments. Common to all interviewees is the use of multiple valuation in their

daily work.

6.5.1 Multiples in practice

Multiples are widely used and all interviewees use multiples in most valuations.

The use of multiples depend on job description. While the valuation adviser uses

multiples as "a supplement to discounted cash flows”, the investment manager uses

multiples as "a starting point". The equity research analyst use multiple valuation

as his primary valuation method as he focuses on what "the market is willing to

pay". Moreover, multiples are used in peer group valuations, but also as a “sanity

check” of a DCF analysis, i.e. a check of whether the implicit multiples make sense

at current market levels.

When asked about disadvantages related to multiple valuations, the valuation advisor

comments

“After all, there is the downside that companies are rarely comparable...

Also, market multiples reflect the market’s pricing of a business and not

necessarily the same theoretical valuation we make ourselves.”

For the valuation advisor market perceptions are important, however, the underlying

intrinsic value plays an important role. Especially when defending a case in court

or making documentation for the tax authorities. The underlying intrinsic value is

also important to the the equity research analyst, however, he is essentially more

interested in market perceptions, as these eventually govern whether an investment

turns out good or bad. He points out
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"Value is very dependent on the context, and when you are an equity

analyst - well, you always talk about finding the ’true’ value of a company,

but as an equity analyst it is really about figuring out what investors are

willing to pay. Then you can be mistaken in your own intrinsic valuation

compared to the market value, but this is not as important and reveals

that the market has valued it differently."

As an example, the equity research analyst mentions the tobacco industry. In this

industry, performing a discounted cash flow analysis will yield much higher implicit

valuation multiples than the observed multiples. He explains this with the implicit

risk inherent in operating in the tobacco industry. This risk is not captured by beta,

which is the main measure of risk in a DCF analysis. Instead, he uses multiples

because they capture how the market is pricing risk within this industry.

The valuation advisor primarily uses EV/EBIT and EV/EBITDA for mature

companies. According to him, the reason for not using P/E is that one moves

too far down in the Profit & Loss statement where accounting numbers suffer from

noise in the form of “various things, such as differences in tax rates, financing and

general accounting rules and practices, i.e. matters that companies themselves can

influence”. The investment manager notes that the use of specific multiples depends

on the type of business. The equity analyst mainly uses P/E and P/B, but notes

that this is due to the nature of business of the companies he is focused on. Across

his team they use a wide variety of multiples, however P/E, P/B, EV/EBITDA and

EV/Sales are most common.

We discovered that practitioners also use other more alternative multiples, especially

for more immature companies in the start-up phase and companies that have large

R&D expenses, such as pharma-companies. Alternative multiples can include any

key statistic regarded an important value driver and can be as exotic as number

of website visits. The valuation advisor gives an example of megawatt multiples,

such as EV/MW, which he has used for valuations within the onshore wind sector

where an important value driver is installed capacity. The SARD method can be

customised to any such multiple feeding off any variable, emphasising the flexibility
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and relevance of the SARD approach.

We did not make any corrections to accounting numbers in our analysis. We

learned from interviews that making corrections is not common practice, although

it may be correct from a theoretical point of view. The valuation advisor does not

prioritise making corrections to accounting numbers, instead he would rather drop

an observation from a peer group. He argues that

“making corrections in numbers, you open yourself up to a lot of criticism

and a lot of discussion from a possible counterparty. For example, if

you are in court to defend a valuation or if you are up against the tax

authorities. As soon as you start making corrections, you open up the

debate.”

The investment manager does not usually make corrections and comments that "it

is more normal that we do not make corrections than that we do make corrections."

Likewise, the equity research analyst does occasionally make some corrections, but in

general he seeks to keep figures as close to the reported figures as possible. If a user

of the SARD approach does not want to make corrections, the first step would be to

identify the group of peers with the lowest SARD scores. Second step would be to

review each firm to make sure no corrections in accounting numbers are needed. If

corrections are necessary, then one may consider to drop the observation.

6.5.2 Peer group selection in practice

The interviewees use relatively standardised procedures for finding peers. Noteworthy

for all is that procedures seem rather manual and cumbersome. The valuation advisor

describes the procedure in his team

“We use the search engine in a financial database, in our case we often use

Capital IQ from S&P. In this we seek to find an intelligent way to search

for companies. First, we define industry. This is usually not enough,

because then there are too many. Sometimes we delineate geography,

then we use keywords”
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The method used by the investment manager seems to be similar

“[The method] is probably more implicit in people’s minds than it is

explicit, as if in a large bank. The process is to find out which industry

we are in, and if there are some very well-known companies in that

industry, then you use them if they are listed. And you will typically

look at the peer groups for those [well-known] companies. This is the

go-to method"

The first couple of steps do not include looking at financials and the valuation advisor

calls it all “the soft steps”. He emphasises that the keyword search is the most

important step in almost all cases, as it is paramount that comparable firms share

business description and operate at the same level in the value chain. Oftentimes,

if searches are executed based solely on keywords and the search result is 500

potential peers, the valuation advisor finds that the search was defined to broadly.

He emphasises that defining industry is important in order to locate the correct part

of the value chain. When the search is narrowed down to a sample that “makes

sense” in terms of business description and industry classification, the next step is to

look at financials, which is a manual process. In this, the valuation advisor looks

at different financial ratios describing capital intensity and financial maturity. The

investment manager also uses financials to uncover quantitative similarity among

firms, examples include "asset-base, size, margins, and if possible, financials such as

investment level, e.g. capital expenditure compared to revenue or the like." Although

some of these financials do not necessarily drive a multiple, the valuation advisor

and the investment manager utilise them to figure out whether the firms are overall

comparable.

The equity research analyst does not have as standardised an approach as the

valuation advisor or the investment manager. His approach varies depending on

the business of the target firm. Yet, he does focus on industry affiliation, and in

particular competitors. Large publicly traded firms will often themselves name their

biggest competitors. This would be the starting point for the analyst. If there are

no immediate competitors, he will look for companies within the same industry that
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are similar in terms of profitability, growth and risk. In relation to our analysis, this

is much like combining the SARD approach with industry affiliation. The equity

research analyst notes that the selected peers also are highly dependent on the

perceptions of the specific investor, who could be a large institutional investor. He

mentions

"[...] then you try to sense what the investor finds appropriate. So a step

in the process is also getting feedback from the investor, who can say

"no, we don’t find these to be comparable companies due to this and this

and this". Then, there is a need to adjust the selected peers. Sometimes

the investors have preconceived perceptions of what types of businesses

are appropriate peers or specific companies they regard as comparable."

These comments are interesting to relate to the study of Lee et al. (2015) who

has developed a selection method based on co-searched peers. The importance

of investors perceptions coincides with the argument put forward by Lee et al.

(2015) that companies who are perceived similar trade at similar prices, despite

potential differences in profitability, growth and risk. This stresses the importance of

investigating new methods for peer selection based on variables such as co-searched

peers.

In terms of peer group size, the valuation advisor explains that they use a system

with two peer groups: tier one and tier two. Tier one usually consists of six firms,

while tier two is an extra sanity check and consists of approximately 10 firms. The

investment manager also uses more than one peer group. The valuation advisor

performs the full peer group selection procedure each time, however, if he finds one

peer that is "extremely comparable" on every conceivable parameter, he will then

argue that the target multiple should be closer to this one peer than the median of

the peer group. The equity research analyst makes a similar point. He usually uses

five to 10 peers but if one peer is "very much like the target firm compared to the

other peers", he also adjusts his valuations such that the target multiple is closer to

this single peer than to the rest of the peer group.

In terms of geography, there is a clear tendency that professionals look beyond Danish
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borders when valuing Danish firms. This goes hand in hand with a clear aim to

identify head on competition, i.e. companies that operate in the exact same manners

and serve the same types of customers. Moreover, many Danish firms operate at a

global scale. The interviewed professionals primarily look for comparable firms in

Scandinavia, Europe, the US and other developed countries. The equity research

analyst notes that it is important that the target and the peers operate in the

same market. For example, if he were to value a Danish regional bank, he would

compare with other Danish regional banks. On the other hand, if he were to value

a large multinational bank in Northen-Europe, he would compare with other large

multinational banks, preferably in Northern-Europe, but otherwise in Europe and in

the US. In relation to the issue of different accounting standards across boarders,

such as IFRS versus US GAAP, the valuation advirsor comments “it’s not all that

different.” He underlines that he would rather avoid making corrections, although it

may be necessary in some cases.

We identified one situation in the interviewees where the SARD approach does not

seem to offer additional advantage over other selection methods. The investment

manager uses peer groups to value portfolio companies in relation to the annual

audit. These peer groups are held constant over time, i.e. the group is not altered

from year to year. When asked about the rationale, the investment manager argues

"You could say that changing the peer group is a little difficult to argue.

Auditors like to adhere to the same principles. It is also clear that there

may be some comfort in the fact that once you have settled on companies

that are similar and nothing big has happened with the companies from

a market perspective... all else being equal, it is still a good peer group."

Using the SARD approach, the peer group will most likely change from year to

year as financials typically fluctuate over time. Thus, peers identified using only the

SARD approach in one year might not be appropriate peers in the following years,

since fundamentals, which are the basis of comparison, may change. This suggests

that the SARD approach is not suited for selecting peers, if the purpose of the peer

group is to track value development over time.
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6.5.3 Practical implications of our analysis

Recall the proposition laid out in the theoretical framework: perfect substitutes

should sell for the same price. This is under the condition of perfect markets where

prices "fully reflect" all relevant information about the fundamental value of the

securities (Fama, 1970). From a strictly theoretical perspective, SARD can help

to identify firms that are priced incorrectly. Example: two firms are similar in

terms of profitability, growth and risk characteristics. However, they operate within

two different industries and trade at different prices. Therefore, it can be deduced

that one firm is priced incorrectly by the market, as theory prescribes that these

firms should trade at similar prices. Thus, in principle, SARD can serve to identify

arbitrage targets.

In practice, it is more likely that the SARD approach could be utilised in a situation

described above by the valuation advisor, e.g. when a long list of 500 companies

have been extracted based on industry classification and a keyword search. In

this situation, the SARD approach can be implemented by extracting important

fundamental value drivers for the extracted companies and rank these relative to

the target firm. This can be done in a relatively simple manner in Excel. In this

way, the professional will receive a quick overview of the most comparable firms

by ranking the SARD scores from smallest to largest within the desired industry

boundaries. Thus, the SARD approach offers a way of automating peer selection that

otherwise appears to be performed manually. The valuation advisor was intrigued

by the automation possibilities offered by the SARD approach.

6.6 Suggested future research

Based on our findings, we suggest that the following modifications to our selection

methods can be considered in future research.

First, conducting interviews with professionals, we learned that common practice in

Denmark is to find peers across boarders, especially in Europe, the US and other

developed countries. Hence, we propose that future studies could investigate the
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efficacy of the SARD approach on a transnational sample.

Second, in this thesis we assume an equal weighting of the four SARD selection

variables (ROE, Net debt/EBIT, Size and EBIT margin), i.e. they carry the same

weight in the calculation of the SARD score. However, it is conceivable that some

selection variables might be more relevant than others in the valuation, and therefore

should carry heavier weights. This could be included in the analysis by examining

whether the accuracy of the valuation estimates increases if different variables carry

different weights. Recall that SARD can be expressed as

SARDi,j = |rX,i − rX,j|+ |rY,i − rY,j|+ ...+ |rZ,i − rZ,j| (6.2)

Where SARD is the sum of absolute rank differences between firm i and firm j, rX,i

is the rank of firm i in terms of variable X, rX,j is the rank of firm j in terms of

variable X, and so on. Instead, we propose SARD to be expressed as

SARDi,j = wX |rX,i − rX,j|+ wY |rY,i − rY,j|+ ...+ wZ |rZ,i − rZ,j| (6.3)

Where wX is the weight of variable X and so on. These weights should be empirically

proxied in the sample. This model would avoid the possible noise introduced by

the assumption of equal weighting. Furthermore, this extended expression of SARD

supports the argument that the SARD approach can easily be tailored to fit the

requirements and purpose of each individual valuation.

Third, our results indicate that the selection variables differ in valuation accuracy

depending on both the multiple applied and the industry examined. As such,

our results suggest that the choice of selection variables should be tailored to

the desired valuation multiples and the industry in which the target operates

to ensure the most accurate valuation estimates. Future research could address

this issue by first investigating what selection variables return the most accurate

estimates for different valuation multiples. For example, we partly address this by

identifying the EBIT margin as an important driver of the EV/Sales multiple. A

similar set-up could investigate such tendencies across more selection variables and
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multiples. Moreover, future research could explore which selection variables and

multiples minimise valuation errors across industries. In this thesis, we perform an

industry-level expansion of our analysis, and we find that the combination of the four

selection variables (ROE, Net Debt/EBIT, Size and EBIT margin) did not return

the most accurate valuation estimates across industries. However, it appears that

this combination of selection variables perform relatively better when valuing within

the Materials, Health care and Financials sectors. These results are not significant,

but emphasize the need to explore the potential gains of customising the selection

variables across industries to minimise valuation errors.

Finally, an interesting issue for further research could be to investigate the time-

variation in valuation errors, as discovered in a robustness check. The median absolute

percentage errors fluctuate within a certain band over time and there appears to be

a strong positive correlation between absolute percentage errors across time for all

selection variables and valuation multiples. This suggests that these fluctuations

might be caused by some external factor. Since this finding is not within the problem

area in this thesis, we only examine the topic briefly in connection with the robustness

check. Future research investigating the time-variation of valuation accuracy may

benefit from performing valuations more frequently (e.g. every month) to uncover

potential explanatory variables. Such research on systematic factors causing valuation

errors might help other researchers develop new and better methods for identifying

comparable companies.

In this thesis, we attempt to estimate firm value by using the multiple valuation

method and selecting comparable firms on the basis of similarities in fundamentals.

We do this opposition to selecting comparable firms on the basis of industry affiliation.

Future research will undoubtedly explore new methods of selecting peers that investors

perceive as similar in terms of profitability, growth and risk. One promising alternative

to the two traditional selection approaches used in this thesis is the search-engine

approach provided by Lee et al. (2015). They propose a selection method based on

large data sets of search traffic patterns, which they see fit for a knowledge-based

and data-driven economy. Applying large data sets containing different types of
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information may be used for creating composite variables that more accurately can

estimate firm value. However, it may be difficult to directly apply such complex

computations that require programming abilities. Yet, peer group suggestions based

on various algorithms are already offered by large providers of financial data, such as

Bloomberg. Through these providers, complex ways of identifying comparable firms

may therefore be available to practitioners in the near future.
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7 Conclusion

This thesis has addressed the issue of comparable firm selection for relative valuation

purposes in small markets. As relative valuation rests on the assumption that perfect

substitutes should sell for the same price, the ability to identify comparable companies

is vital. Common practice is to use industry affiliation as a proxy for comparability.

The use of industry as selection variable relies on the assumption that firms in the

same industry share the same characteristics in terms of profitability, growth and

risk. However, firms operating the same industry are not necessarily similar on these

financial parameters. A central issue in small markets is the lack of a sufficient

number of firms within industries to conduct reliable valuations.

To address this issue, we have considered a selection method based on ’similarities

in fundamentals’ named the SARD approach. This approach was first proposed by

Knudsen et al. (2017). In theory, the SARD approach should perform well in small

markets since it should be less sensitive to few observations within industries than the

industry affiliation approach. Thus, we have examined whether the SARD approach

yields more accurate valuation estimates than the industry affiliation approach in

the Danish market in the period from 2010 to 2019. The results of this thesis are

relevant in contexts where relative valuation is used to determine the value of an

asset based on how similar assets trade. Moreover, the results may be valuable

to professionals who look for methods to automate valuation procedures otherwise

executed manually.

Our empirical results show that the SARD approach yields significantly more accurate

valuation estimates than the industry affiliation approach. We do find that the

industry approach is more accurate than some combinations of SARD selection

variables. However, industry affiliation does not outperform the SARD method when

three or four fundamental variables are combined. When the SARD approach and

industry affiliation are used in conjunction, i.e. when SARD is applied within a

sector, we observe the most accurate valuation estimates across all selection methods.

Our findings are significant and appear robust across four valuation multiples, time
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and varying number of peers. The results suggest that industry affiliation contains

additional valuation-specific information that is not captured by the four fundamental

variables. The results also suggest that each different valuation multiple has different

value drivers and that selection variables should be tailored to the desired multiple.

For example, we test the impact of the EBIT margin on EV/Sales and find that this

is a significant value driver in accordance with performed mathematical derivations.

In sum, we propose that users of relative valuation should identify peers in small

markets by applying the SARD approach within the industry of the target firm.

Moreover, users should carefully consider what fundamental selection variables to

include in the analysis depending on the multiple applied.

Our study leaves several questions open for future research. First, we found that

common practice in Denmark is to find peers across boarders, especially in Europe, the

US and other developed countries. We propose that future studies could investigate

the efficacy of the SARD approach on a transnational sample. Second, we have in this

thesis assumed an equal weighting of the four SARD selection variables. Conceivably,

some selection variables might be more relevant than others. We suggest that future

studies could examine whether the accuracy of the SARD method increases if different

selection variables carry different weights. Third, our results indicate that selection

variables differ in valuation accuracy depending on the multiple applied. Future

research could address this by investigating what selection variables return the most

accurate estimates for different valuation multiples. Finally, we have discovered a

systematic effect in the time variation of valuation errors. This finding requires

further empirical investigation.
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Appendix

A1 Python code

Figure A1.1: Python code: Selecting peers using industry affiliation
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Figure A1.2: Python code: Selecting peers using the SARD approach
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Figure A1.3: Python code: Selecting peers using SARD within Sectors
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A2 T-test

Table A2.1: T-test for SARD combinations within and across industries

T-test for the mean of pairwise differences between sets of absolute percentage errors

ROE

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

ROE

Net debt/EBIT

Size

EBIT margin

EV/Sales

ROE (WI) + - -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** +** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +

EV/EBIT

ROE (WI) + -** -** -**

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** + +

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +* + +*

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** + +**

P/B

ROE (WI) +** + - -

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** + - -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** + +

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +* + +

P/E

ROE (WI) +** + -* -*

ROE Net debt/EBIT (WI) +** +** - -

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size (WI) +** +** +** +

ROE Net debt/EBIT Size EBIT

margin (WI)

+** +** +** +

"+" implies that the selection method in the row is more accurate than the selection method in the column,

and "-" implies the opposite. **Significant at the 1% level. *Significant at the 5% level.
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A3 Interview guide

Introduktion

1. Først vil vi gerne høre om vi skal holde dig anonym i vores afhandling? Både

navn og hvor du arbejder?

2. Hvad er din jobtitel?

3. Hvad består dine primære arbejdsopgaver i?

Multipler vs. andre værdiansættelsesmodeller

4. Til hvilke opgaver anvender du multipel-baseret værdiansættelse?

5. Hvad er fordelen ved at anvende multipler?

6. Er der ulemper ved at anvende multipler? Hvilke?

7. Hvilke multipler anvender du mest? Hvorfor?

8. Hvornår anvender du equity-baserede multipler, som P/E og P/B og hvornår

anvender du enterprise value-baserede multpler, som EV/EBITDA?

9. Hvor ofte anvender du multipler i forhold til andre værdiansættelsesmetoder?

10. Hvad kan multipler i forhold til disse modeller?

11. Anvender du multipler direkte på regnskabstal eller laver du korrektioner?

Hvilke?

Peer gruppe selektion

Fokus i vores afhandling er specifikt på selektion af sammenlignelige selskaber. Derfor

stiller vi en nu en række spørgsmål specifikt hertil.

12. Har dit selskab en standardiseret tilgang til at finde sammenlignelige selskaber?

Beskriv gerne.

13. Hvad er rationalet bag denne tilgang?

14. Hvor mange peers er der typisk i din peer gruppe?
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15. Når du skal værdiansætte et dansk selskab, bruger du så udelukkende danske

sammenlignelige selskaber?

16. Fra hvilke andre lande finder du peers? Hvad er din begrundelse til dette valg?

17. Laver du nogle justeringer, når du anvender peers fra andre lande? (F.eks. hvis

skattetrykket er forskelligt, forskellig regnskabspraksis etc.)

Til slut vil vi gerne kort præsentere resultatet af vores analyse og høre umiddelbare

kommentarer hertil.
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A4 Transcribed interviews

A4.1 Interview 1 with Rune Dalgaard

E: Emilie Rosenkvist

N: Nicoline Storm

R: Rune Dalgaard

Interview:

N: Først skal vi høre dig om vi skal holde dig anonym i vores afhandling? I forhold

til navn og hvor du arbejder?

R: Nej. Det behøver I ikke

N: Hvad er din jobtitel?

R: Senior manager

N: Hvad består dine primære arbejdsopgaver i?

R: Jeg er projektleder inden for værdiansættelser. Er det konkret nok?

N: Ja, det er superkonkret. Tak. Nu går vi videre til spørgsmål om

multipler og generelt om værdiansættelse. Vi vil høre hvilke opgaver du bruger

multipelværdiansættelse til?

R: Det bruger jeg i de fleste værdiansættelser. Det er meget almindeligt at vi bruger

multipler. Det er ikke altid nødvendigvis i forhold til en gruppe af sammenlignelige

selskaber. Det kan lige så godt være at man beregner en multipel på baggrund af

en DCF, altså hvad svarer det til i multipel. Og så tænker man lidt over hvad man

har set tidligere. Om hvordan det ligger og giver det mening. Måske kan man huske

en værdiansættelse man lavede for et år siden, hvor man havde en peer group, hvor

niveaeut var tilsvarende. Det er også nogle gange at multiplerne er nogle andre slags

multipler, hvor det stadig er på baggrund af sammenlignelige selskaber, men hvor

man ser på alternative multipler, som besøg, antal klik eller besøg på hjemmeside.
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Nå, men jeg anvender multipler i de fleste værdiansættelser. Som et supplement til

DCF. Og en sjælden gang imellem, som det eneste.

N: Hvilke multipler anvender du mest?

R: Jeg anvender mest EV/EBIT og EV/EBITDA. Og så er det at vi har de alternative

multipler, som vi bruger engang imellem til virksomheder, som ikke tjener penge,

men som har noget interessant, en IT platform eller IP, noget spændende, men som

bare ikke er begyndt at tjene penge endnu, men som har massere af værdi alligevel.

Så kan man prøve at se på hvad lignende virksomheder bliver handlet til i forhold til

antal besøg på deres hjemmeside, hvis det er noget online baseret, for eksempel.

N: Hvorfor anvender du EBIT og EBITDA-multipler mod f.eks. P/E og P/B?

R: Vi kommer lidt lang ned i resultatopgørelsen i forhold til at der bliver lidt for

meget støj fra diverse mærkelig ting, som forskelle i skattesatser, finansiering og

almindelige regnskabsregler og praksis. Ting og sager, som selskaberne selv kan

påvirke.

N: For at vende tilbage til multipler generelt, hvad er det fordelen ved at anvende

multipler?

R: Det er en god måde at lave et sanity check på til værdiansættelser, som f.eks.

DCF, som man godt kan komme til at fortabe sig lidt i. Multipler er en rigtig god

måde at evaluerer at den værdi man er nået frem til faktisk giver mening.

N: Hvilke ulemper ser du så?

R: Der er jo den ulempe at virksomheder sjældent er sammenlignelige. Det er

ret sjældent at man finder det perfekt sammenlignelige selskab. Også det at

markedsmultipler afspejler markedets prisfastsættelse af en virksomhed og ikke

nødvendigvis den samme teoretiske værdiansættelse, som man selv sidder og laver.

N: Det sidste spørgsmål til multipler generelt. Anvender I multipler direkte på

regnskabstal taget fra årsrapporter? Eller laver I korrektioner til dem?

R: Vi bruger tallet fra årsregnskabet hvis det kan lade sig gøre. Vi har ikke meget

travlt med at lave en masse korrektioner, men der kan jo godt være behov for det.
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Det vigtigste er selvfølgelig at tallene er korrekte, ellers så kan det være lige meget.

Og det kan netop være at der er problemer med sammenlignelighed, og at man bliver

nødt til at foretage en korrektion af en eller anden art.

E: Super. Fokus i vores afhandling er specifikt på selektion af sammenlignelige

selskaber. Så nu stiller vi nogle spørgsmål specifikt hertil. I de situationer, hvor du

skal finde sammenlignelige selskaber, har I en standardiseret tilgang til at finde en

peer gruppe?

R: Ja, jeg vil sige en rimelig standardiseret.

E: Er det én, som du vil beskrive for os?

R: Ja. Man laver søgninger i en finansiel database. I det her tilfælde bruger vi

ofte Capital IQ fra S&P. Deri prøver man at finde en intelligent måde at søge efter

virksomheder. Det er ved at afgrænse noget branche. I nogle tilfælde afgrænser man

i forhold til branche. Det er som regel ikke nok, for så kommer der for mange. Så kan

man afgrænse noget geografi, nogle gange. Så vi slipper af med mærkelige selskaber

fra Asien, man ikke ved noget om. Så kan vi finde på at bruge søgeord. Så nu har vi

sagt, hvis ikke virksomhederne er defineret, som værende i den her branche, og hvis

ikke de er i nogle relativt almindelige lande, så er vi ikke interesseret i hvordan de er

værdiansat og deres multipler. Geografi er ikke altid en afgrænsning, det er typisk

én man tager i brug senere. Man starter med at definere branchen og så definerer vi

også nogle key words. Selvfølgelig har vi sat os ind i den virksomhed, som vi er i gang

med at værdiansætte og finder nogle rigtig gode key words, måske en lille sætning,

som optræder i beskrivelsen af virksomheden. For eksempel, hvis det er inden for

pharma, så vil man søge på hvad der er for en sygdom det drejer sig om. Og hvis

vi samtidig har defineret, at det skal være pharmaceutical companies, eller vi har

defineret at det skal være life science og vi vil gerne have at det her [bestemte] ord

skal optræde. Hvis der kun er 20 virksomheder, så kan vi lige så godt bare gennemgå

dem. Så er der ingen grund til at lave flere kriterier. Men det mest almindelige er at

man får 500 ud. Og det tager lidt lang tid at gennemgå. Derfor vil man så måske

lige lave en stikprøve og se hvordan de 10 første ser ud. Er det noget der kan bruges?

Og så vil vi opdage at vi rammer for bredt ved at vi har defineret life science og den
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her [bestemte] sygdom. Fordi der findes både instrumenter, der bruges i behandling

af denne sygdom, der findes medicin, og der findes måske vacciner. Og det bliver alt

for bredt. Derfor er vi nødt til at zoome ind på branchen og finde nogle der laver det

samme. Det kan også være at det er noget inden for energisektoren, så hvis vi søger

multipler dér - og det har vi gjort rigtig meget faktisk - så vil det være at key words

inkluderer “onshore wind”. Det er vigtigt at vi er i energisektioren. Vi kan ikke bare

søge uden om sektor her. Og så kan det være at man skriver “onshore”, som key

word. Fordi så er det ret sandsynligt at det er noget med noget vind man får. Og

hvis det så stadig giver 500 resultater, så kan man f.eks. afgrænse geografi. Eller for

at lave multipler, så kan man bruge nogle alternative multipler, når det er inden for

vind. Så kan man lave nogle megawatt multipler. Har I set sådan nogle før?

E: Jeg kan forestille mig det, men har faktisk ikke set dem før.

R: Man siger f.eks. EV/megawatt, altså installeret kapacitet. Så kan man sige det

ene key word skal være “onshore” og det andet skal være “megawatt”. Og det kan

være man prøver med forkortelsen mW, eller som kombination af mega og watt, hvis

nu der er lavet et mellemrum. Og så prøver man lidt forskelligt og får det indsnævret

og hvis det stadig giver for mange, så må man kigge lidt georgrafi, eller stille nogle

kriterier op, omkring at de skal have nogle financials. Grunden til at jeg siger at jeg

gerne vil have megawatt, det er fordi ellers kan jeg kan jeg ikke lave en multipel og

så kan jeg ikke bruge de peers til noget som helst alligevel.

E: Så det er korrekt forstået, at det er alfa omega at de her selskaber laver det

samme?

R: Ja, i langt de fleste tilfælde. Men hvis vi nu taler om en startup virksomhed. Ikke

modne virksomheder. Virksomheder, som slet ikke har et positivt driftsoverskud

endnu, eller virksomheder, som knap nok har omsætning. Så vil vi gerne finde

virksomheder på samme stadie, og så er det ikke så vigtigt om de laver det ene eller

det andet. Så er vi meget mere interesseret i at de har samme problemer, at det de

primært laver er at arbejde med deres gæld, de laver R&D, og så laver de fundraising,

fordi de er konstant på jagt efter kapital. Så skal vi ikke have virksomheder, som

laver det samme. Hvis man får en moden virksomhed, som har været i markedet i
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20 år med et produkt og som tjener spandevis af penge, så kan vi ikke rigtig bruge

det tal til at værdiansætte en virksomhed, som ikke er kommet ind på markedet

endnu. Så det er ikke altid vigtigt. I langt de fleste tilfælde for modne virksomheder

i langt de fleste brancher, så er det altid først og fremmest business description. Det

er klart, når vi så kommer lidt længere ned ad vejen, så har vi jo også nogle andre

kriterier. Fordi når vi så har fundet de her 20-30 gode virksomheder, som ser ud til

at lave det samme, så vil vi begynde at gå ind og kigge på kapitalintensitet, vi vil

kigge på finansiel modenhed. Dvs. er det en vækstvirksomhed eller en virksomhed

med samme finansielle modenhed, som vi er i gang med at værdiansætte.

E: Hvad er det for nogle variable I kigger på her?

R: Ah, det er faktisk nemmest hvis jeg lige slår det op her. Fordi jeg kunne godt

komme til at glemme noget, når jeg tager det fra hoften, som jeg gør lige nu. Jeg har

lige for nyligt lavet noget, hvor vi beskrev hvordan man sammenligner virksomheder.

Og det kunne jo faktisk godt være smart nu at dele lidt med jer. Jeg kan ikke sende

noget til jer, selvfølgelig, men nu skal I bare ser her. Nu kommer den her, nu har

jeg så rapporten åben her. Det er en ekspertværdiansættelsesrapport, vi lavede til

en retssag, hvor nogen var blevet uenige om hvad værdien af en virksomhed er. Så

kan man hyre, sådan nogle, som os til at komme ind og give et bud på hvad der er

det rigtige svar. Så det er sådan noget, hvor man prøver at være meget objektiv.

Okay, så siger vi kapitalintensitet, det burde være et fantastisk ord, yes [Han søger i

dokumentet]. De overordnede søgekriterier vi har er: Geografi, industri, og sådan

noget med værdikæder. Hvis vi er i den rigtige industri, men to forskellige steder

i værdikæden, dvs. den ene af dem producerer komponenter til en industri og den

anden han sælger færdige biler, hvor den første laver nogle møtrikker, der bliver

brugt i biler og den anden han samler den om sælger dem. Så er det to forskellige

virksomheder, og så laver de altså ikke det samme bare fordi nogle nøgleord passede.

Så det er igen med at finpudse sin søgning, men det er der hvor man stadig søger

på nøgleord og industridefinition. Og geografi og så værdikæde: Er det en sælger,

en producent, en udvikler? Hvad er det de laver? Og så finansielle nøgletal. Og

det vil være at man kigger på omsætningsvækst, for eksempel, man kunne også
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sammenligne deres marginer. Og der vil jeg være lidt forsigtig. Marginerne er ikke

rigtig styrende for de her multipler nødvendigvis. Men de kan give en et praj om

at virksomhederne ikke laver det samme. Det kan godt være at der står at de laver

det samme. Men den ene han tjener 5% i marginer, den anden tjener 30% meget

konsekvent fordelt over tid. At de har så forskellige marginer, så er det altså fordi

de ikke laver det samme - på den ene eller anden måde. Det kan godt være at de

begge sælger tøj, men den ene sælger ultra high end tøj, håndsyet, fint design halløj,

og sælger fem stykker tøj om året og den anden er H&M. Så det kan sagtens være

at de slet ikke er sammenlignelige alligevel, selvom de begge to sælger tøj. Så det

er igen det der med at kigge på nøgletal, sammenligne dem, ser de ud til at være

sammenlignelige. Og så kapitalintensiteten og så produktbeskrivelse og strategisk

fokus. Så igen kapitalintensiteten vil vi så måle ud fra noget property, plant and

equipment [PPE], og det er ikke så vigtigt hvad man ser det i forhold til. Det kan

sagtens være bare være PPE/omsætning. Det er ikke så vigtigt hvordan man regner

det, men at man på tværs af alle selskaberne lige regner nøgletal. Og så vil der være

nogle der stikker af. Der vil være nogle med en høj procent og nogle der har en lav.

Og det betyder at de har hver sin driftsmæssige model. Den ene har høj driftsmæssig

gearing og den anden har lav driftsmæssig gearing. Og det betyder at de har to

forskellige forretningsmodeller og det betyder at de sandsynligt vis er ret forskellige

alligevel. Og der skal man så være lidt forsigtig. Jeg har lige én ting til. I får valuta

for pengene i dag.

E: Det er godt

R: Så skal vi lige se her, hvad pokker hed det? Så skal jeg lige grave noget frem her.

Vi lavede én hvor det var en ren multipelværdiansættelse. Men det var meget vigtigt

at den var meget korrekt, fordi det var noget skattemæssigt, og ham der havde det

bestilt det her arbejde fra os, han kunne komme i klemme, hvis det var noget bras vi

havde fået lavet. Så vi var ret grundige. Og der havde vi følgende parametre. Så

ud fra hvad de lavede, så ud fra den klassiske søgning: Defineret industri, definere

noget produkt fokus, udvælge en række selskaber. Så deler vi dem ind i tier 1 og

tier 2. Og så for hvert eneste selskab, så gennemgik vi finansiel modenhed, omfanget
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af forskning og udvikling. Det var fordi det noget inden for pharma og biotech, så

kiggede vi på kapitalintensitet, vi kiggede på produktbeskrivelse og så lavede vi en

overordnet konklusion om sammenlignelighed, og det var sådan noget med: ser det

ud til at være sammenlignelige på EBITDA-marginer og vækstrater. I kan prøve at

se nogle af de nøgletal vi kiggede på. Det var omsætningsvækst og marginer. Det

var immaterielle aktiver i forhold til omsætning, og det var selvfølgelig anlægsaktiver

i forhold til omsætning, dvs. PPE i forhold til omsætning. For at få nogle forskellige

clues om hvad det var der gjorde dem forskellige de her selskaber. Så sådan nogle

nøgletal der kiggede vi på. Ganske almindelige, nemme nøgletal.

E: Det lyder godt. Et hurtigt spørgsmål. Hvor mange peers har du så i en typisk

peer gruppe?

R: I det her tilfælde havde vi 6 i tier 1 og yderligere 10 i tier 2. Så det giver 16 i alt.

Det regnede jeg lige i hovedet.

E: Så tier 1 er jeres peer gruppe og tier 2 er jeres backup? Eller hvordan skal det

forstås?

R: Ja, det er lidt et ekstra sanity check. Du kan kalde det backup. Vi plejer ikke

at få brugt tier 2 til ret meget faktisk. Og nogle gange kan vi godt finde på at sige

"prøv at hør’ her, det kan godt være at der er 6 selskaber, der ser ud til at være

gode, men der et ét selskab, som er fuldstændig magen til. De har en ultra nær

konkurrent, hvor de gør nøjagtigt det samme de to virksomheder, de har nøjagtigt

det samme fokus, de er på de samme markeder, samme forretningsmodel, alt er ens,

de har endda samme modenhed. De har simpelthen bare head to head konkurrence".

Og det kunne være sådan noget, som... altså Heineken og Carlsberg, de har meget

forskellig størrelse, så de er ikke ens, men hvis du ser på alt andet, så er de meget lig

hinanden. Deres produkter er meget ens, og de står ved siden af hinanden på hylden.

Og det er marginaler, der skiller dem ad på en eller anden måde. Det var bare et

eksempel. Det er jo et super homogent produkt, selvom de forsøger at differentiere

sig lidt. Det jeg prøver at sige det er... hvis det nu var sådan at to bryggerier der

var fuldstændig ens og de konkurrer på alle de samme markeder med hinanden om

de samme kunder, de samme barer vil de gerne ind at have sat deres fustager og de
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kæmper om samme hylde plads og de samme kunder. Så siger man, det kan godt

være at der også er 10 andre bryggerier, men de har nogle forskellige karakteristika

der gør at de ikke er lige så sammenlignelige. Hvis man har et der bare er bedre end

alt andet, så er det ret sikkert at vi vil lægge os meget tæt på det. Og vi vil være

parat til at se bort fra hvad medianen er på vores peers multipler. Man plejer jo at

have en median, et gennemsnit, nogle kvartiler og sådan noget. Og alt det der – det

vil vi være totalt ligeglade med hvis vi har en peer, som er bedre end alle de andre på

alle parametre. Det er noget vi begynder at gøre meget ud af den der klassificering

af peers, hvor vi er inde og kigge på en helt masse forskellige ting. Én af de ting, vi

nogle gange kigger på i nogle brancher, for eksempel inden for retail, salg af tøj. Der

kigger vi på sådan noget, som cash conversion. Det er klart at jo mere mærkelige

de der nøgletal er, og jo mindre gængse de er, jo svære bliver det at udlede. Og så

er det mere tidskrævende at lave sådan en analyse, fordi så skal vi ud og have fat i

nogle regnskaber og så sidde og kigge i dem. Og det er ikke altid at vi kommer dertil

at vi sidder og gnasker rundt i regnskaberne, for at være ærlig. Vi trækker nogle

rigtig gode tal fra en god database.

E: Er det korrekt at det primært er tal fra børsnoterede selskaber?

R: Yes, det er børsnoterede selskaber. Det er ikke ret mange gange jeg har været

ude for at vi har brugt unoterede selskaber i en peer gruppe. Det er virkelig, virkelig

sjældent. For så kan man heller ikke lave multipler. Så er det ikke en multipel

værdiansættelse. Så er det kun i forhold til nøgletal. Og igen for de unoterede

selskaber, der ligger ikke nogen forecasts for dem. Så man kan ikke næsten ikke

bruge deres tal til andet end at validere om hvad tjener man egentligt. Og det sker

nogle gange at vi får nogen ind, som virker lidt urealistiske. Der kommer en kunde

ind, som har store planer om at de kommer til at tjene helt vildt mange penge. Så

kan det godt være at vi fisker et selskab, som ligner rigtig, rigtig meget, men som er

meget mere modent. Og så ligger vi det foran kunden og siger ‘det her selskab, det

har eksisteret i 100 år, og der er ikke et eneste år, hvor de har tjent 20% i margin

eller 30% i margin, hvad er det der gør at du kan komme ind nu og tjene 30% i

margin på at lave nøjagtig det samme, som dem der?’. Så vi kan godt finde på at
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fiske noget unoteret frem, men så kigger vi bare historiske tal. Vi får ikke noget

forward looking. Og man får ikke nogen multipler.

E: Rune, er det også korrekt forstået, at når du skal værdiansætte danske selskaber,

så bruger det ikke udelukkende danske selskaber i den peer gruppe? Du kigger ud

over de danske grænser

R: Korrekt

E: Fra hvilke andre lande finder du typisk peers?

R: Det kommer lidt i to steps. For det første, så snakker man meget om... jeg

tror man har et fokus på, hvis der skal være geografi, det er ikke altid vi starter

med geografi, som jeg nævnte før, så kommer geografi lidt længere nede i rækken

af karakteristika. Det er sku ikke så vigtigt synes vi. Fordi mange gange, i en del

brancher, så vil man alligevel gerne ind på det amerikanske marked, og være med.

Så det gør ikke så meget at vi tager en virksomhed på det amerikanske marked. Det

var som eksempel. Men det typisk USA og Europa. Og det er typisk Developed

Countries. Og det er for at undgå at man får et børsnoteret selskab fra et land, hvor

man knap nok kan udtale hvad hovedstaden hedder og hvor man ikke aner hvad det

er for noget man har med at gøre. I nogle svære brancher bliver man nok lidt mere

åben over for nogle mærkelige peers engang imellem. Developed Countries, Europe

og USA.

E: Når du så bruger sammenlignelige selskaber fra andre lande, laver du så nogle

justeringer, grundet at der er nogle forskellige skattetryk, forskellig regnskabspraksis

måske? Altså går I ind og gør noget?

R: Ej, ikke nødvendigvis. Men altså igen. Det der kan være problemet, for eksempel,

hvis det er pharmaceutiske virksomheder, så kan det være et problem, hvis det er

forskelligt hvordan de håndterer noget R&D. Hvordan de bogfører det. Der kan være

nogle problemer der. En sjælden gang imellem kan man støde på problemer at der

er forskel i regnskabspraksis. Men børsnoterede virksomheder bruger jo altid IFRS i

Europa og US GAAP i USA. It’s not all that different. Så det er sku fint nok. Det

er ikke noget vi bruger meget krudt på, de her justeringer. Men det er meget vigtigt
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at man er meget opmærksom på dem alligevel. Fordi der er nogle gange at man er

nødt til at droppe en peer på grund af sådan noget der. Men jeg tror hellere vi vil

droppe den end at lave en masse justeringer. Fordi man åbner sig selv for en masse

kritik og en masse diskussion fra en evt. modpart, hvis man skal i retten og forsvare

en værdiansættelse eller man er oppe imod skattevæsnet. Så snart man begynder at

lave korrektioner, så åbner man for debatten.

E: Yes, super. Tak for det. Nu vil vi gerne lige hurtigt fortælle om vores analyse,

hvis du har tid og lyst til at høre. Vi gør det kort. Vi har undersøgt to metoder

til at finde peers. Den ene metode er baseret på fundamental value drivers, dvs. vi

glemmer alt om branchetilhørsforhold, og finder peers på tværs af brancher, versus

at vi finder peers inden for en branche og gerne på det mest snævre niveau inden

for GICS klassifikationssystemet. Så vi har bygget en kode, som finder peers på det

laveste niveau og hvis der ikke er nok dér, så finder vi én på det næste niveau. Og

så sammenligner vi de her to metoder. Og det vi finder, det er, at hvis man bruger

metoden hvor man udelukkende ser på fundamentale value drivers for lønsomhed,

vækst og risiko, så får vi nogle bedre valuations estimeates, end hvis vi bruger vores

industri variable.

R: Hvordan måler i det?

E: Vi laver en peer gruppe med hver metode og så måler vi absolutte percentage

errors. Så hvor langt skyder vi fra den observerede pris i markedet.

R: Så I bruger en peer gruppe til at værdiansætte et børsnoteret selskab?

E: Præcis.

R: Så I har en kontrol?

E: Yes, vi har en kontrol.

R: Så man har markedsværdien, og så ved I hvor meget man rammer forkert med to

forskellige peer groups.

E: Yes, fundet med de her to forskellige metoder.

R: Og hvad er jeres volumen? Altså kan I få noget statistisk signifikant på den?
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E: Vi får noget statistisk signifikans på det. Vi har ca. 900 observationer fordelt på

10 år

R: Er det 900 grupper?

E: Det er 900 observationer, dvs. selskaber fordelt på 10 år. Så en observation er et

selskab i et år.

R: Så det er 90 selskaber i hvert år?

E: Yes, i gennemsnit.

R: Så det er det samme selskab i tester 10 gange?

E: Det varierer fra år til år. Fordi det er ikke altid at et selskab har været børsnoteret

i hele perioden. Så vi har selskaber med i de perioder de har været på børsen.

R: Ej, det her er altså meget, meget spændende.

E: Ja, det er ret spændende. Men det vi så også finder, som var vores anden

hypotese, det var, hvis nu vi kombinerer de to metoder. Dvs. vi bruger vores variable,

altså vores fundamentale value drivers inden for en sektor, som så er det højeste

klassifikationsniveau, så er det så at vi får de bedste resultater.

R: Er det signifikant bedre end de to metoder hver for sig?

E: Ja, det er signifikant bedre end de to metoder hver for sig.

R: Okay, det er jo meget interessant. Det er en mekanisk måde at gøre det vi gør

manuelt. Vi sidder jo netop og gør begge dele. Vi kigger både på tal og på alle de

andre ting, alt det bløde der. Det er jo den grove måde, den der med at man sidder

og læser et keyword og bruger en sektorkode. Og vi kender jo godt sektorkoder. Det

er som regel der man starter. For der får man sat noget afgrænsning. For hvis du

kun bruger keywords, og ikke en sektorkode, så får du nogle virksomheder, som er

underleverandører på tværs. Så får du en IT virksomhed, som er leverandør til din

energisektor. Og det kan vi ikke bruge til en dyt.

Interview slut.
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A4.2 Interview 2 with Investment Manager

E: Emilie Rosenkvist

I: Investment Manager

Interview:

E: Først skal jeg høre dig om vi skal holde dig anonym i vores afhandling? I forhold

til navn og hvor du arbejder?

I: Ja, det må du gerne

E: Det gør vi. Hvad er din jobtitel?

I: Investment Manager

E: Hvad består dine primære arbejdsopgaver i?

I: De består i investeringscyklussen, screening af investeringsmuligheder, sourcing

kan man også kalde det, investeringer, forskellige opgaver i forbindelse med

ejerskabsperioden, potentielt også salg. Så er der nogle administrationsopgaver,

som rapportering og lignende for vores porteføljeselskaber. Og andre opgaver internt

i fonden.

E: Nu kommer der en række spørgsmål om værdiansættelse med fokus på

multipelbaserede værdiansættelser. Til hvilke typer af opgaver anvender du multipler?

I: Det primære er til værdiansættelse, som indgår en hel del steder i mit arbejde. Jeg

tror man skal se det som at man skal kommunikere et eller andet til nogen. Så du

kan sige, at vi bruger det rigtig meget til når vi skal have en holdning til forhandling

af værdi, det er i forhold til at vi er i gang med at kigge på et selskab. Alle synes

det er en god idé. Det store spørgsmål er altid pris. Og der vil man jo så prøve at

komme hen til en pris, hvor man gerne vil være enig med modparten. Og det er

som om multipel-værdiansættelse bare er en nem måde at kommunikere på. Slynger

man et tal ud, som 100 mio. kr, så kan man knytte på at sige at det er 7, 8 eller

10 eller 12 xEBITDA, så bruger folk det, som referenceramme. Så kan det være

modparten siger “ej, vi synes multiplen...” Hvis vi har sagt 8,7, så siger folk “vi vil
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gerne have 9”. Og så flytter tallet sig lidt bag ved. Andre gange bliver der sagt “vi

vil gerne have 120 mio. kr” og så bruger man multiplen den anden vej. Og der er det

rigtigt nok at multipel-værdiansættelse indgår, som en del af hvordan man kommer

frem til værdien. Det er i hvert fald en rigtig stor del af det. Og det er klart at den

proces, også internt, når vi skal kommunikere til vores egne stakeholders, at nu vil vi

gerne have mandat til at investere til den her pris, så kommunikerer vi også i form

af multipler. Men jeg tror nu du spørger om multipel værdiansættelse, så er det jo

selvfølgelig hvordan man kommer hen til tallet i første omgang. Og der er det rigtig

meget i forhold til værdiansættelse at komme med et bud.

E: Okay, så som jeg forstår dig, så gælder det både værdiansættelse af nye mulige

investeringer, men hvad med i forhold til de selskaber I allerede ejer? Bruger I

multipler til at værdiansætte dem?

I: Ja, det første var værdiansættelse af nye muligheder. Og så er vores praksis, når

vi har lavet en investering, så holder vi investeringsmultiplen fast. Dvs. har vi købt

til 8x, så når vi måler værdiskabelsen over tid, så ganger vi de 8x på den løbende

rapportering.

E: Hvad er fordelen ved at anvende multipler? Du har allerede sagt noget om

kommunikation; det er nemt at kommunikerer multipler, men er der andre fordele

ved multipler?

I: Helt fundamentalt, er det en ret nem metode. Du finder et par peer selskaber, eller

der er måske nogle der bare er standard practice inden for felt man kigger på. Og

uden at lave de helt store justeringer og analyser kan man ret hurtigt komme frem

til værdiansættelsen af en virksomhed. Det er en klar fordel. Så kan men selvfølgelig

diskutere om det så er den rigtige metode og bør man lave nogle justeringer. Men

det er klart nemt. Det er selvfølgelig nemt, for den der skal lave opgaven. Men det er

også meget nemt at kommunikere. Vi bruger det aldrig alene, for vi vil meget gerne

forstå afkastet.

E: Så I bruger det, som et supplement til andre værdiansættelsesmodeller?

I: Det er måske mere den anden vej rundt. Vi har en holdning til at det her er
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et selskab, i den og den branche, der vokser sådan og sådan. Så har nogen i vores

selskab en form for erfaring med hvor dette bør ligge hende, og når man så slår

multipler op, så plejer det at ligge meget godt. Lad os sige at man er enig om et

range omkring 8 xEBITDA og så starter man lidt der. Så personligt det første tal

jeg taster ind i min model, vil være i det range. Og så laver jeg en beregning; hvis

jeg betaler den pris med de og de forudsætninger, hvad kan det give mig af afkast i

de kommende år. Så jeg vil sige at det er et starting point.

E: Super, hvis du skulle nævne nogle ulemper ved multipler, hvad ville det være?

I: Det er en ulempe, hvis man bruger dem alene.

E: Hvorfor det?

I: Du finder aldrig helt sammenlignelige selskaber og du kan komme til at lave fejl.

Lad os sige at du kigger på et dansk selskab, og så tager du en amerikansk spiller,

som måske er værdiansat væsentligt højere af forskellige faktorer du ikke kender til,

og så ender du med en værdi og tænker i det eget hoved: “nå men så er alt fint.” Det

skal man passe på med. Man skal også passe på med forholdet mellem markeds- og

transaktionsmultipler. Bare fordi en transaktion for et år siden gik til en given pris

er det ikke sikkert at det er markedsniveauet i dag.

E: Så I anvender både markeds- og transaktionsmultipler?

I: Ja

E: Okay, det kan være du vil knytte en kommentar til forholdet mellem markedsværdier

og intrinsic value? Hvad er vigtigt for en investor, som dig, i forhold til at lave en

god investering?

I: Du kan sige, hvis du fundamentalt køber markedsmultipler, så vil du i princippet

se over tid om de er over eller undervurderet. Det er et velkendt fænomen

for value investorer. Så for at svare på dit spørgsmål, hvis man sidder i en

investeringsbeslutning eller i en bank, så kan man se på hvad gennemsnitskursen det

sidste år eller gennemsnitsmultiplen, ud over kun at se på den nuværende, så køber

vi en lille smule over prisen i dag, men det er faktisk gennemsnitsmultiplen det sidste
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år. Eller argumentet kunne være omvendt. Det er ofte meget situationsbestemt.

E: Hvis nu vi skal gøre det meget relevant i forhold til hvad der sker nu i markedet,

at det måske er svært at prisfastsætte ting. Har det så noget at gøre med at det er

svært at finde intrinsic value i forhold til at det er svært at forudse årets udvikling

I: Nej, jeg tror altid du kan lave en intrinsic vlaue og det er der gængse metoder for

med DCF’er og cash flow analyser. Men det der er vigtigt, med alt det her, det er jo

altid bare datapunkter. Så hvis du tager en stor investor, der investerer i distressed

selskaber, de sidder netop og venter på i dag. De siger: “Vi ved godt og vi tror på

at intrinsic value over tid er x, men fordi at markedet er bange og multiplerne er

nede og måske er der et behov for cash”, så vil man have en tese om at man kan få

selskabet billigere. Det er helt fundamentalt for den slags investorer. De vil måske

sige: “Det kan godt være at multiplen er banket helt herned, men vi vil faktisk gerne

betale lidt mere end den markedsmulitpel vi observerer, fordi vi stadig tror det er

under den værdi vi kan realisere, når tingene normaliserer sig”. Og så kan der være

nogle forhandlingsmæssige ting rundt om det. Så jeg tror du har helt ret, når du

kigger på fordele og ulemper. For at kunne bruge multipler skal man kunne forstå,

hvad der er man læser, når man læser en markedsmultipel.

E: Lige for at følge op. I forhold til at vi ser at nogle investorer ser det, som en

mulighed at multiplerne er nede, så ser vi at der er andre investorer og kapitalfonde,

som er mere afventende og som ikke har lyst til at investere for tiden. Hvad vil

argumentet herfor være? Her tænker jeg på forholdet mellem intrinsic value og

markedsmultipler?

I: Så ift første del af spørgsmålet: Det er klart at der er større usikkerhed. Og det

bør i princippet altid give et tryk ned på priserne, og det er klart at hvis man er

bange for at man køber noget i dag til 100 og i morgen er det 70 værd, så bliver du

mere tilbageholdende, som investor. Men i forhold til multiplerne, så skæver man

mindre til markedsmultiplerne, og så går man mere over i den anden side af båden

og siger: Vi har en fornemmelse for intrinsic, selvom det er svært at forecaste, men

man har en nogenlunde ide om hvordan selskabet klare sig, men man vil gerne se

effekten før man tør gå ind. Men der tror jeg at man vil, hvis man bare læser en
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peer gruppe af, så vil en overreaktion i markedet være en underværdiansættelse.

E: Okay, tak. Så bevæger vi os lidt tilbage til multiplerne. Hvad for nogle multipler

anvender du mest?

I: Det er mest earnings-baserede, sagt på den måde at det er primært EBITDA og

EBIT-baserede multipler. Nogle gange P/E. En lille smule P/B. Men det afhænger

meget af de selskaber man kigger på.

E: Hvornår anvender du prisbaserede multipler ift. enterprise-baserede nøgletal?

I: Hvis jeg skal gøre det meget kort, så tror jeg praksis er, at selskaber i høj vækst,

som ikke har nogle earnings endnu, f.eks. IT selskaber, der kigger man mere på

salget. Når du har selskaber, som i princippet har en produktion eller en form for

forretning, hvor der skabes EBITDA, så bevæger man sig i den retning. Så kan der

være noget omkring afskrivninger og forretningsmodeller, hvor nogle har meget store

aktiver og andre bruger en leje-model, så skal man være opmærksom på forskellene

og hvordan det spiller ind. Så der kan man skifte lidt mellem EBITDA og EBIT. Det

afhænger af forskellige typer forretninger. Det sidste jeg vil sige er, at når du har

en form for bank, eller en leasing forretning, så tjener den ofte penge på en anden

måde, hvor vi måske ser meget store renteomkostninger, og hvad er så egenkapitalen

eller net profit. Vores selskaber lægger sig oftere på EBITDA eller EBIT, så derfor

bruger jeg dem mest. Vi har også nogle enkelte på P/B eller P/E.

E: I forhold til andre værdiansættelsesmodeller, du sagde at du godt kan lide at

knytte din multipler op på noget andet?

I: Det er primært DCF eller LBO

E: Hvor ofte anvender du multipler ift. de andre typer værdiansættelsesmodeller?

I: Lige meget.

E: Når du anvender multipler, anvender du dem direkte på regnskabstal? Eller er du

inde og lave nogle korrektioner?

I: Det er mere normalt at vi ikke laver korrektioner end at vi laver korrektioner. Jeg

har tidligere arbejdet i en bank, hvor vi var meget fokuserede på at lave korrektioner.
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Jeg tror det man skal holde øje med i øjeblikket, er forskellige IFRS-standarder. Når

de ruller ind, så skal man være opmærksom på, om man kigger på den ene eller

anden side. Men ift. at gå de enkelte selskabers politikker igennem og rette til, så er

det oftere at vi ikke gør det end at vi gør det.

E: Nu bevæger vi os over i nogle spørgsmål, der handler om selektion af

sammenlignelige selskaber, som er fokus i vores afhandling. Så nu stiller jeg en

række spørgsmål hertil. I dit selskab, er der en standardiseret tilgang til at finde

peers?

I: Det synes jeg at vi har. Den nok mere implicit i folks hoveder, end at den er

eksplicit, som hvis man er i en stor bank. Det som processen er, er at finde ud af

hvilken branche vi er i, og hvis der er nogle meget kendte selskaber i den branche,

så bruger man dem, hvis de er børsnoterede. Og man vil typisk se på hvilke peer

grupper man bruger for de selskaber. Det er meget go-to metoden. F.eks. kigger vi i

øjeblikket på et selskab og der ved man at der er et meget godt børsnoteret selskab i

Europa, som er blevet en form for referenceramme i det space.

E: Så hvis der er et selskab, som ligner rigtig godt på rigtig mange parametre, så vil I

hellere lægge jer tæt op ad det, end en lidt bredere gruppe af mindre sammenlignelige

selskaber?

I: Vi vil helt sikkert have den med og vi vil nok lave nogle forskellige peergrupper.

Det du kunne gøre, er at have den med i en peer gruppe, for alle du skal kommunikere

med vil spørge indtil hvad den handler til, men jo længere væk dette selskab er fra

vores target, vil vi støtte op med en anden peer gruppe, som ligner mere. Men vi

forsøger at fange markedspraksis. Jeg kan give et eksempel. F.eks. inden for IT, der

er jo mange amerikanske børsnoterede selskaber. Hvis vi har et dansk/europæisk

IT-selskab, der er det relativt nemt at finde en amerikansk peer gruppe. Hvis vores

IT-selskab har et SAS-produkt og et CRM-system, så kan vi spørge hvad Salesforce

handler til. Og så ved man godt at man ikke er Salesforce, men det bliver meget

hurtigt den retning folk tænker. Er der andre ting? Jeg tror godt at man kan kigge

på geografi også. Man vil hellere finde noget lidt tættere på, end lidt længere væk.

Men det er to forskellige parametre, som vi lige har talt om. Hvis selskabet minder
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meget om Saleforce, så vil Salesforce komme ind et eller andet sted. Jeg tror ikke

at man vil sige at man skal finde en dansk peer til et dansk selskab, det er ofte

urealistisk. Selvfølgelig kan forskellige børser handle på forskellige måder, men hvis

du tager et dansk selskab, er det jo ikke nødvendigvis dansk. F.eks. Novo Nordisk

er en dansk aktie, men et globalt selskab, og kan sammenlignes med andre store

internationale aktier. Der er helt sikkert noget USA versus Europa og måske noget

Nord Europa versus Syd Europa, hvis man endelige skal, men jeg tror ikke man er

nede på Danmark versus Sverige versus Tyskland.

E: Hvis du skal finde en peer gruppe til et target, du er ved at vurdere, hvor vil du

så helst finde peers?

I: Jeg vil starte i den vestlige verden, da det er ofte der mange store børsnoterede

selskaber er, enten i Tyskland, England og USA, eller Danmark. Lad os sige du har

en bil-aktie, så bliver det meget hurtigt at få stillet op hvor de store ude i verden

ligger hende, om de så lige er tyske, eller franske eller italienske eller amerikanske.

Hvis de amerikanske handler helt forskelligt fra de europæiske, så splitter man måske

de to grupper op. Så kan man så have en holdning til hvor ens target ligger henne.

Tankegangen er at finde ud af hvilke selskaber, der ligner, men vi vil gerne have en

overvægt imod vestlige markeder, helt sikkert, og så prøver man at komme lidt tæt

på hjem, men det er bare svært ofte.

E: Når du så finder peers fra andre lande, som har et andet skattetryk og måske en

anden regnskabspraksis, laver du så nogle korrektioner?

I: Nej. På EBITDA – nej.

E: Okay. Det er fint. Hvor mange peers har du typisk i en peer gruppe?

I: Mon ikke man gerne vil op på fem, før det sådan rigtig giver mening. Lidt tilbage

til det vi har snakket op, hvis der er én eller to gode peers, så får ligesom lov at være

sig selv og så vil du gerne have en ekstra peer gruppe, hvor du gerne vil op og finde

et par stykker, men hvis der kun er tre gode, for ofte er der også brancher, hvor der

ikke er mange børsnoterede selskaber, så i sådan en branche er tre godt. Men hvis

du så går også en branche, hvor der er rigtig mange, så er standarden mere 5, 8, 10
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peers. Jeg har sjældent set peer grupper, hvor man har 20. Så er vi tilbage til at

hvis man har forskellige peer grupper, så har man en to gode og fem seks medium

gode og fem-seks i en tredje sortering. Og så nærmer du dig jo 15. Men jeg har bare

sjældent set den der store peer gruppe med 20 selskaber og så bare et gennemsnit

igennem alle 20. Det er i hvert fald et maks.

E: I forhold til værdiansættelse af jeres egne porteføljeselskaber, jeg går ud fra at

der er noget årlig værdiansættelse ifm. audit, bruger I også peer grupper her til at

værdiansætte?

I: Det ligger i forlængelse af den interne værdiansættelse. Audit er jo bare en audit af

den interne værdiansættelse. Vores metode er multipelbaseret, så når vi kommer til

årsafslutningen, så aflæser vi hvad vores værdier er, baseret på transaktionsmultiplen

og så kommer diskussionen naturligvis: Er det så en fair værdiansættelse eller ej?

Det man vil gøre, som revisor, og det vi også selv gør er, at sammenligne med

markedsmultipler, DCF og lignende værdiansættelsesmetoder. Og når man så stiller

dem op imod hinanden, så vil man gerne kunne argumentere for og vise at vi ikke er

for aggressive i vores værdiansættelse. Det vi gør, er at lave disse analyser, hvor vi

historisk kan se at vi er konservative, og revisoren finder derfor ikke grund til at vi

skal nedskrive.

E: Jeg kan forstå at jeres porteføljeselskaber er nogle, som I holder i en del år og der

skal være et audit hvert år. Så den her peer gruppe i bruger til at værdiansætte hvert

porteføljeselskab med i år, er det en peer gruppe i ønsker at anvende igen næste år?

Altså, ønsker I at tracke en udvikling i en bestemt peer gruppe i forhold til jeres

porteføljeselskab?

I: Ja, det er rigtigt. Når vi laver et audit, så tager vi den værdi vi har i bogen og

laver et audit af ved at anvende en række forskellige værdiansættelsesmetoder, og

der er det rigtigt, når vi tager den relative metode, så vil vi holde den samme peer

gruppe.

E: Hvad er rationalet her?

I: Du kan sige at der er et lidt svært rationale at skulle argumentere hvorfor man
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skifter peer gruppe. Revisorer kan godt lide at man holder sig til de samme principper.

Det er også klart, at der måske er noget komfort i, at hvis man én gang har lagt

sig fast på nogle der ligner og der ikke er sket det store med selskaberne fra et

markedsperspektiv og hvordan det eller går, og der ikke er sket det helt vilde i

branchen, så alt andet lige, er det stadig en god peer gruppe

E: Så for eksempel, hvis et af selskaberne i din peer gruppe har underfperformet, dvs.

haft et meget, meget dårligt år ift. til resten, så kunne I finde på at pille den ud?

I: Det er en ting, vi ikke har talt om, når du laver en peer gruppe, så er det jo ikke

sådan at du stopper ved branche og siger det er det. Du kan ikke have en peer

grupper hvor de handler fra 2 til 20 EV/EBITDA, så er der enten gået noget galt i

din peer gruppe, eller selskaberne går forskelligt. Så er det ikke sådan at man bare

piller de tre højeste eller de tre nederste ud. Man er nødt til at prøve at finde ud af

hvad der forklarer det? Hvis du har en pitchbog fra en bank eller corporate finance,

så vil de typisk have en side bag på hvor de viser forskellige metrics, og det kan være

alt fra maginer til capex niveauer og andre forhold, der gør at de her selskaber ligner

hinanden. Men det kommer ligesom i anden række bagom.

E: Vil du opremse nogle af de ting I kigger på?

I: Der er jo 100 måneder hvorpå at man kan kvalificere at en peer gruppe ser rigtig

ud. Hvis der en multipel der er rigtig høj eller lav, så vil du gerne tjekke at der

ikke er et kæmpe fald i EBITDA, for eksempel. Dvs. et stort fald i performance

og så vil du pille den ud. Eller du vil markere at du ikke har taget den med i

medianen. Hele den øvelse er der. Og du spørger til hvad man helt konkret er inde at

kigge på. Vi ved at branche kan være et lidt bredt udtryk. For eksempel, inden for

transportselskaber; du kan have et transportselskab, der ejer alle deres lastbiler og

terminaler, eller du kan have et selskab, som leaser det hele. Nu er der blevet lavet

lidt om i reglerne, men i princippet giver det forskellig indregning på din PL og derfor

kan det have effekt på dine multipler. Og det er jo to forskellige forretningsmodeller

med forskellige cash flows. Men der vil man så typisk, hvis man er corporate finance

rådgiver, det er langt tiden siden jeg har hjort det, men så vil man typisk se på

aktiv-base i forhold til hinanden: har du et selskab, som er 100 gange så stort, som
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det andet, så skal man lige være opmærksom på hvad der for nogle peers, man har

gang i at sammenligne. Så aktiv-base, størrelse, marginer, og hvis man kan, sådan

noget, som investeringsniveau, f.eks. capex/omsætning eller lignende.

E: Så du vil gerne se på nogle ratios i stedet for absolutte tal?

I: Det afhænger eget af branche. Men vi ser meget på både størrelse, performance og

investeringsniveau

E: Okay, tak, nu vil jeg gerne præsentere det vi har fundet ud af i vores hovedanalyse.

Jeg vil gerne præsentere vores resultater. Og når jeg har gjort det, vil jeg gerne høre

dine umiddelbare kommentarer hertil. Vi har testet en metode til at identificere

sammenlignelige selskaber baseret på finansielle variable, der måler lønsomhed, vækst

og risiko. Og umiddelbart glemme alt om branchetilhørsforhold. Vi tester den

her metode på det danske marked, som jo er et ret lille marked med relativt få

observationer inden for hver industri. Vi tester denne fundamentale metode op imod

at finde peers på baggrund af branchetilhørsforhold. Når markedet er lille og man

bruger branche-metoden er der ret få selskaber at vælge imellem grundet at der ikke

er så mange selskaber i hver branche på det danske marked. Den bedste metode

defineres, som den metode der leverer det bedste værdiestimat ift. den observerede

markedspris, som fungerer, som vores kontrolvariabel. Vi finder at den fundamentale

metode er mere præcis i sit værdiestimat sammenlignet med industrimetoden.

I: Hvordan måler i dem op imod hinanden?

E: Hele markedet er vores sample. Først bruger vi den fundamentale metode til

at finde en peer gruppe, dvs. på tværs af hele samplen finder vi de selskaber, der

ligner vores target selskab mest på baggrund af nogle nøgletal. Denne peer gruppe

bruges til at beregne en markedsmultipel for vores target selskab. Vi måler hvor

meget dette estimat slår fejl i forhold til den observerede markedspris for vores

target selskab. Den anden metode bygger på at finde en peer gruppe baseret på

selskaber i samme industri, og det gør vi ved at finde selskaber der er placeret i

samme industri-klassificering på det laveste niveau. Hvis der ikke er nok selskaber

her, så findes der peers på næste industri-klassificerings niveau. Hvis der for mange
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selskaber i en industri, så vælges peer gruppen tilfældigt.

I: Hvor mange er for mange?

E: Vi tester på 4 peers, men vi laver også robusthedstjek med flere peers. Men når

vi gør det på den måde, finder vi ud af den fundamentale metode leverer nogle bedre

værdiestimater. Næste lag i analysen er så at anvende den fundamentale metode

inden for en sektor og når vi gør det, så får vi de bedste resultater.

I: Det er jo godt at høre at hvis man anvender nøgletal inden for branchen, så findes

de bedste peers groups.

E: Ja, det bekræfter jo at første screening er branchen, men når du har branchen,

så er du nødt til at dykke ned i nogle nøgletal og undersøge at selskaberne reelt er

sammenlignelige. Branchetilhørsforhold er ikke nok.

I: Har I tænkt over at det I reelt tester, det er jo ikke en objektiv værdiansættelse.

Det er jo en værdiansættelse af dem der agerer i markedet, hvis det giver mening.

Man skal have i mente at alle dem der er i markedet bruger en eller anden metode,

så tænker jeg at den metode vil komme ud i jeres resultater.

E: Ja, analysen er baseret på markedsperceptioner.

I: Så hvis alle brugte metoden kun baseret på nøgletal, så kunne man måske

argumentere for at det ville ændre sig, men det kunne godt tyde på at alle bruger

branche og dem inden for branchen, der ligner mest. Spændende.

E: Har du eller nogle afsluttende bemærkninger?

I: Der er virkelig stor forskel, håber jeg I ser, mellem hvordan praktikere gør. Dem

der sidder i trading/analyse eller corporate finance eller dem som giver forskellige

rapporter til selskaber med fairness opinions, der er måske mere juridisk hæftelse,

og der ser man måske en mere rigorous approach, hvor man virkelig skal rundt om

det hele og ned og justere og man skal virkelig kunne argumentere for sin sag. Jeg

tror at du vil se i investeringsøjemed, at selvfølgelig bruger man alt det der, men der

også en strategi om hvad gør man med selskabet og det påvirker også hvilken værdi

man køber ind til osv. Man bruger de her ting, som referencer, men i sidste ende, så
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er det jo den værdi man tror på og kan man argumentere for den værdi, så får man

lov at investere. Der er sådan et praktisk lag henover, og man er nødt til at se det i

kontekst.

Interview slut.

A4.3 Interview 3 with Equity Research Analyst

N: Nicoline Emilie Storm

E: Equity Research Analyst

Interview:

N: Først vil jeg spørge dig om du vil holdes anonym i vores afhandling ift dit navn

og din arbejdsplads?

E: Ja, det må jeg hellere af hensyn til [arbejdsplads].

N: Hvad er din nuværende stilling?

E: Aktieanalytiker eller Equity Research Analyst

N: Hvilke opgaver benytter du multipelværdiansættelse til?

E: Jeg bruger det primært til tre formål. Først er det værdiansættelse i sig selv, der

er nogle aktier hvor markedet primært værdiansætter ved hjælp af multipler, det

kan være bestemte selskaber eller sektorer, som banker eller tobaksindustrien, hvor

der er en bred enighed om at disse selskaber handler til bestemte mulitpler. Det

andet fomål jeg bruger det til er at bestemme eller få en fornemelse af cost of cost

of equity, fordi der er nogle risici som en klassisk CAPM model ikke fanger, så der

bruger man det som en slags test, og det kan man undersøge på tværs af sektorer.

Men det bruger jeg primært på banker, fordi især Europæiske banker ville være

sammenlignelige her, og det giver et godt billede af om cost of equity rykker sig eller

ændrer sig på tværs af sektoren. Og den tredje ting jeg bruger det til hvis der er

nogle kollegaer eller investorer hvor vi taler om aktier, som man så ikke kender, så er

det godt at kunne gruppere aktier hurtigt efter deres multipler, om det er et vækst
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selskab eller et value selskab, så på den måde fungerer det godt til at få en hurtig

føling med aktien.

N: Hvilke mulitpler anvender du mest?

E: Primært P/E, og så bruger jeg også meget P/B når jeg kigger på banker, og det

er jo for at se hvilken pris man vil give for den indre værdi af equity, og det er helt

klart de to som jeg bruger en del.

N: Hvad med EV-baserede multipler, bruger du også dem?

E: Lige på de selskaber jeg sidder med er EV multipler ikke ligeså udbredt, så jeg

bruger det ikke så meget, men jeg ved at jeg har kollegaer som sidder med andre

selskaber og som bruger det en del på de selskaber, eksempelvis på Vestas eller

pharma selskaber og sådan lignende. Jeg tror også at det til dels er EV/Sales og

EV/EBITDA multipler og sådan nogle ting der bliver brugt. Og igen, hvis du

eksempelvis tager pharma og har noget der vækster, så det faktisk ikke altid er

multipler der er det bedste at bruge fordi det ofte handler om store investeringer

som ikke ligefrem giver gode multipler.

N: Hvilke fordele og ulemper ser du ved at bruge multipler?

E: Det er helt klart at multipler er ’quick and dirty’ og det går jo sindssygt hurtigt,

man kan jo gøre det på ingen tid. Så er der også det at som aktieanalytiker så

bruger meget af sin tid på at lave et estimat – altså selve det at transformere ens

estimater til aktieværdi eller kurs, det er ofte vores kunder, altså de store investorer

som ATP og andre kapitalfonde, de har ofte deres egne holdninger til hvad de synes

cost of capital skal være og hvad de tænker omkring det, så meget af tiden man

bruger som aktieanalytiker handler om at lave estimater, og der er det godt at kunne

bruge multipler til værdiansættelse, fordi det giver en indikation om hvad markedet

giver eller vil betale. Så kan man være enig eller uenig, men som udgangspunkt

har markedet den pris det har, og hvis markedet giver en P/E på 10 for bankerne,

så handler det om at se på om de earnings-estimater så er forskellige fra markedet,

og så har du en idé om du skal købe eller sælge aktien. Så det afhænger meget af

konteksten, og når man sidder som aktieanalytiker – altså, man taler altid om at
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man skal finde den sande værdi af et selskab, men som aktieanalytiker så er det jo

egentlig bare at finde ud af hvad investorerne vil betale for det, så du kan tage fejl i

din værdiansættelse i forhold til markedet, men det måske fordi markedet bare har

prissat det anderledes. Så her er multipler bare et rigtig godt ’sanity check’. Tag

eksempelvis tobaksindustrien, her vil din DCF analyse give en meget højere værdi

end markedsværdien, fordi at den risiko der ligger på tobakken den kan du ikke

fange i en normal beta beregning eller CAPM model, så der bliver man nødt til at

bruge mulitpler, fordi ellers får du et forkert estimat, som kunne skyldes halerisikoen.

Tager man bankerne, her er halerisikoen anerledes. Og det er det multipler fanger

langt bedre, fordi der i markedet ligger den her risikopræmie, som du ikke kan fange

på samme måde i en CAPM model. Der kunne godt tages højde for det, men du

ville blive nødt til at lave en masse antagelser, som ikke er lige så effektive.

N: Når du regner multipler, anvender du dem så direkte på regnskabstal eller laver

du korrektioner?

E: Jeg laver nogle korrektioner, men jeg prøver at holde det så tæt på de rapporterede

tal som muligt. Og det igen lidt at gøre med min aktieanalytikerrolle, at det handler

om at holde det simpelt, så det er nemt for kunderne og investorerne at forstå. Så

der er nogle helt åbenlyse korrektioner som kunder sjældent vil være uenige med dig

i, men ellers prøver jeg at holde det så tæt på de direkte tal som muligt – så snart

man bevæger sig væk, så bliver det sværere for andre at følge med i ens beregninger.

Og når jeg kigger på markedet så ligner det også at det er generel praksis ikke at

lave for mange korrektioner, fordi ellers ender man for ofte men at gætte på hvilke

korrektioner der ligger bagved. Så jeg holder det simpelt.

N: Så vil jeg gerne gå videre til at det at vælge peers og hvad der ligger af tanker

bagved. Først vil jeg høre om I har en standardiseret tilgang til at vælge peers?

E: Jeg har ikke en super standardiseret tilgang, men ofte vælger jeg selskaber indenfor

de samme industrier. Ofte vil nogle store selskaber selv navngive deres nærmeste

konkurrenter, og så vil det give mening at starte der. Men i andre sammenhænge

kan det også være svært at skulle se på industri, eksemplvis med EQT som skulle

børsnoteres, og de er en kapitalfond, og så mange børsnoterede kapitalfonde er der
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ikke globalt, og så må man i stedet se på dynamikkerne der er der, og så prøve at

finde sammenlignelige selskaber med nogenlunde samme setup, så samme størrelse

og indtjening. Og så prøver man også at fornemme hvad investorerne tænker. Så det

handler også om feedback fra investorerne, som kan sige “nej, vi synes ikke det her er

sammenligneligt på grund af det her og det her og det her”. Så kan der være behov

for at justere. Og så kan det være at de selv har en idé om hvad der ligger tæt på og

hvad man skal sammenligne med.

N: Hvor mange peers er der typisk i din peer gruppe?

E: Umiddelbart vil jeg sige 5-10, det virker som normal praksis. Men det afhænger

også af hvor mange der er tilgængelige. Så for eksempelvis forsikringsselskaber, der

er der ikke så mange nordiske, så der må man sammenligne med europæiske. Og

ellers kan man bare sammenligne med færre, og det sker også, fordi man så vægter de

selskaber der er tættest på højere end dem der er lidt længere væk. Så for at vende

tilbage til EQT, så hvis der er ét europæisk selskab der ligner, men flere amerikanske

der ligner, så vil det altid være den europæiske man kigger mod, fordi den simpelthen

bare ligner mere. Men typisk vil jeg finde 5 til 10 og lade dem konstituere min peer

group.

N: Når du skal værdiansætte et dansk selskab, bruger du udelukkende danske

sammenlignelige selskaber eller kigger du udover landegrænser?

E: Jeg kigger altid lidt på tværs, men det vigtigste er jo sådan set at det afspejler

selskabet. Så hvis du har en dansk regional bank, så vil jeg kigge på danske banker,

og hvis du har et globalt selskab, med aktivitet i hele verden, så vil jeg kigge mere

globalt. Generelt vil jeg sige at vi har en vis rækkefølge, vi vel helst have andre

selskaber fra Norden, og derefter Europa og derefter i resten af verden, for at vi får

dem som minder mest om hinanden, og som har ens forudsætninger og har samme

risikofaktorer.

N: Og når du så vælger peers fra andre lande, laver du så nogle korrektioner forbundet

til det? Det kunne være forskellige skattetryk eller lignende.

E: Et ærligt svar er nej. Igen, det er for at holde det simpelt og præcist. Hvis jeg
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sad i Corporate Finance, så ville jeg bruge mere tid på at sikre mig at regnskaberne

stemmede overens. Men som aktieanalytiker er det bare mere ’quick and dirty’.

N: Så vil jeg gerne høre dig om det vælge peers indenfor industrier. Vi bruger GICS

som industriklassifikation, vil i bruge samme system eller benytter I andre?

E: Umiddelbart bruger vi GICS, men GICS er også svært, fordi du kan have selskaber

der laver vidt forskellige ting men som er I samme gruppe, og så kan du have selskaber

som minder om hinanden men som er I forskellige grupper. Så det afhænger af hvor

brede kategorier man bruger. Generelt ser vi lidt mindre på industrigrupperinger

og ser mere på selskabets konkurrenter. Der kan være nogle forskelle, men de ligger

alligevel tæt op ad hinanden og bliver set som ens. Så det er typisk sådan vi gør det

på. Det store problem er så når du har et selskab som ikke har nogle konkurrenter,

og det er der jo nogle der ikke har.

N: Her til sidst vil jeg gerne kort præsentere hvad vi har fundet og vores umiddelbare

konklusioner, og meget gerne høre hvad du tænker om dette. Vi har testet SARD-

metoden, som er en metode til at identificere sammenlignelige selskaber baseret på

fundamentals, altså nogle udvalgte variable, der måler lønsomhed, vækst. Og så

samtidig glemme alt om hvilken industri selskabet er indenfor. Vi tester på det

danske marked, så alle virksomheder som er noteret på NASDAQ, så kun en lille

pulje af sammenlignelige selskaber. Det tester vi op imod at finde peers udelukkende

på baggrund af industri, og den bedste metode er selvfølgelig den som leverer det

mest præcise estimat i forhold til den observerede markedspris, og vores resultater

peger på at SARD, altså fundamentals, er mere præcise i deres værdiansættelse end

industri.

E: Så I tester kun på det danske marked og vælger kun danske peers?

N: Ja, det gør vi, for at prøve at finde ud af om metoden fungerer på et lille marked.

Og det gør vi netop fordi at teorien fra regnskabsanalyse jo siger at man skal holde

sig indenfor samme marked og ellers lave korrektioner.

E: Ja, det er helt rigtigt. For os handler det meget om hvor selskabet operer henne,

tag eksempelvis Novo Nordisk, deres salg I Danmark er forsvindene lille, langt det
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meste af deres salg foregår I USA. Men de er stadig børsnoteret I Danmark. Så det

med landegrænser er bare svært, og mange ser bare stort på det, man bliver nødt til

at være lidt mere pragmatisk I sin tilgang.

N: Ja, det er jeg enig I. Vi laver også en analyse hvor vi vælger peers baseret på

fundamentals variablerne, men kombineret med industri, således at vi vælger de

mest sammenlignelige selskaber baseret på SARD, men indenfor den bredeste GICS

kategori, som er sektor. Og det giver os de mest præcise prisestimater, mere præcise

end SARD metoden og industri hver for sig.

E: De resultater giver super god mening, fordi at risikoen rigtigt begynder at være

den samme. Kigger man på nøgletal, indtjening og risikofaktorer, så minder det

generelt bare meget mere om hinanden indenfor sektorerne, og det kan man bare

ikke ligeså nemt fange ved kun at bruge nøgletal, fordi du har den halerisiko. Så

industrien er bare en måde at fange eller kontrollere for en bredere form for risiko, da

selskaberne, der er I de her industrier, har samme risikofaktorer og deres halerisiko

minder om hinanden.

Interview slut.
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